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To: All Members of the Supreme Court Advisory Committee

Enclosed please find the following documents for your review prior to our
meeting on July 21 and 22, 1995:

1. Copies of the revised discovery rules reflecting changes made at
the full committee's May meeting and additional changes made by
the discovery sub-committee in June. This version is double
spaced and is redlined to show changes made since the May
meeting;

2. A clean copy of the revised rules w:jich has been formatted to fit
a fewer number of pages;

3. A disposition table prepared by Alex Albright showing the
disposition of the discovery rules as they are currently numbered
versus the numbers they received in the enclosed draft.
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Pursuant to Luther Soules' letter, I would ask that any suggested changes to these
rules be submitted to me and Luther Soules in writing prior to July 18, 1995. All
changes to these rules that are submitted to me in writing will be circulated to all
members of the committee prior to our meeting on July 21st and 22nd.

If there are any questions, please do not hesitate to give me, or Trey Peacock (in
my office, 713/653-7808) or Alex Albright (at the UT Law Schoo1512/471-1340)
a call.

Sincerely,

Stephen D. Susman
SDS-120269-njs
Enclosures
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Proposed Rules of Discovery

JUNE 30, 1995 DRAFT

FOR JULY 21, 1995 MEETING

(Red-lined from draft presented at May meeting)
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Preface: Comments to the Proposed Rules

TneSubcommitteereeounizesthatthis clraft of' thepr^^}^c?,zd_niles ccrntain^

inCens .isttncie^in--itti fo_riiatnumherin_W; and-use f s^me_^^.c^rds__--:Ihe Siibc^mrl^ittee-^^.i...::... : ..... : ----= = = = :: :---- =-= = =c^ -==-

thrguahtherulesandrzcokethese_inconsistencies aftertheworkin-, draftis ap^ruyedb^Tthe

Advitien C:ommittee__and__heforethe tinal draft is presentedtetheSupreme Ceurt.

In drafting these proposed rules, the Subcommittee proposes, in some instances, to rely

upon comments to illustrate or explain the intended application of a particular rule. Some

comments have been drafted, others will be added later. Should the full Supreme Court

Advisory Committee or the Court decide that the reliance upon comments is inappropriate,

some rules may require minor revisions to account for the removal of the comments.

The proposed rules concerning discovery vehicles require parties to "file" and "serve"

their requests for discovery and responses thereto. The Subcommittee presumes that there

will be a general rule requiring parties to file with the clerk and serve on all other parties

pursuant to Rules 21, 21a, and 74.
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RULE 1. Discovery Limitations (revised 6/21895)

1. Suits containin2 cE;laims seeking $50,000 or less.
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a. Applicability. If in any suit the plaintiff s pleadings affirmatively seek only monetary

recovery of $50,000 or less, excluding costs, pre_ judgmentp^tclg^t interest and att orneys'

fees, discovery shall be limited as provided in this section, unless governed by a Discoyer",

Control Plan. No amendment bringinIz the amount of recovery above $50,000 shall be allowed

at such time as to unduly preludice the opposing party and in no event later than 30 days before

trial__If by a claim, amendment, or supplement filed more than 30 days before trial, any party

seeks relief other than monetary recovery or in excess of $50,000, excluding costs, pre-

iudamentlrre^dgment interest and attorneys' fees, this section shall no longer apply to the suit.

When a timely filed pleading renders this section no longer applicable, discovery shall be

reopened and completed within the limitations provided in section 2 or 3 of this rule and any

person previously deposed may be redeposed.

b. Limitations. In addition to the limitations provided elsewhere in these rules:

__ (1) Diseovery Period. All discovery shall be conducted during the discoverV period

The disco^_ea-KriQd shallbe(-,,iri whenthe suitcommences and shall continue until )0 da-Y

before trial.

(? O Total time for oral depositions. Each party may have no more than 6 hours in

total to examine and cross-examine an-v and all witnesses in oral depositions. The parties may

agree to expand this limit up to 10 hours in total, but not more except by court order. The court

may modify the deposition hours so that no side or party is given unfair advantage.

(32) Interrogatories. Any party may serve on any other party no more than 15 written

interrogatories, including discrete subparts. Interrogatories asking a party only to identify or

authenticate specific documentsas eenempla*°ab: ^-'ie'°'Y oF•h° Rules of r:-•:' Et,;,a°ne° ,

however, are unlimited in number.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
Reflects changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page.;_t
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------t:^.---f.-r^^tf^ctt^etr trt^itr-rax^ff3e{^tr^^-^>t-c^tt^rr^crrt--^=l^e-^a{#ies--m-a^-no{-a^'2e-te-^lle^---^}^

p^t^:_rt^e^r^t^a^ 1t^hour^E}e^a{^t^^e at^ero^-exanri+^ewitr^ses i^ra,=al de^^sh^^s ^er-tl^is

^tc^ ex^-ep{-t3^f^ttt t-c^der.-

2. Discovery Control Plan Suits.

j4nlicabi/rw. -In any suit, the parties may agree and submit for court approval or the

court may order that discovery be conducted in accordance with a Discovery Control Plan

tailored to the circumstances of the specific suit.

h. Limitatinn.c. A Discovery Control Plan may address any issue concerning discovery or

the matters listed in Rule 166, and may change any discovery limitation set forth in these rules.

The discovery limitations applicable to section 3 of this Rule, however, shall apply unless

specifically changed in the Discovery Control Plan. The following provisions must be included

in a Discovery Control Plan„-tnaA Hoee 9isseve^

of the ^^i°° and as to parts a andc C. helow, oncee,+IC-e set forth in the Discovery Control Plan,

may not be modified except by court order:

a. A trial date-if

__-b.A discovery period during which all discovery shall be conducted;

Iater than 30 d ays pF oF-to-t,, er-i-arueteer-Fequested-tr-ial-c#ate

c. Deadlines for :

1. Joinder of additional parties;

2. Amending or supplementing pleadings;

3. Disclosing expert witnesses pursuant to Rule 10„

3. All other suits.

a. Applicability. Unless the suit falls within section 1 of this rule; or is governed by

a Discovery Control Plan, discovery shall be conducted in accordance with this section.

b. Limitations. In addition to the other discovery limitations set forth in these rules:

Discoven. Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft

Reflects changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page '< ^
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(1) Discovery Period. All discovery shall be conducted during the discovery

period. The discovery period shall begin on the earlierst of (a) the date of the

first oral deposition, or (b) the date the first response to written discovery other

than a Request for Standard Disclosure is due, and shall continue for nemeie

than-9 months or until 30 days before trial, whichever is earlier. The parties may

a rg ee to a loneer or shorter Discovery Period, but they may not agree to a

Discoverv Period of more than 12 months unless the suit is Lyoverned bv a

Discoverv Control Plan under section 2 of this rule.

(2) Total time for oral depositions. During the discovery period, each side,

the plaintiffs and the defendants, shall have no more than 50 hours to examine

and cross-examine in oral depositions opposing parties and experts designated by

opposing parties and persons who are subject to the opposing party's control.

Third party defendants shall share the defendants' 50 hours with regard to issues

common to the defendants; however, third party defendants have an additional 10

hours for examination regarding issues upon which they oppose the defendants.

The oral deposition testimony of only two experts designated by any side shall

count against any limitation of that side's total deposition testimony-app4eab-le

under-R-ule4. If any side designates more than two experts pursuant to Rule 10,

the opposing side shall be allowed an additional six hours to depose each

additional expert designated. The court may modify the deposition hours so that

no side or party is given unfair advantage.

(3) Interrogatories. During the discovery period, any party may serve on any

other party no more than 30 written interrogatories, including discrete subparts.

Interrogatories asking a party only to identify or authenticate specific documents

as--ee*templ°+eab. i°° of Civil Ev;'°ne° however, are

unlimited in number.

Discovern• Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
Reflects changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page
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RULE 2. Modification of Discovery Procedures and Limitations:Conference Required

(re^_i sed_ 6/ 2_1 /9 ^1

1_M19odif cation of Procedures.Except where specifically prohibited, the procedures and----- - -----------

limitations set forth in these rules may be modified in an^suit (1) by the agreement of the

parties, or (2) by the-court order for good reason.

2. Conference. All discoverv motions or requests for hearing's on discovery shall contain a

certificate by the party filing same that efforts to resolve the dispute without the necessity of

court inten•ention have been attempted and failed.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
Reflects changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page
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RULE 3. Permissible Discovery: Forms and Scope (revised 6/21/95)

1. Forms of Discovery. Permissible forms of discovery are (a) requests for standard

disclosure, (b) requests for production of documents and tangible things, (c) interrogatories to a

party, (d) requests for admissions, (e) oral or written depositions, (f) motions for a mental or

physical examination of a party or person under the legal control of a party, and (g) motions for

entry upon and examination of real property. "Written discovery" as used elsewhere in these

I
I
I

I
I

Rules means requests for standard disclosure,

ekBe

eaae

requests for production of documents and tangible things,

interrogatories to a party, and requests for admissions. Unless otherwise specified in these

Rules, the permissible forms of discovery may be combined within the same instrument and may

be taken in any order or sequence.

2. Scope of Discovery.

a. In General. Parties may obtain discovery regarding any matter that is relevant to the

subject matter in the pending action whether it relates to the claim or defense of the party

seeking discovery or the claim or defense of any other party. It is not ground for objection that

the information sought will be inadmissible at the trial if the information sought appears

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

b. Documents and Tangible Things. A party may obtain discovery of the existence,

description, nature, custody, condition, location and contents of any and all documents and

tangible things (including but not limited to papers, books, accounts, drawings, graphs, charts,

photographs, electronic or videotape recordings, data, and data compilations) that constitute or

contain matters relevant to the subject matter of the action. A person is required to produce a

document or tangible thing that is within the person's possession, custody, or control. If a person

does not have actual physical possession, but has a superior right to compel the production from

a third party, the person has possession, custody or controt-

Discoven- Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
Reflects changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page
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c. Persons With Knowledge of Relevant Facts. A party may obtain discovery of the

identit-y and location ( name, address and telephone number) of persons having knowledge of

relevant facts, and a brief statement of each identified person's connection with the case. A

person has knowledge of relevant facts when that person has or may have knowledge of any

discoverable matter. The information need not be admissible to satisfy the requirements of this

subsection and personal knowledge is not required.

d Trial Witnesses. A party may obtain discovery of the identity and location (name,

address, telephone number) of persons who are expected to be called to testify at trial, other than

rebuttal or impeaching witnesses the necessity of whose testimony cannot reasonably be

anticipated before the time of trial.}

e. Expert Witnesses. A party may obtain discovery of the identity of and information

concerning expert witnesses only pursuant to Rule 10.

f Indemnity and.- Insuringmid4wlemerrt Agreements. A party may obtain discovery of

the #^>}lo^i^^:

----fl }-^the existence and contents of any insurance agreement under which any person

carrying on an insurance business may be liable to satisfy part or all of a judgment which may be

rendered in the action or to indemnify or reimburse for payments made to satisfy the judgment.

Information concerning the insurance agreement is not by reason of disclosure admissible in

evidence at trial. For purposes of this paragraph, an application for insurance shall not be treated

as part of an insurance agreement.

-------------{?^

g. Settlement AV-eement,. A party may obtain discovery of The existence and contents

of any settlement agreement. Information concerning the settlement agreement is not by reason

of disclosure admissible in evidence at trial.

i Language from current Rule 166.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
Reflects changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page
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Witness statements. A witness statement, regardless of when made, is discoverable,

unless privileged. A "witness statement" is (1) a written statement signed or otherwise adopted

or approved in writing by the person making it, or (2) a stenographic, mechanical, electrical or

other type of recording of a witness' oral statement, or any substantially verbatim transcription of

such a recording. A lawyer's notes taken during a conversation or interview with a witness is

not a "witness statement." Any person may obtain, upon written request, his or her own

witness statement concerning the lawsuit, that is in the possession, custody or control of any

party.

i_Ni4 Potential Parties. A party may obtain discovery of the identity and location (name,

address and telephone number) of any potential party.

Comments:

1. The definition of documents and tangible things has been revised to make clear that
everything, regardless of its form, is within the scope of discovery if it relevant to the subject
matter of the action, and properlv requested by an appropriate discovery device.

2. Subdivision c. requires parties to make a "brief statement of each identifted person's
connection with the case. " This provision does not require anurrrative statement of the. facts the

person knows, but at most afew words describing the person's identity as relevant to the lawsuit.
For instance, "treating physician", "eyewitness", "chieffinancial officer", "director", 'plaintiffs

mother and eyewitness to accident".

3. The sections in current 166b concerning land, experts, and medical records are deleted from

this rule, but it is not intended that these areas are now exempt from discovery. They are clearly

within the scope of discovery, and are discussed in the specific discovery vehicles intended for

their disclosure. See Rule 9(2)(f &: (g)(ntedical record,) ,, Rule 23 (land) and Rule 10 (ext^erts)_

Discoverv Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft

^ Reflecfs changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page ^, I
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RULE 4. Privileges and Work ProductE-xetnptiofls 4enr BiseoVe"_(rey ised 6/21 /95)

1_. Prij ie.ges.=art^mav not discover anv matter.protected from disclosure by any_p rivile^e

2. Work Product:

a Scope. The followinis not discoverable:

(1) Geireral. Anything made or prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial

by or for a party or a party's representative (including the party's attorney consultant , surety,

indemnitor. insurer, or agent) is not discoverable except upon a showing that theparty^ seekine

discoverv has substantial need of the materials in the preparation of the partv's case and that the

party is unable without undue hardship tQ obtain the substantial equivalent of the factual

information contained therein by other means. Even if the required showing is made the court

shall protect against disclosure of the mental impressions, opinions , conclusions or legai

theories concerninc-, the liti!zation, and limit_disclosure to the extent possible to the needed facts.

(? Atta-ne•.^ nrefualprocesscs. The mental impressions, opinions. conclusions.

and lea-al theories of an attornev or attornev's re^resentative prepared in anticipation of liti^_Iation

or for trial are not discoverable eticept when necessarilv disclosed when responding to discovery

concerning witnesses, exhibits, expert witnesses , or contentions as provided for in these Rules

(3) ('nn.cuhing eipcrts. A consulting expert's identity, mental impressions_ and

0^inionsare not discoverable_A consulting xpert is an expert who has been informally

consulted. retained, or specially emplo yed by a party in anticipation of litigation or in

preparation for trial, and will not be called to testifv as an expert, and whose mental impressions

and opinions have not been reviewed by a testifying expert.

b. Exceprions. The followi is discoverable, even if prepared in anticipation of

litigation or for trial:

_ _ (!l I zperts. The information concerning- experts that is discoverable under Rule

10.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
Reflects changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page,. -
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i f'/iorc^^raphs. Anhotographic or electronic image of underlving.; facts

L- g, a^hoto^^raph of the accident scene) is discoverable. .A photographic or electronic image of

^omethinu other than underl i^facts may be privileged (e.^^., a consulting expert's video of an

graphic or electronic imayexperiment). A photop ze of any sort that a party intends to offer into

evidence, however. is discoverable.

(4) Fuct.s. The relevant facts, however acquired, within the knowledge of any:

art I or its renresentatives, includin the identitv of persoTis with knowle&ae of relevant facts.

Althowah a communication or document containiniz relevant facts may be privileged under this

iile_this rule does not nrevent discovery of the facts contained therein by means other than the

discoverv of the communication or document.

(5) I exu.c Rulc o F ► ,idence- 5036d}. If there is no attorneY-client privilege under

"rexas Ruleof Evidence 503(d), work product is discoverable.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
Reflects changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page 1.;'-
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RULE 5. Response to Written_Discovery Requests; Supplementation and Amendment

irevised 6!21/95J

1. Duty to Respond. When responding to requests for written discovery, a party shall make

a complete response, based upon all information reasonably available to the responding party or

its attorney at the time the response is made. If the requesting party has served on the

responding party a Feadab•}e-computer readable filedisk setting out the discovery requests, the

responding party's answers, objections and other responses shall be preceded by the request to

which they respond; otherwise, the responding party is under no obligation to restate the request

when responding.

2. Duty to Amend or Supplement Discovery Responses. A party is under a duty

reasonably promptly to amend or supplement its prior responses or document productions

responsive to written discovery requests if the party learns that a prior response or production

was incomplete or incorrect when made, or, although complete and correct when made, is no

longer complete and correct._Arramendtnerrt-er-supple ►eetrt-ftled--of-doeumetits f^fedueed-less

than tl3i-rw-"vs '^°z^^*«r-ia promptness. AnT#e

amendment or supplement shall be in writing, filed and served,uit:htI}e c-let4-. and need not be

verified. A.mendment or supplementation is required when amending or supplementing a

res^onse to a writtendiscoverv rMuest seeking the identification of persons with knowled-ge of

relevant facts. trial witnesses or expert witnesses. Amendment or supplementation is not

renuired for other responses if the additional or corrective information or documents have

otherwise been made known to the other parties in discove2y or in writing. Except as otherwise

provided by these rules, amended or supplementary responses or productions served less than

thirty davs before trial are presumptively made without reasonable promptness.

3. Additional Discovery After Amendment or Supplementation. If the amendment,

supplement or document production occurs during any applicable Discovery Period, the

opposing party may seek from the other party or the court departures from the discovery

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
Reflects changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page 1
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limitations imposed under Rule I upon a showing that the opposing party is unable to complete

discovery relating to any new information disclosed in the amendment or supplement within the

Discovery Period. If the amendment, supplement, or document production occurs after any

applicable Discovery Period,-; the opposing party may reopen discovery. A party must respond

to reopened written discovery served under this Rule the day before trial or within 20 days after

the date of service, whichever is earlier. The reopening side is allowed five (5) hours of

deposition time in addition to that provided in Rule 1. Such discovery shall be limited to matters

related to any new information disclosed in the amendment or supplement. The court may allow

additional discovery as needed.

Comment:

This rule imposes a duty upon parties to make a complete response to written discovery based
upon all iqformation reasonably available:

Discoverv Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
Reflects changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page
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RULE 6. Effect onTrial_i11tr._.c,f.Failure to Provide TimelyDiscovery ^evised_6/20/95)---- -----------------

1. Exclusion or continuance. If a party fails to timely disclose information during

discovery, and is unable to show that such failure did not cause the opposing party to be

unprepared in a way that may eaffect the outcome of the trial, then the court shall either exclude

the information not timely disclosed or continue the trial to allow the opposing party to prepare

to confront or use the previously undisclosed information. If the failure to disclose does not

cause the opposing party to be unprepared in a way that may affect the outcome of the trial, the

court may admit the evidence and proceed with the trial. The party who failed to timely disclose

has the burden of showing that the opposing party is not unprepared in a way that may affect the

outcome of the trial. Nothing in this rule limits the court's authority to grant a continuance.

2. Costs and expenses. If the court continues the case, the court may impose anvthe

expense caused bv(€the delay, including attorney's fees and any difference between pre-

jud&,ment^ and opst-Lud_ment^ interest, on the party that failed to timely

disclose.

Note to the Sanctions Committee:

The Discoverv Committee has not addressed sanctions for failure to timelv disclose information

in accordance with Rule ti, and leaves that issue for the Sanctions Committee to address. The

Disco^erv Committee. however, does recommend that some sanction be imposed on parties that

fail to r)rovide discoverv "reasonably promptly," even if provided more than 30 days before trial.

Discoverv Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft

Reflects changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page
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RULE 7. Presentation of Privileges and Objections to Written Discovery revised 6/20/95_) I

1. Objections. A party shall not object to an otherwise proper request on grounds that it

calls for specific materials or information that are subject to a privilege pursuant to Rule 4, but

shall withhold the privileged materials or information pursuant to section 2 of this rule. If a

written discovery request is otherwise objectionable, the responding party shall object

specifically in writing within the time required for the response by stating the basis of the

objection and the extent to which the party is refusing to comply with the request. A party

should comply with so much of the request as to which the party has made no objection, unless

that pa-Ft-y4as d°*ermin°d that it is unreasonable under the circumstances to do so before

obtaining a ruling on the objection. Objections shall be made only if a good faith factual and

legal basis for the objection exists at the time the objection is made. Any objection not

specifically stated within the time required or obscured by numerous unfounded objections is

waived unless the court excuses the waiver for good cause shown.

2. Withholding Privileged Information and Materials.

A^art} may reser<e a privilege from .^,:r^,1c>>.discovery only in accordance with this

section.

(a) Asserting a Privilege. A-paft=y-m-E^ l-y4Fr̂^

aec^^lanEe^i^r t43i^ seFtic^n.-If materials or information responsive to a request are privileged,

the party shall withhold the privileged materials or information from the response. If a request fis

botl}ohjeetiefta4le-and calls for privileged materials or information in response, but is also

otherwise obiectionable- the responding party shall first object pursuant to section I of this rule,

and only upon compliance with the request or any part thereof, withhold responsive privileged

materials or information pursuant to this section. When a party actually withholds specific

information and materials responsive to a request on grounds of privilege, either-when making

the original response andor thereafter ifwhen making an amended or supplemental response, that

party shall file a withholding statement, as part of the response to the discovery request or

Discovern- Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft

Reflects changes after 6/16/95 meeting Page 1_4
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separately, stating that information or materials responsive to the request have been withheld and

the privilege(s) relied upon.

(b) Description of Withheld Materials or Information. After receiving a withholding

statement-, the party seeking discovery may file and serve upon the withholding party a request

that the withholding party identify the information and materials withheld. Within 15 days of

service of that request, the withholding party shall file and serve a description of the information

and materials withheld that makes the claim of privilege expressly and describes the nature of

the information or materials withheld in such a manner that, without revealing the privileged

information itself, will enable other parties to assess the applicability of the privilege.--'

(c) FYemptioir from btithholdin-^ ,Statemenr^^l F'rc^rett^f^rr^-1^s. Privileued

cgmmunicationstoor from alaw-er or lawver's representati^ e or^rivile(ed documents of a

lawver or lawyer's representative

__- -_ (1) created or made from the point at which a party consults a lawver with a view to

obtaininuprqfessional lzoal_services from the lawyerin the prosecution or defense o:- a specifc

claim in the litiuation in which discoverv is reduested and

^____(2^coneernin the litigation in which the discovery is s requested,

need not be included in a withholdina statement or description except upon courtorder for good

reason.W+thhe4infi+^iort-o^ria^s- c-reateEl -bv trjal ettnsel irr prepa^atien fer ^^te 1 itig^t}en

desEriion-e^ce eetifl-Q£@e

it be i Rsluded in : *hh-' ng stat

opriate
st..

3. Hearing. Any party may at any reasonable time request a hearing on an objection or

privilege asserted in accordance with this rule. At or befer ° *h° 4w°FiwPh tThe party seeking to

avoid discovery shall presentpfeduee any evidence necessary to support the objection or

withholding statement either by testimony at the hearing or by affidavits served upon opposing

parties at least seven days before the hearing E)r 'iv° *°s*i merry. If the judge determines that an in

2 This language is from federal rule 26(b)
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camera revitN6nspeet"3 of some or all of the requested discovery is necessary to rule on the

objection or privilege, the requested discovery shall be segregated and produced ther-eafteF-to the

judge in a sealed wrapper. Evidence necessary to support a privilege for information or

materials created by trial counsel in preparation for the litigation in which the discovery is

requested shall be produced only upon court order in appropriate circumstances.

4. Ruling. To the eYtentl-€-aftefa heari^tg the court sustains the objection or claim of

privilegewtthhc>lc#i g ° men, the objecting party has no further duty to respond to that

request. If the court overrules the objection or claim of privile^^ , , the

objecting party shall respond to the request within thirty (30) days after the court's action, or at

such time as the court orders. I-f-t#e-stfit pfE)eeeds-te4fial-w-4#eu{-a hear^ err ^r^lv asserted

o^^tief3s--^d ^Fivi-Izges;-t ffe

jc=e-deter-rn-i{ ^e7-t#at-the-4,jeetiei}

tusti-Ee-

Comments:

1. This rule provides for objections to the form of a written discovery request. The responding
party specifically objects to the request, and states whether the party intends to comply with the
request as specifically modified or not comply at all for specified reasons. If a party receives a

request for "all documents relevant to the lawsuit, " the requesting party can object to the request
as an overly broad request that does not comply with the rule requiring speciftc requests for

documents, and refuse to comply with its entirely. See Loftin v. Martin, 776 S. W. 2d 145 (Tex.
1989). A party may also object to a request for a litigation file on the ground that it is overly
hrrxrdl?frtaE1 and on its face it seeks only materials protected by privilege. See National Union
Fire Ins. Co. v. Valdez, 863 S. W. 2d 458 (Tex. 1993). If a request seeks specific documents from
1980 to the present, the party may object that the documents from 1980 to 1990 are irrelevant,
and that it is overly burdensome to produce them. In such case, the party may produce the
documents from 1990 to the present, or refuse to produce any until the court resolves the

objection if producing according to a modified request will require a burdensome and
duplicative search if the court should overrule the objection.

2. The new rule dispenses with objections to written discovery requests on the basis that
responsive information or materials are protected by a specific privilege or immunityfrom
discovery. Instead, the rule requires parties that withhold such information or materials state
that they have been intentionally withheld, and identify the privilege upon which the party relies.
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A party need not make a withholding statement if the only materials responsive to the request
that are being withheld are information and materials created by or for Iatit ^ Pr.sf^^r ^r/ ct^tN,el
,for the litigation, as it can be assumed that such information or materials will be withheld, from
virtual/v any request on the grounds of attorney-client privilege or work-product. The
withholding statement should not be made prophylactically, but only when specific information
and materials have been withheld Should additional privileged information or materials be
found subsequent to the initial response, an amendment or supplement to the discovery response
can include a withholding statement.

34. Any party can request a hearing in which the court will resolve issues brought up in
objections or withholding statements. The party seeking to avoid discovery has the burden of
proving the objection or privilege, as under the current rules.

-1. This Rule governs the nresemation of all privtleges INCludnl work product, set out in Rule 4
nnIrRule 166b(3)1.
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RULE S. Protective Orders

Any person against or from whom discovery is sought may move within the time required to

respond to the discovery request for an order protecting that person from the discovery sought,

except that_:--Aany party may move for such an order when an objection pursuant to Rule 7 is

not appropriate. The court may make any order in the interest of justice necessary to protect the

movant from undue burden, unnecessary expense, harassment or annoyance, or invasion of

personal, constitutional, or property rights, including but to limited to the following:

1. ordering that the requested discovery not be sought in whole or in part, or that the

extent or subject matter of discovery be limited, or that it not be undertaken at the time or place

specified;

I
I
i

I
I
I
I.:
I

2. ordering that the discovery be undertaken only by such method or upon such

terms and conditions or at the time and place directed by the court;

3. ordering for good cause shown that the results of discovery be sealed or otherwise

protected, subject to the provisions of Rule 76a.
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RULE 9. Standard Requests For StPrndRrt#-Disclosure

1. Request. At any time no later than 30 days before the end of any applicable Discovery

Period or 30 days before trial, whichever occurs first, any party may file and serveerve upon any

other party a Standard Request for Disclosure as set forth in this rule. The Request for Standard

Disclosure shall state:

"Pursuant to Rule 9, you are requested to make the following disclosures within 30

days of service of this request:

[add specific subsections of part =13 of this rule under which disclosure is requested]."

A standard request for disclosure made pursuant to these rules is presumptively not

objectionable under Rule 7(1).

24. ContentStandard ttest°; r-Dise4<►stfre. A party may make any or all of the

following standard requests for disclosure:

a. Provide the correct names of the parties to the lawsuit.

b. Provide the information set-f-er-4tn4kele-34--a4(-E)-pertaining to persons with

knowledge of relevant facts set forth in Rule 3(2)(c);

c. - Produce the indemnity and; insuring and °°r*'eme^* agreements discoverable under

Rule 3(2)(f),

d. I'roducethesettlement agreements discoverable under Rule 3 <<-
=-i-==---

ed. Produce the witness statements discoverable under Rule 3(2)(!:_);

^P. In a suit alleging physical or mental injury and damages from the occurrence that is

the subject of the case, produce all medical records and bills that are reasonably related to the

injuries or damages asserted or, in lieu thereof, an authorization permitting the disclosure of such

medical records and bills;

g#: In a suit alleging physical or mental injury and damages from the occurrence that is

the subject of the case, produce all medical records and bills obtained by virtue of an

authorization furnished by the requesting party;
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^;. Produce any written instrument upon which a claim or defense is based;

i._ Prpvidt the informationr)ertainin< to expert witnesses set forth in Rule 10(2) and 1 J,

-1-t;

i:--State-the-su, jee-t--eft-whiF-13-$aEh-_^ ^°c^,ca^'rxv-nneaii i

eaepecled-te-testiAl;

.}-3tate--t4^

identified4

k eeerts- r^ee

As a^a-e^

eE)

l,ave-been--pfo-4c#ed- t^-r-eviewed

ta-see+ieri--I}-aboe in-ai,ne-i e Hoee

a^►a-at^

evcse^ H &

le

l^ av^^-a^le-^-test+€v-hy c^al d^^t+^:

32. Response. EYce t as provided for expert witnesses in Rule 10_aA party served with a

Standard Request for Disclosure shall file and serve a written response making the requested

disclosures within thirty (30) days after service of the request fifty f501 days if the request

ak^c>ve--:

-- - nr.--Atleasi 2 Qates--rrperr -w#ieh-ea

acc ompanies citation,, ex-eept-

respc^tse ^itl}t^9-^ays-a€teF fW

i2s-e4lat

aer unless the

time to serve a response is extended in the Request or by agreement or court order. Apa+ty

served with a r-equesE-1- 011; se-lesttre-eencemi

eseer+am^

eNDe i--#t mr ef ° ei;on^-e€

If the response provides

information, as opposed to documents, it shall be verified in the manner required by Rule 12.

43. Responsive Documents. Copies of the documents responsive to requests under section

3 of this Rule ordinarily shall be served with the response; however, if the responsive documents

Discoven- Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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are voluminous . the response shall specify a reasonable time and place for the production of

documents, not more than 7 days from the date of the response.
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RULE 10. Expert Witnesses

1. Request. A party may request another party to designate: and disclose information

concerning; expert witnesses only through at-he Sstandard Rfequests for Ddisclosure pursuant

.. . .
trouble 9.44}--rrt -: ::,.^i c^2F^i} }i ii1}3; F39hr t t: tt+ t<>}lid}r ^ E@f 3fiEly j^tt^5t3EEt3^..E^}° ^°u^i v̂irr }f^ Z^t=; 3^ctf {r

An "expert witness" subject to discovery pursuant tottn&ef this rule is an expert who may be

called as an expert witness at trial, and an expert used for consultation and who is not expected

to be called as an expert witness at trial, but whose opinions and impressions have been reviewed

by a testifying expert. If the expert has personal knowledge of relevant facts, a parttir also may;

obtain discoverv as provided elsewhere in these rules.

2. Designatin; en-e€ Expert Witnesses.

___ a_ Request__ A party may make the followinp- Standard Re uq est for Disclosure pursuant

to Rule 9: Identify (name, address and phone number) each expert discoverable under Rule

10(1) and state the subject upon which each identified expert is expected to testifv^diseevere

klentitv- f name: add-resJ and teiephene--nuniber-} of-anether-partY'-s-expert witiiess-afd-t#e-st+b fiec-t

HOO e^efl

9.4.h fti3d-1--T1t-ft'spQHdkn"atHf shall £effq3l)^-wtEh

b. Response. The response shall be made within thirty (30) days after service of the

Tj^quest fiftv_j501 days if the request accompanies citation), Rule-S-in-respending-te-tlie

fequest[f such response is amended or supplemented, the presumption of Rule 5(2) that any

change is made without "reasonable promptness" be in̂ s(a) -.-Ffor experts testifying about issues

upon which the responding party seeks affirmative relief, the earlier ofstipplementatienref

antendfnepA-e€-the eiin"'"°"^ if made les

than 75 days before the end of any applicable Discovery Period or 75 days before trial or b;

for opposing experts, the earlier ofi

I
I
I

45 days

before the end of any applicable Discovery Period or 45 days before trial-whtehever- eeEurs-first.
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3. Additional Disclosures efGefter-ftl--Jtrfer-n}ft4tO"

a. Recluest_-__._\_garN, mav nla}:eany or allof the folloNvinT; Standard Requests fo;_

Disclosure_puruant to kule 9;

_ = Ll _State the general substance of the mental impressions and opinions held by each

identified expert and a brief summary of the basis thereof,

_(2) Yroduceall docurnents, tanQible thinyts, reports, models, or data compilations that

have been provided to, reviewed by or prepared by or for each identified expert in

antj6gation of the expert's testimonv

(3) Produce the current resume and bibliography of each identified expert

_ __.^a^ State at least two dates upon which each identified expert will be available to

testify by oral deposition.

For ^aeh ^pe+^ desi^,^ed:-a^arty t^^y obta^r^ ad^it^al

r $^ v , i e - t - c i r i rzirAul" (1 :, r",-, `.1, .

b. ReSponse=.A party seeking affirmative relief must respond to the requests upon the

later of (1) 30 days after service of the request, or (2) the earlier of 75 days before the end of any

applicable Discovery Period or 75 days before trial;

sef^,,ieeeftl}e request. A party who has designated opposing experts must respond to the

requests upon the later of (1) 30 days after service of the request; or (2) the earlier of 45 days

before the end of any applicable Discovery Period or 45 days before triaL; w'^^^^ever  Oee••rs

€rrs t, a r (2) 3 9-d

ar3aa^e

B da

For experts not retained or employed or otherwise in control of the designating party,

heAvevef; the designating party mustrteed net respond to the-Sstandard Rfequests Cjj°°•,

CLA n R^-EeT ith

documents within the possession, custody or control of the designating party, and need not

respond to StandardRequests 2), (3) and (4). Nothing in this rule shall prevent the requesting
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party from obtaining this discovery directly from such an expert by subpoena commanding

production under Rule 24.

4. Additifxrsrl- dtseQVe^y-*hroug-4r-oOral deposition. A party may obtain other discovery of

the subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify, the expert's mental impressions and

opinions, the facts known to the expert (regardless of when the factual information was

acquired) that relate to or form the basis of the testifying expert's mental impressions and

opinions only by oral deposition of the expert, unless the court orders the expert to prepare a

report pursuant to this rRule.

5. Court-Ordered_Reports. If the discoverable factual observations, tests, supporting data,

calculations, photographs, or opinions of an expert have not been recorded and reduced to

tangible form, the court may order these matters reduced to tangible form and produced in

addition to or in lieu of the deposition as is appropriate. A court may not compel production of

such a report before the date upon which the designating party must respond to additional

5tandard Requests for Disclosure d^elase ^^era^+n€ermati^ iffg- it^^i^r^ated ex^s

pursuant rotrdeF part 3 of this rRule.

6. Supplementation after disclosure of general information.

and arr^er^ ^^ckt ^iseeverv ^i^r reas ttfess--if-the-disesverv-Was ineemf4ete-o

t^F COfflffleete-a^

GOFFeet. -A party's duty to supplement and amend disco^ provided pursuant to this rule is

-overned by Rule 5, except that the duty also extends to the oral deposition testimony of an

expert that is retained or employed by or otherwise within the control of that party concerning

the expert's mental- impressions or opinions or the basis thereof.

-- 8. -Diseevery e€E xper-

ses-^r

e iae^

ed-&4y--as

, Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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I
I
I
I
I
I

('(rit]nTt'71c:

PtE' I^L^'cOl'E'n: Stihcomntittec has not considered the effect of the 1995 medical ntalpractice

legi.slatiort rtpnn this rule.
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RULE 11. Requests For Production and Inspection jre^ised 6/22/9S1

1. Requests. At any time no later than 30 days before the end of any applicable Discovery

Period or 30 days before trial, whichever occurs first, any party may file and serve upon any

other party a Request for Production and/er for Inspection, to inspect, sample, test, photograph

andi{f copy any designated documents or tangible things that constitute or contain matters

within the scope of Rule 3(2). aF-68HE^

is8ii'ci=in the persHR'-s-pesSess-ioff Eustedy 6r--c-HRtffv4-:

2. Contents of Request for Production. The request shall set forth the items to be

produced or inspected, either by individual item or by category, and describe each item and

category with reasonable particularity. The request shall specify a reasonable time (on or after

the date on which the response is due) and place for production. If the requesting party intends

to sample or test the requested items, the desired testing and sampling shall be described with

sufficient specificity to inform the producing party of the means, manner, and procedure for

testing or sampling.

3. Response.

-- - fr:---#=xi-Herr-Rerr^--The party upon whom the request is served shall file and serve a

written response within 30 days after service of the written request (fifty 50] days if the request,

e^ept that ^€ tl^i=equest feF ^^etion accompanies citation j_;-a-de€endarit-miay serve-its

dvvr^tte^ resPe^e within 50 da art t^e^e The

response shall state, with respect to each item or category of items, that production, inspection,

or other requested action will be permitted as requested, or shall state an objection to the request

pursuant to Rule 70)}ee6011 FUle).

W6 F)f

respen^ding-p"--may-maltie-e^s-te-the-t'time, io ,̂,,4estmy,;

easer lewecl-aud

flie-6ffumstia^nees-t+nderwl}i6h4he-pafty will eernp4y-iv-ith4he-request-If the responding party
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objects to the time and place of production, the objection shall alsostate when and where the

party will comply with the request.

4. llocumentsl'-FeduFtioit. Subject to any objections stated in the response, the responding

party shall produce the requested documents or tangible things within the person's possession

custodv or controlat either the time and place requested or the time and place set forth in the

response, as follows:

a. Copies. The responding party may produce copies only if the party has no originals

or the originals remain available for inspection at the requesting party's request on no less than

10 days written notice. If originals are produced, the responding party is entitled to retain the

originals while the requesting party inspects and copies them.

b. Organization. The responding party shall produce documents and things as they are

kept in the usual course of business, or shall organize and label them to correspond with the

categories in the Request.

c. Privileged Information and Materials. The responding party shall assert its privileges,

if an. pursuant to Rule 7(2^ (^jertien ^le}far^y= at the time documents or things actually are

withheld from production.

5. Electronic or magnetic data. To obtain electronic or magnetic data or the information

contained therein the requesting party must specifically request it and specify the form in which

it wants it produced. In response, the responding party shall produce the electronic or magnetic

data responsive to the request that is reasonably available to the responding party in the ordinary

course of its business. If the responding party determines that it cannot reasonably retrieve the

data requested or produce it in the form requested, it shall follow the procedures of Rule 7(1).

After a hearing, the court may order the responding party to comply with the request provided

that the requesting party pay the reasonable expenses for any extraordinary steps required for

retrieval andlef production.

Discovern Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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6. Destruction or Alteration. Testing, sampling or examination shall not extend to

destruction or material alteration of an article without notice, hearing. and a prior order of the

court.

7. Expenses of Production. Unless otherwise ordered by the court, the expense of

producing documents, data, data compilations, or tangible things will be borne by the

responding party. The expense of inspecting, sampling, testing, photographing, and{of copying

the documents, data, data compilations, or tangible things produced will be borne by the

requesting party.

Comments:
1. "Document and tangible things" are defined in Rule 3.
2. The proposed rule is very similar to the existing rule. The proposed rule makes clear that a
party that seeks to sample or test the produced documents or things, must describe the procedure
so that the responding party may make any appropriate objections. The proposed rule also '
addresses for the first time the production of magnetic or electronic data. The requesting party
must specifically request the data, specify the form in which it wants the data produced, and
specify any extraordinary steps for retrieval and translation. Otherwise, the responding party
need only produce the data available in the ordinary course of business in reasonably usable
form.

+tr+ k
rl^ c^+rrf +t (:IaHHc*-SfJeomp6:-The rule requires production at the time and place specified
in the request or the response, and allows the production of copies if the originals are made
available upon request. The rule also clarifies how the expenses of production are to be
allocated absent a court order to the contrary.
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RULE 12. Interrogatories to Parties (Last revised 6/22/95)

1. Reg uestAva4s;rNl+ty. At any time no later than 30 days before the end of any applicable

Discovery Period or 30 days before trial, whichever occurs first, any party may file and serve

upon any other party written interrogatories to be answered by the party served.

2_Content.1party may use interrogatories to inquire about any discoverable matter and

the contentions and defenses of another partL provided that contention interrogatories may only

request another party to state the legal theories and to describe in general the factual bases for

the claims or defenses of that ►)1rtv. Contention interroizatories may not be used to require

another party to marshalall of its availahle proof or proof it intends to offer at trial to answer the

interroaatoQ,.

32. Response.

R-The party upon whom the interrogatories have been served shall file and serve -answers

and objections, if any, to the interrogatories within 30 days after the service of the

interrogatories (tiftv_j5Q] days if the rNuest accom panies citation :-cxiceeptt t-l+at;-i€-t4ie

H+B arra ee

afier servi•ee ef-6tat-io3--arxi-petition upon that a°^Tt-

h- Each interrogatory shall be answered separately and fully in writingundereat^, unless

the party states an objection to the request or asserts_a privilege pursuant to Rule 74-objee6o_n

R+lej.

E-: The answers shall be signed under oathand by the party making them, and the

objections shall be signed by the attorney making them. The pr-evisiens s€Ru L- ,.,ca^,t

T-RGR} shall netapp}y-

3:-scepe ef-ir3te^

d+s6everable
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t^=ef^:.e^:-^t=-a^^t^--par-t-^ :--prev+deEl--t-liat--centerrt^c^-tr^t^^at<^ies-^^1-^-^c-}aest-a^t^rer

p^+^t t- rc^-^t^-t e-t^e-^eg-al--tl^^-ies-a rtd-ta-des^ribe-tu-gener^l-tl^e--t^et{+a4-base^-^-t#e-e-lat+1}s--er

45. Option to Produce Records. Where the answer to an interrogatory may be derived or

ascertained from public records or from the business records of the party upon whom the

^ Con{eftt-ien-fflterwgate ' fe-at3et#er-parv,

aer-^ ^a

rrra0e-trsed enl v- a^^iest

- 4.Use at Tt-+eE:

interrogatory has been served-of

l^+s^es$ reec^rd^. ^ from a compilation, abstract or summary based thereon, and the burden of

deriving or ascertaining the answer is substantially the same for the party serving the

interrogatory as for the party served, it is sufficient answer to such interrogatory to specify

sucht-he records ffem-wh-tt3e-an&weF-may-be-derived er--aseerta:iae^and, if applicable, to

produce_the records or com ilation, abstractgr summarv thereof, in comoliance with Etule

1 1.^^e tc^ t^}e pa^^ ^e►^^^^ ^̂he;Ttefregatory-

-s. - The

I
I
I
I
I

specification of records provided shall include sufficient detail to permit the interrogating party

to locate and to identify as readily as can the party served, the records from which the answers

may be ascertained, and shall specify a reasonable time and place at which the documents can be

examined not to exceed 10 days after the date the interrogatory answer is filed.

5. t se. Answers to interrop,atories may be used only against the party answering the

i nterrogatork.

Comment:
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Open-ended coWeirtion interrogatories may be used only to secure itrformation that would be

provided if the other party, were required to plead more particularly. Parties seeking to obtain

disclosure of facts supporting or rebutting particular allegations should use other discovery
de 1'l ces.
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RULE 13. Requests for Admissions [revised 6/22/95]

1. Request-fdF--A-missien. At any time no later than 30 davs before the end of any

applicable Discovery Period or 30 days before trial, whichever occurs first, a party may file and

serve upon any other party a written request for anthe admissioq,

Content._^-€ow-pufff)esese€t13eperffi-e4t-;A partv may request the

admission of the truth of any matters within the scope of Rule 3 (b ) 166b set f h" ^^ the

request-t#at rel-ate-ta-including_statements or opinions of fact or of the application of law to fact,

ineluding-or the genuineness of any documents served with Qo•;,eFi^d in-the request or otherwise

made available for_ins ection and copyin,(,. Each matter of which an admission is requested

shall be sepafatel-v--set forth separatelv_. E'-epies-af-the-deetm}ents- shall ^e-served-wAlt-the

Eop^ii+a- W^eveF aF-I ly is r-epresentedby an a

3df}liS$iEjn5-si"11 be '•d° his ^rr^ a[ivni°cvi."L""c o o the .,+-r, l.' 1: rd° °d 1 th°

F.9t3i^:

^* . .,te they

32. Response. Tbe ma ae rt}r^ee { n

t4,rirtV days a€ter-servie-e-e€ the request tThe party to whom the request is directed shall file and

serves its resnonse thereto within 30 days after service of the request fifty ^501if the request

accomRaniescitation). Subiect to obiections and privile^es raised pursuant to Rule 7, ttp^ the

paFty fequestintt#e-acln+

the pany

E?fl-fe

eitatien and Maee

he ^+*^' ` ^ d by

the response shall

specifically admit or deny the requestmatteF or set forth in detail the reasons any request that the

at^s^verffiy cannot tfuthfully be admitted or denied=r the A responsedenial shall

€ai4v-meet fairly the substance of the requested admission; qualifying an answer or denying only

a part and--when good faith requires--t#at-a paFtyqttali€y-#is-ans-wer--er-den-y--on;y a paF* e*

ab
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rna^ter ^^#=^4^ie^i ^+3 adt^tfssi^r^fs rec^^testec^ the }^arty s1}a^k ^pee+€y^ nraeh ef it a^ +s t ► ue a+}d

^+ali€^ cx c^eF^y tl^rer^}a-inder. ?rr+^^^erir^^ net-uive--ILack of information or

knowledge ora claim that the reuest_-presentsa genuine issue for trial is not a proper response

t^it-o-t-ale-ty-unless the ob,jectionp" states that a reasonable inquiry

has been made and that the information known or easily obtainable is insufficient to enable the

party to admit or deny. A _ whe s-tthat

pr.,°°^.°; t^ isst^e-fartr^

may, subject to rts of par-agrapl

ea+f eE3a

^ahy t^e^^arrr^et-adr^i^^ deny A-- If no response is timely served, the reguest is admitted

without the necess1tv of a court order.

UscE€11'er- e#Admi•ssion. Any matter admitted under this rule is conclusively

establ,ished as to the party making the admission unless the court on motion permits withdrawal

or amendment-o€-the-adm-'tssrien. Sub.t°et to the-}^r^s-iert ^re-t- e

a^de^ ar►d R^t^e ^ gFw^rting ^e duty to sttppler}tertt d}se : tThe court

may permit withdrawal or amendment o f responses and aeened-adm-issiens upon a showing of

good cause for such withdrawal or amendment if the court finds that the parties relying upon the

responses and deemed admissions will not be unduly prejudiced and that the presentation of the

merits of the action will be subserved thereby. Any admission made by a party under this rule is

for the purpose of the pending action only and

ethet- purpese-^may not_be used a^i^st-h+^ in any other proceeding.
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RULE 14. Depositions Upon Oral Examination jrev^ised 6/27!9^j

--- I ^--^^^iei^--Detresi^i^HS--^-ttt^-t3e--^x-^en^----At--anv-tin^e-+^-a^tef-rl3ar^ _^-l}-^a^•^^^ef^re-tl^-er^ci-c^f

a^rt•-app4te-ab-4e--1^^et^ery '-rer^d-a^=*t^^ay-s-^tef^r-e-t+i-aI;

t-alte-tl3Ei-te^st+n3efry-ef-aR?¢--pefS0n; ineludlRg a . , n;^i;-i$lt,

ttale-+s-taalten--purst+aat-te-fittle -1-6^ -wtl-l- be feeerded ster3egr-apl}ily by arr yef-f^Eer-aut"efized-to

t-al^e^e}^sitie^ a^prev

©t^f,i-y,-de

aee e a^e a-eeHe to i: e -appen;-_ ;e

l2. Notice;Subpeeim.

- & At anv time during any applicable Discoverv Period or 30 days before trial, whichever

occurs first.- a party may notice the de^osition uQon oral examinatio: of any person or entity to

he taken before any ofticer authorized by law to take de os^ itions. A reasonable time before the

dej-)osition apartv shall file and serve a E)Feee a raite e eena

rnPU15t--e-we-r-easet^i^le notice-stating the to-every--ethe^ p^ny. TThe ^^*ie° shall state the name of

the deponent and the time and the place of the-tak+ng-ef-the deposition, and °"a"b° f'°-' and

ser-ved. Whcn_the de onzrt is a party or subject to the contrelof apartk, sen-ice of the notice

u-pon th"artN,'s attorney shall have the same effect as a subpoena served on the deponentj-he

r^iee-sf^al^- aase ^ate *zh^,^ni

a i tr^ss l^a^^c^s; :pou^ e# paqies.^rtsel, empleyees o^ec^r3sel-a^ the ef€ ^efnaki„g the

E^el)AS^EtAt^:

2. Content.

a Time and Place. The time and place designated for the deposition shall be reasonable.

The place shall be in the countX of the witness' residence or, where the witness is emplo e

re ulariy transacts business in person or at such other convenient place as may be directed bv the

court in which the cause is pending; provided, however, the deposition of apartv or theperson

or persons designated bya party under paragraph 3. below may be taken in the county of suit. A

nonresident or transient person may be required to attend in the county where that person is
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other con,,7enientplaceasthe court ma^ direct_ The witness shallrzmain_in attendanctfromday

to daV untilsuchdeposition is be`un andcompleted,

b. Other attendees. If any party intends to have any other persons attend, that party must

give reasonable notice to all parties of the identity of such other persons. I^ ^st^pee^

co^nFAandi-ng-preduetien-ttnder-It be examined;-t#e

e suBBeert

i-^e,luded in. t^nhe r,^rtiee:

-be. ])epositions of Orgunizations. A party may in the notice name as the deponent a

public or private corporation, partnership, association, governmental agency, or other

organization and describe with reasonable particularity the matters on which examination is

requested. In response, the organization so named shall designate one or more persons to testify

on its behalf, and may set forth, for each person designated, the matters on w4ich the person will

testify. The person so designated shall testify as to matters known or reasonably available to the

organization. This subdivision does not preclude taking a deposition by any other procedure

authorized by these rules.

d3. 1)ocumpntsgr-eduaien. Adeponet,,A,itfiess a6ie-may be compelled bv st^ec^a

E^t^^^^^ pfedt^eti^n ^r^r ^^{^4 to produce at the deposition documents or tangible

things within the scope of discover-v R-uke--3 and within the witness' care, custody or control. lfa

subpoena commandingproduction under Rule 24 is to be served on the person to be examined,

the desi^natian of materials to be produced as set forth in the subpoena shall be attached to or

included in. the notice. When the deponent is a party or subject to the control of a partythe

procedures of Rule -1 l, including the 30 day time for response, shall apply to such request:_
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^- ^'tit tr ^4'^rert tiie ^#e}^►^t ^s a^ar{v tx ^ k^^n stt^jec^^ t#}e c^+^}ai e^# a^3a^:

serv^^et^t=tl}e^c^i^ei}pc^ e-f ^af+v's-atte+r3eF-;k^aN--Iiave-tl+e-sa-ty^e-eff-eet-a^-a--,,ubf)&et}a-s^e<l--otj
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t13e c#eportet3t: =F^^e rto^e t^ suc-#r-a-depenet3t=

art,d-the fespertse and i^s#al1 be eerts-idet•ed aVen equest-€bw diseevef-y jee-t-tethe

isiertso€-Rtrle-,S-:

-S. T-irireaiid-Bl"--- The time and rt ---__ designated e-depeS-itt„" shall be reasonabl e .,.

The pree-ec#ure-et=f;4+le-1-l-4r+c4Wiff

e"y-a-teqtres t-+nade-+13

eomplia-w^th-ltttle-l--f-€cw-tlieprfldttEt+ev--ef deetime7ts artd--^^;i^ ^ ft-

cet^r^t^ vahic k3 ^#e ea^tse ^s l^etrd}^vi^-

lu 1 arly-tFansac4s--btfsirtess-it} per3ert-eF-at sue

er persort:5-desi;na

o-N,ea-e

2. as be a 4 a t, -#ktefnav

EL z ifl the eean t^, Of 'r

:^--r^nres-iciertt-e -r-trefts-ienr kjerser ►-trra-y-be--reqffifed--te--a-tte-T̂^Tn-TRe C^' NNher-e

se^ec#--w^l}--a-^^ a--o^^=i#l:i^-ene-#t+t^lred-#+€t^^ les--#^ -h

etlier-eertvenie{rt p}ec-e as the eet+rt.eV4i re0,--The witnessal-4-te ►fta-in-i; ^*^^r}se-€r-ei*-,day.

to^ia^ ^+nti-I sa^^i ^#epos+^ ►^ i^ ^egttn anc^-^er^leted

e6. Deposition by Telephone Any party may give reasonable prior written notice that a

deposition will be taken by telephone or other remote electronic means. For the purposes of

theserulesi5--rt31•e-artd--Rules4=-. 215 !aanci-3ls-?^ a deposition taken by telephone is taken in

the district and at the place where the deponent is to answer the questions asked. The ofl:icer

taking the deposition may be located with the deposing parties instead of with the witness if the

witness is placed under oath by a person present with the witness who is authorized, in that

jurisdiction, to administer oaths.

3 Comment: This Rule applies to some experts as well as a party's other employees and agents. For example, a
retained expert is ordinarily within the control of a party. A treating physician who is testifying as an expert
witness may not be in the control of a party- however.
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37. Protective order. A party or deponent may include in a motion for protective order

pursuant to Rule 8 an objection to the time and place designated for a deposition. If the movant

had less than ten (10) days notice of the deposition, the filing of the motion excuses compliance

with the notice or subpoena until the motion is overruled. If the movant had at least 10 days

notice of the deposition, the movant must comply with the notice or subpoena unless the motion

is granted, or the movant demonstrates that it was unable to obtain a ruling on the motion despite

its good faith efforts to do so pursuant to any applicable local rules.
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RULE 15. Examination, Objection, and Conduct During Oral Depositions jyevised
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6:.2 1 _ y.^1
l. Oath; Examination. Every person whose deposition is taken upon oral examination

shall first be placed under oath. The parties may orally examine and cross-examine the

deponent. Any party, in lieu of participating in the oral examination, may serve written

questions in a sealed envelope on the party proposing to take the deposition who shall transmit

them to the deposition officer who shall open the envelope and propound them to the witness.

2. Time Limitation. The time a party takes to examine and cross-examine deponents upon

oral examination shall be limited.

a. Time per deposition. Each side may conduct one deposition that is subject to no per

deposition time limit. For all other depositions, no side shall examine or cross-examine a single

fact witness for more than three (3) hours or a single expert witness for more than six (6) hours.

If a witness has been deposed as a fact witness and is thereafter designated as an expert, the

witness may be redeposed for the time remaining within the 6 hour limit. Third-party

defendants may examine a single witness regarding issues upon which they oppose defendants

for no more than 1 additional hour.

b. Record of deposition time. Breaks during depositions do not count against any party's

deposition time limitation. The officer taking the deposition shall state as part of the certificate

required by Rule 206 the amount of time each examiner used to examine the deponent.

3. Conduct during the deposition. The oral deposition shall be conducted in the same

manner as if the testimony were being obtained in court during trial. Counsel are expected to

cooperate with and be courteous to each other and the deponents. Private conferences between

deponents and their attorneys during the actual taking of the deposition are improper except for

the purpose of determining whether a privilege should be asserted. Private conferences may be

held, however, during agreed recesses and adjournments. If the lawyers and witnesses do not

comply with this rule, the court may allow statements, objections and discussions conducted
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during the oral deposition that reflect upon the veracity of the testimony to be introduced in

evidence at trial

. _ 4.Obiections totestini,onv. Obdections_duringtle oraldeposition are imoroL er eXce }̂ t tiie

followinq objections to the form of the guestion or the responsiveness of the answer.

"Obiection, leading;" "Obiection, form;" and "Objection. non-responsive." These objections

shall be stated as ohrased and will be waived if not made at the takina of the deposition. A

narrative objection will not preserve the objection for the court's later determination. Upon

re uest the objecting party shall explain the grounds of the objection clearly and conciselv in a

non _ar^umentative and non_su. , estive manner. Obections or explanations that are

argumentative or suu;est answers to or othenvise coach the deponent are not permitted and can

heLzroundsfor terminatiun of thedeposition_pursuant_to this Rule,

54. Instructions not to answer. Instructions to the deponent not to answer a question are

improper except (a) to preserve a privilege against disclosure, (b) to enforce a limitation on

evidence directed by the court, (c) to protect a witness from an abusive question, or (d) to H}ak-e

ametien secure a rulinL̂ pursuant to_rtnder--paragraph 6. Upcn reauest_ the instnrcting-pam_

tihalleYplaintheg-rounds for the instructionclearly andconcisely,- in a non-aumentati-veand

non-suauestive manner:Should a court later order the deponent to answer a question to which

the deponent was instructed not to answer, the court may impose an appropriate sanction for

discovery abuse pursuant to Rule 215.

6. Susaending 'Ft-r-ruitrtttti-eg the deposition. A--t}aAy--er--t-he-depcnertt

te^tnr̂^at^orlifnit tdepesit-ien-wVVhen the time limitations for the deposition have expired or

when the deposition is being conducted or defended in violation of net-in-ac-eefdanc-e-v;-iffi these

I

nrles•. onfu'°r. Upoi, demand of *^^;eFflQ t, the deposition mavsktakl be

suspended for the time necessary to €rle ° fne secure a ruling. -

:Ni^ertrl+rtg -t!}er^:
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(: lic court may impose an appropriate sanction for discovery abuse pursuant to Rule 215 if the

^_u^pcnsion ot:the dcposition";asnotjlistitaed.-- ---------------------- - ----------- -- ------------ - - - ---- - -------

- H: Elb*fiefts-#i*-tes-Ei-i*ony.Olje tiei+,,-du^A3e-„r^l d e..^°,*:o„ ere ifnpreperexe-ept-tk3e

€o^la^^^^ e13^^^s te-tle-fsfm-ef-t rts-ive^es° of th e

"Abfiee-t-i esf3f) }a}l

be-StBt£d-3s-phr-i}s2d--a13d-"l--be--,A,aiVedt made at the taking --naFf3+W`e

©bjee-^ %-fl4-*o4-p.e,e4-#e-et3jeEt^ioa-€t)

BUR

ar^ttriien-tative and Hen-stggest}ve ^ nil;

s}est-affswer-,s te Ex-ethe}-,visefeaeh the deper{ en

tef^13ii3at-}E3f3--E3^^ ^I3e def304}t^E^fl f3^tfSEtftnt-t6-t^HS-^c^ile

eo-

jP

-n^^-

f

Hd ea^r be gf:eurtds-r

Comment: Sectiotl3 of this rule refers only to the caidiict of the laxyers and deporrents in the

deposition. It is not meant to limit the scope of the interrogation to the scope allowed at trial.

See Rule 3.
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RULE 186. Non-Stenographic Recording jreyjsed 6!27!951

1. NeN-stenegrt►Rhte ^eecr^ii^gNetice. Any party may cause a tl^testi^^xa+}^ anfi; i^e;

av-at^al}le-e,,idefi.,---e--at-a--deposition upon oral examination to be recorded by other than

stenographic means, including videotape recordings-_, wit'•ou*'°^° ^r •^ ^-an^^ ^n tTeT«,_

st^^;rap#^i^rec^rc#^g ►^ay be prese+^t2d at ^tal in l^et^ of read-'rng-€t-ettr--a-stenegra*c

t£^enseFipticm o€-the-dzpesitieN-s^ lewing rules-:

a.- Any party intending to make a non-stenographic recording shall f le and serve gvv^e

reasonable prior written_notice in wr-iting to the deponent and other parties, either in the

deloitt-i-eff-notice <rî v-en nursuant to Rule l4 or otherwise, of the non-stenographic method by

which the testimony will be recorded and whether eF not a certified court reporter alsewill be

usedpresertt-tf}-rece^-at+d-trans-e^io'^°n^the testimefta. Any ather partv mav then file and sen7e

written notice desiunatine another method of recordinu in addition to the method specified- at

the expense of the_designating^arty unless the court orders otherwise.

2_Conductin the Deposition. A non-stenographic deposition must be conducted n

accordance_,A_ith Kule-t5_The^arty requestingthe non=stenogrqpic ecording^ti:ill he

res^nsible kf-a-e^t^^uu^t-reperter-wil-l t3etber r:s°^^,*, the per^en ieeei di ^ ^" . l • n}-

(ta}e "resorder } mt^t eff^trtge tf>r tlpresene-e-of-a-netaf-y-puMc for obtaintng a persen

authorized bv law-to administer the oath_ k-v4}e-Ean-ftdffl-i-rti•ster--tlteeathte-te c#epertent:--=1-4fe

paf,t-y-reqttesti•ng-t4e-rtenstenA^-Whic-recer-difig- will be Fespensiiale-f.6f-i.-akin+_-for assurino that

the recordinu will be intelligible- accurate- and trustworthy, and for Yre;ef=Ying-ana-maintaining

the original non-stenographic recording_

mAel 1-i^^+b-le:-acee^ate 3nd trust^ret^-

t1.ATT'IfelRT;7Ti771'YRicJiairtnteaiaz iiii

to the ^'o'l,^d °pec-i-f-iea-Trn° "'^cQmcieica a-e

desir;►^at+eg pat^k: ttn less ^#e et). f-* o+h o^, .: ° ° efa °r°

eeer-eeate "^e

fFIOfW--}f}-MW
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------------ ^: .. ^+}r t^a^^ s^^^l #^ a^e r^as^t3i^l^ aceess ^ t^}e ^^r+ui i^al +^c^ tef^ulap f-ecote?+Nt. a-+-fd

rrt-a^-c>(itait}-^-^+t^ti^ate

--------- Ef:---^1=^ie-^a-t--t-v=-tnit-i-atttt^-^#e--t3c^n-stet^c^r-a^1}ic-r-ec^r^`i^N--bea^t^e-e^^t=°

ste^^^t-at^1{ ^ -re^r-c#^^; sti+l^^ ^a n-er-der--ef tT heeourt-

con^s+e^ c^ tkte e^se t^i n^ t he eac^ense ^^ c osts:

3z. Si ning. Certification, and Deliverye. The non-stenographic recording and eahibits

theretomust beprepared and delivered in accordance with Rule 16 to thepartv who requested

the non, stenoeraDhic recordin<, (rather than the epaartr who asked the first question . except that

therecordin<`is not suhmitted to the «_itners for signature or changes. Th° -°e^Fd°r ° ha'l-fn-e-a

d-t+k-^i}ff.''FEi4£-$te-tMt-ftEE0mp aiites-t^3e-fliigiiiir l iecord iirty 1, txt"' it'„ *c °'^'°' -'̂ rr -rmrrsrar-cnczcm^N^'}i^^:

------------ -3- --o3at-tf3E.' w1-t*eS^.i--WaSAtl",^ rsi'1*'@f-E:F.

---}}{hat-t}ie-FeiOnmr`^-r .̀r-fti3 d&L'ttCate--ftii" FHfflp}ete F

M t t-f?esS:

mmr'd 6,vc°n«bc-tTrc

e_ld}ib_its-:

-----t^ e^.",^n'^--it^anv--i-s-irr-tle

^sse^:sior^-a^d-etist^^-Frf-tl^e--^a-rtr^v-l^-feqt^ted-t-he-nc^-stc^^r-a^ -reeerd-it^^;

--------- ^=hat a eE^^ f>€ the eertitreate ^ as €^(ed a^ se^veei en alt ^^ties pu^stta^t te ^!e ^ 1 a

- 3- E3el+^e^: ^=he ^ee^deF:-a€^er eerttf^atiet^-s4^^eettt etv seal ^te er+^t^at^^eef^i^

a^d eopies ^^ al^ e^ri^its itt awr-apper- eRArsed w^tr the titleE)r theaefiofi-afKl-nar:-ed

,;haN-^i^e ^etiee e€-^eti

:_a:e th^1-i^ a+ eeF)e au r#Y-te
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t+}e sttt{: F;^c^^ ^^re ►^t f>t=reasc^ai}le ^^rarE_=es ^eFefer; tl^e reee£de^ sha^4^rr1a eert^+ec^

ef^a^-^t=-+he-del^^sit-icx}-reeeFd^u--a^}c+--ae eerr}pa+^yi^^=-e^#ik^-its--te^n i-pa^y-^^-t}}e--depc^ertt:

4: ^^Ittf^i#^. Lt=a ter+^^ ec^u^ rel^; ter=sz^c^ prese ►3t t!^ reeet c^et shall-upen the fequest-et

a-party ^afl^ a^ ^ne^ tethe ^rigitta

prec#tieeE^ €E^r itt9peetie^ ^t^r^^ t^3e-e^carrFi

rrtater+a^ n^t^ {,3 ^frf#e^ eepies tebe-t

reeordieg anser^e thereafterras af*eM E)FUS tO^

afieE^ uj

e44e

9 t6 ^f}e eeBE3

thE`-fjfi-eRaI{.i-to-l-?e-failr^e."dfvi- rueirti.fc"un"`v̂rnr,i`wirict' ev
ent the .,,"«°.-:°t.. "' '

then be . d'

t-ke-satrte-manner as if t}nr3eked-to the-depes-ition reeerdirry^ [-0-e ° ent that o _ °' e,"^ 4

rc?t^Ter-t^iA^ cE^3ies--a re ttT&£k°`^ti iiiia@n^ r:9 i*iea

e*Im to .or-iginaldepesit+o} i-eEerdinufef: deltvety;-and ° >,^" *'ieFe°Ft°f

r^t^ tl^e eri^^ifrak c^€ tl^e e^t^^t^ ^c} tl^e ^i^rte^s , if̂r;ne..itnes^

Fieposit^t-^fany is te{resentt"y a^wm-ea at the

ae

a SF
rtra^rtti}it} ar^c^-preser^e-^^ieer^<^it}t}{ e^-13i^it^ anii-sl^l pradt^ee^^--5t^13-eFt ji^l-e^i^its-^^r

t3eaf irtta-ef ->:r-i-aktpen-sever3 (7) days net-ice €rer*-am;-partF--Eepies anr3exed-to--t+^-eriginal

del^stt-io^ec-ord-it^g^rr}y-he t+sec# ^r--a^t--pt+r{x^ses

45. Use Depositions Recorded Only by Non-stenographic means.

a. At trial or summary judgmerlt. A_Ai+y-paft-^of-a non-stenographic recording or

transcript of a rtenstetlOgr-apreeerding-et'-a--deposition tl}at-^s-recorded only by non_

steno(uraphicnenstenegaphie means can be used at the trial or or ettses+r

^^^e zi-rtumstanEes--set-#ert^ i^r^e 29f-1 }only if the partyfor summary judgment t+rtd°r  *

intending to use itthe depasitien has obtained a complete transcript of the deposition recording

from a certified court reporter. The eeitified court reporter shall obtain the original or a certified

copy of the deposition recording, shall transcribe it, and shall comply with the provisions of Rule
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i oa hail aut^iv an ^ the l^r^ti^^i^s el' Rt^fe 1^ r}rakk ^pl}}^-to the extent applicab}e.4 The eefttl=+ed

court reporter's 4i-a-4-ii-telr+de-in--t43e-certificate shall include a statement that the transcript was

made from the original or certified copy of the deposition recording and that the transcript is a

true record of the recording. If the deposition is to be used as evidence at the trial, the complete

transcript must be served on all parties at least 30 days before the trial, ^r- ^f tl3e ^epes^ti^ ^s te

be used as tividene-e support^g--o _ a-metion for summary judgment, t#ie-ee^

tFartsc-ri$t--t}x+st-be at the time the deposition must be filed with^.^°==^*_°a

to-the court-......... ?judgment evkenee.

b. At a n y other h e a r i n g ` . Any--paf:t or ^ of arnonstenographic recordin-7 or transcript of

a deposition recorded only by non-stenographic means can be used at any hearing of a motion or

an interlocutory proceeding (other than a summary judgment motion) u^ a°r the cif etimc*anee

4et fortli ir} I^t+}e'_0{--}-only if the party intending to use itt#edepasitien has obtained a transcript

of that portion of the deposition recording h}^ a_certified_court reporter_transcribed and certified

in accordancew_ith }jart a above_-_In additic^n,in;tceerdat^e wi^t •̂zn-is-T ^--^at least 20 days

before the date set for the hearing in which the deposition is to be used, the party seeking to use

the deposition must file and serve a written designation specifying ( 1) the name of the deponent

whose deposition the party intends to use; (2) the name and address of the certified court

reporter that the party has asked to transcribe all or part of the deposition recording; and (3) the

portions of the deposition recording that the party has requested to be included in a transcript. If

the party has designated only a part of the deposition testimony, any other party may request the

named court reporter to transcribe additional parts of the deposition recording at that party's own

expense within 10 days of service of the designation. The deposition can be used only if the

transcript is completed at least 3 days before the date of the hearing. The provisions of aule 18

shallrtet app} yand

' The provisions concerning certification of swearing in the witness and that the transcript is a true record of the
testimonv. as well as the provisions concerning marking exhibits will not app(N.

Judge Brister would leave this section out. I have left it in as proposed by the Discovery Subcommittee. I

' Discoverv Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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ee^ritied cuu^ +zy^rt^ ^4}a^t rrelife4e-in-- tlie eerti#rtat^ a^t^{err^errt t^^at t}^e t+-^r}ctr}pt ^^^; tn^ci^

t E c^ij} ^^ie: ^^rit,i r^^ { c^r te^t^^^ ec^ e>t= tf^ c^c^e^s it^n reeof^f^= and t#^^t the tra r^r^pt is -ti-tte

e^ec^d-^^ {he ree©rd+rr^:

c. Certifred copy. A certified copy of the non-stenowaphicdepesitferr recording is any

copy of the original or another certified copy of the deposition recording that is accompanied by

a duly sworn certificate of the person who made the copy, stating that the copy is accurate and

complete.
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RULE 17. Deposition Upon Written Questions jrevised6/27/95j

1. Sefrtn^

-------------

At any time durin^-,^ kate^ t^}a^t ^^c^^^s be#c^fe t^eenc#

ellany applicable Discovery Period or 30 days before trial, whichever occurs first, any party may

take the testimony of any person or entitv; ine'•aFt^- by deposition upon written

questions. ^ 13aFtvi}}ay tak^iltierr-PRef-te-t!

upon lew,-e of seuo, er-tu}tedw+t#

pfeduetien of designat

e-at3neftr-a

asBY-elV+eeatA

ntiotice thereof must be filed and served on all teevertrat4^eF-partiesy at least 20 davs20da}^

before the deposition is to-^taken_unless the time is shortened by agreement of the parties or

court order.

2. Content._The content of the notice shall comply with Rule 14. In addition- the direct

uestions to be kropounded to the witness shall be attached to the notice..

4ta-tv--tl3e-na ►^}e-at44-l;newn;-^-addfss--e€-tl3e depertefi - of the takiw_-ef

the depes+tiert-andslta^l-be-f 1°«a ^ ° c^e^^-- ^ h

w^^i€1 ^^^etheF44a c©ttn-se' employees of

Eerrr^sel-ar^ t^e^^crr talt'"^ ' as}t-+o-1€ int an. hffljersens

atter3d:-tl1at-party-. t-give feasonable iee to all part^es-ef

If-a-s

°,a the `i°s:,""n of mat@f-k

°'' : ," l' •ccrQ°cv;^ therhe notice.attac-hed to vr ^. ^.^.. ^-
L' S^6eE^a Sf?

desigaateone or fliefe-peFsofvi-te -test-i€y--orrit0^elffil€, and may ser-€eqll^---fer-eae-1} persefl
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de5ti^ ►rate<l. the ^^^a^te^-ti^s^ ^^iic4r ^he pef se^ w i^+ testi f^:-^he ^erso^r ^^c^i^t^ateFl slra^l tect^tv

a4-to-ma^ters fe^^t}al^{^..a^il-a t^ t-e-t-4e-o-r-arttza^ton ^hts para^Traia}^ ^ t^:

p-e-Elufle--t-ak-if H-1-a-delo;i4i<m-iiy-a^} a<;eRile3:

2. E=fi-ess-Ques-tjft.̂ , Red+ree-t Additional Questions, and Fern}Rt

Objections. ..Any party may serve cross-questions upon all other parties within ten days after the

notice and direct questions are served. Within five days after being served with cross-questions a

party may serve redirect questions upon all other parties. Within three days after being served

with redirect questions a party may serve recross questions upon all other parties. Objections to

the form of written questions are waived unless served in writing upon the party propounding

them within the time allowed for serving the succeeding cross or other questions and within five

days after service of the last questions authorized. The-e^-nnay-fer e-aEise shown en! rge of

sheflen--the-tifn-e.

C'oilducting the DPnosition:3 The art^ noticin th, .. p ^ c

I
I
I
I

deposition s}lalIdelivcr copies of the notice and of all uestions served to the de.position officer.

Any person authorized to administer oaths-i ^'^^^^a-i„gT^a^es pak^lic-_(whether or not the person

is a certified shorthand reporter} is an officer who is authorized to issue a subpoena or subpoena

E,&trt^fl,andi*,-predt.+etieii-under Rule 24 for a written deposition, and is an officer before whom a

written deposition may be taken. Such:ln officer wl^cr is autl^ori^ ^ ta^e a^t^en deposftio^

shall have authority; when necessaU!he-e#=frc-e^^-it.pedierrt to summon and swear an

interpreter to facilitate the taking of the deposition. Such officer shall take the deposition on

written questions at the time and place designated, shall record the testimony of the witness in

resUOnse to_theguestions, and thereafter prepare. certify and deliver the deposition transcript

pi irsuant to Rule 1 b.

x

at^ ^testi^ seFVed-shall-be-deliN'ei-ed-bythe pany tak4fi^,= t#te depesitier}te- the e€fieeF-dest'"-Rated

in the notiee ^vhe shall -pre^-&m-ptlyto-admi-nister-an -oa^t3-4o- the witnessrtri--+he--ry-annef
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c^i+esti^^r}s at t^+e {tr+^ t^^ ^es^^r^r^^ +s--gi:vefi-; ar^c^ ^+erea#3e^ 10--tr+tr+seFiUc 01-e

^^^t^l _^ t^ s^^=+se a>^^^{^i3o t^a^fi^es ^^ie test^^^^-at^d ^e ^epefe eeFti€^ and ^ieh*',ef

^3ec^c^c^si^^r3 t{a^;e+i^^t-isn he ma er-provfc#e"y ule s 18 an d ^'^^ek: .,.°_^ ete-tlie-Fep-,,
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Rule 1 ^i8_^ttl3ffftss^R__t^_:^.ttHf'SS;1_4^itf^ges_ SI nin Certif cItion1 andLseof Uepocitiogs.

1.Si2natul_e and Chan2es__l'nless sWnature is \vaived by the witness and the partie,,

^^^et}depE>sit^ft test^rlrc^fw 3s^ra^hect the deposition officer shall provide the original

deposition transcript to the witness, or if the witness is represented by an attorney at the

deposition, to suchtl}e attorney-representi-rg the witness, for the---A,i tness'-examination and

signature_ beioic-arrvo^^reer a'u-c'`zf'ro6zed-to-adm;^:"rRrocc^-'czcn-eath, uHlcss examinafieff-and

:'^trffe-afe-wa-i . No erasures or obliterations of any kind

are to be made to the original deposition transcripteffie--er. Any

changes that the witness desires to make shall be stated in writing 9-t^fC -eef38

^e^ bv t}^e^i^ess, together with a statement of the reasons gi-veHb=^ the Nvit,ess-for making

such changes. =phefhanges-at44hest{fteiient of the-reasons t^9F thee4^°n`°,. shall be a**a^h°a-te

the deposition by the detjes'tt+on •^F. The witness shall then sign the deposition transcript and

a^f} e#ar^es stt^= ttief3 ^^T,^ =1^ed *y ^e wttt}ess under oath, lefereatv ef^-rcerrat^tkerized-tv

adfninis er -af}-oatl3, -tff3-lepaFties by, st-i-pt+[atie^aive t#e sj-gfifing ^ theTh< witnes-4E}r

ea^lnf)t lje fEjttHC# f3r {eftf4es tc^i siziri€-t^}e'vVi^f^es^ £lAeS flE3t s^^ff ^riiv r2tcii thei hccn-igi^-42pE3sittE}n

t^aftscfi^t and return it to the de^osition ofticer within twenty days 4-4t^ -'UiSian to 1}irrt cf

#ri^-ec^r,t-t^el-c1€-reearct; -tl^e-^t-ic3n--o^EeFShal-l-s^f^--a-t^e-^-f^y--^f-tl^e-^^^F►s^^i^t--a^-state-^t^

tt3e-reef^r=d- the-€ac^-^€-the-^aa^ver--ef-ex-afn-i-f^t^c^f ►--ar^-siunattrre-or-^€-t#e-tlaness-^--absef^e-©€-^hQ

wi tf}ess ^r tl^e f^fc t o€ t^e ref^lsa^ t^ s ig^ to^herwith the+ease^,4-any: - .. ^enther-ef^=t=tte

sr^r-rt^-ieH ^ee-epy 4-£^lfe-deposit+eH-traHSe-ri"a-tl3ex be t+s ^__ . unle

suppr-es,,,fffa#e-a: v ►eef} f

re#tfsak-&-s*-req-t+i-Fe-re}eetieftef-t#fe-depes-itieff-iff-w#eleaf-iff--pfu`l-

a-sefts giveH-1`er44-te

«^.^ ^^= ^. . , ....,,.. ..z

21. Certification. The deposition officer shall file with the court. serve on all parties

and attach as part of the deposition transcript a certificate duly sworn by such officer

qatingwhietr ^"^^lTsTa^e-ttie-fetlew^ffg;
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-._----------------(i) that the witness was duly sworn by the officer and.

-----------------

(4i i that the transcript is a true record of the testimonv eiven by the witness:

that the deposition transcript was submitted on a specified date to the witness or to

the attorney foraf reeer-d for a-Pawas the witness for examination and; signature. and

that the witness returned or did not ar+d-return the transcript to the ^ffi^eY by a specified date;

that changes, if any made by the witness, in the transcript and otherwise are

attached thereto-eff---nCOFpIafated-Eher-ei n;

(vi} t^at t^wttness rett+rnec^ er--diA +iot -Fett++-n4h +ranir+pt;

___-(ivi}) that the cH+g4n4-deposition transcript was delivered in accordance with section 3

= „^of th is rule -er - 60py *',or°^,- in event the e -i +►a^ , ef--bait#}

-4 (i i}^13e at^^ of ehafg-the-ef-t=tEer4-pf^ri*iefi of t#e-e-e^

and any--eQpies-of--e, "-+b+t}-

qt+es^i+^r+ a^ear^+3^ i++ t#e-tf-ansefipt-ter safekeep'tng-a^se--at-tfial;

e^jies ^^= a^4 e.rhil^i^^ is i+} t}+e n anA ct+stc^iy ef

tfle ariiount of the deposition ofticer's charges

_ -(viii) that a copy of the certificate was served on all parties-pufsuafit to k+4e-2-1a.

The of#^eet- ^13a1^ €+le ^itk+ ^h^ ^et+^ir+ ^^riel}^ecat^,e is pe^tng a eepi e€ ^id eet^t€EEate-at^

tf+e clerk of the court w4iefe sae-t+cer6f+eaier+-fs--fiIed-shall tax as costs the charges for preparing

the original deposition transcript--a++d--m-al:i^-and-attat-^i+ng-e^pies, al l eN hibi*s to *he-*6g++ra4

R. Delivery. 6nle;° ^*ho^.,:°o ..o °°t°.a o r v oed r-eeef:d the

depositiN-f-trar+sEript-tThe deposition officer shall_deliver; or mail i-n-a-p©s"id-:-pf&jer+v

addr-essed,wfappef;certified with return receipt requested, the ori inalsue# deposition transcript

(or copy if the original was not returned) endorsed with the title of the action and "Deposition of

;
°` of a ll °"t':L.:(nameo wttness)" to the °n7 """ . tstepaftyattornev who asked the first question

appearing in the transcript-,-afld-s4a41• -ive-netk-e-e€-dt4ivefv--tf^-a4 pafties: Such^'-he-e+ts-^i-ai
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attorney shall: E+pc>rt rea^tal^le re^^uest: make the original deposition transcript available upon

rtasqnahle_retue^cfor inspection andor pl3otocopying by any other party to the suit. UfK^f+

pa-y-rnen"f-reaso,ftable c-hafges^herefof; fthe officer shall furnish a copy of the deposition

transcript to any party or to the deponent- gion paynient of reasonable charues theref'or.

43. Exhibits. Original documents and things produced for inspection during the

examination of the witness shall, upon the request of a party, be marked for identification and

annexed to the deposition transcript. The person producing, the materials may produce the

originals. or copies to serve thereafter as originals if the party

l"rry-^y;-e= Fe"e11

f6r- identific-aai'xv-ani,e,-ed-to *^, ^nnc c,cpvs-iti4fl tFaHse r-i"tl

^^ ^t^a Eemec

"FF eeeies to be ff,

itl^-if

tle-par-ra--affords to all other parties fair opportunity at the deposition to verify the copies by

comparison with the originals=-ef 'Lle"I 0"ff-er *"e ^ ^'° to be dc°a'*-- ;aen•;f:^°*:,,,,

Wh'^t, event the ^ "`e''i"i`. "' e netle

t^anr:er-+pt.--In the event that the originals ex-hib4ts-rather than copies are offered, marked f{x

identifieatian:-the deposition officer shall make copies of al l ^r:^,:^a' eth-ibits to be

attachedannexed to the original deposition transcript-(©r- de}tver-y, and thenshall *heF°^r•er return

the originals e€the exhibits to the person^^ess er-party producing them, who and such wi*

"af-i^--shall tliereaftef-rnaim;ii*-and-preserve the originals ex#ibi-ts-and shall produce there for

hearing or trial upon seven (7) days notice from any party. Copies annexed to the original

deposition transcript may be used for all purposes.

5. Motion to Suppress. If the deposition officer delivers the deposition transcript and

serves notice thereof at least one day before the case is called for trial (30 days if the deposition

was recorded by non-stenographic means), errors and irrep,ularities in the manner in which the

testimony is transcribed, signe_ddelivered, or otherwise dealt with by the deposition officer are

wai-ed. unless a motion to syppress all or part thereof is made and is filed and served before the

trial commences.
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6,----1_se,' ._kn\,part or all of a deposition maybe used for anvL)urposz in the same

hr-Qcteding,.-^n whichit was taken,1_he Texas Rules of Evidence shall be a hed to each

questionand anskver as though the witness were then^resent and testify-ing. "Same proceedin ^"
- =- - - ==_ ^

includes a^roceedinc; in a different court, but involving the same subject matter and the same

parties or their representatives or successors in interest. A deposition is admissible against a

narttiioined after the deposition was taken ( 1) if that party has an interest similar to that of any

party present or represented at the taking of the deposition or who had reasonable notice thereof

or 2if the party has had a reasonabl e oyportunity, after becoming a party, to redepose the

dponent. and has failed to exercise that opportunity. Depositions taken in different proceedinas

may be used subiect to the provisions of the Texas Rules of Evidence. Depositions shall include

i 1 the ori.-inal or a certified copy of a transcript of a stenographic recordinr? complving with

Rule 19. (2 the orialinal or a certified copy of a transcript of a non-stenographic recording

complying with Rule 16(5), or (Y) the ori(vinal or a certified copy of a non-stenographic

recordint, of the deposition. if the applicable provisions of Rule 16(5) have been satisfied.

r_j... ..:...;t........r_rtr....x.Ei...;>##----r;._^ ...j..a3>ES:__(_....frif:t::.....:Uer--

................. .}.--F: t?}'ttlil':}$if?i}:--'r }1C f}I-i it;:t; ;:0,^-t=ii'.^E^-

;
1 t 1 ^i' ^a a tf

, . .ttH t, ^-(.... .,^.. .2

.. ^ - _,;. . ; ^. sx-,-:-ric^

i ii fii-r` +friii:^lti1z ?t f^l3f^'E'6°#t^f°tl^r' ^:^1 E't£t f-^°}^f?'t.^c}f lttc}t* f:') lle ih}+3^^1rC2fl ; jCj^::f: i*'. r: t r Ei, z3 i: t i;?1

b_ This is the Discovery Subcommittee version of this section. Judge Brister's version differs, and is as follows:

Any part of all of a deposition may be used for any purpose in the same proceeding in which it was taken.
"Same proceeding" includes a proceeding in a different court but involving the same subject matter and
the same parties or their privies. A deposition is admissible against a party joined after the deposition
was taken only if that party has had a reasonable opportunity to redepose the deponent and has failed to
exercise that opportunity.
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;I-c-}t±ppCi=: -c: CE=1 rt ', cl ^• !£E? t i?tlf9i f'i Clt}? E=CEif tC Et'€'z:"5ttt^} GCE? : S-t±ir?E3 Ir^

2^ k}i?^ti^ l^ t}gr£^ ^b^i8 3Sk2f^ £E{C''I tf ^l cJtlB^{}t)tl°f?f?€?tt8fi£t+? £[3'{}3'^ FF+Iti c'E E(at:"i3}i^r ^I?i}t} ;^3'^t' flc^.'t2 Ctr
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Rule 21: Compelling Production from Nonparty._jrevised 6/25/9S1

1. When production may be compelled. At any time no later than 30 davs before the end

of any applicable Discovery Period or 30 days before- trial, whichever occurs first, any party may

have issued and served upon any persen-aet-^-non-party to the suit a subpoena under Rule 24

compelling production of documents or tangible things for inspectiQn and co vin_q_within the

scope of Rule 3 and within the non-partv'sperserrs care, custody, or control.

2. Notice, subpoena. A party proposing to compel production from a nonparty must give

reasonable notice to every other party. The notice shall state the name of the nonparty from

whom production is sought to be compelled, the time and place for the production, and shall be

filed and served. The notice shall set forth the items to be produced or inspected, either by

individual item or by category, and describe each item and category with reasonable

particularity. If the requesting party intends to sample or test the requested items, the desired

testing and sampling shall be described with sufficient specificity to inform the nonparty of the

means, manner, and procedure for testing or sampling.

3. Time and place. The time and place designated for the production shall be reasonable.

The place shall be in the county of the nonparty's residence--eF, where the nonparty is employed

or regularly transacts business in person, or at some other convenient place as may be directed

by the court in which the cause is pending. A nonresident or transient person may be required to

produce documents and things in the county where served with a subpoena or within 150 miles

from the place of service.

4. Custody, Inspection & Copying. The party obtaining the production shall mark for

identification all materials producedpursuant to the subpoena, retain custody of any copies

furnished or made; and produce those copies for inspection upon 7 days notice from any partv

Upon request and at the requesting party's cost, the party obtaining production shall furnish

copies of the materials to the requesting partywithin 20 davs.
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RULE 22. Physical and Mental Examinations

1. Order for Examination. At any time no later than 30 days before the end of any

applicable Discovery Period or 30 days before trial, whichever occurs first, when the mental or

physical condition (including the blood group) of a party, or of a person in the custody,

conservatorship or under the legal control of a party, is in controversy, the court in which the

action is pending may order the party to submit to a physical or mental examination by a

physician or psychologist or to produce for examination the person in his custody,

conservatorship or legal control. The order may be made only on motion for good cause shown

and upon notice to the person to be examined and to all parties and shall specify the time, place,

manner, conditions, and scope of the examination and the person or persons by whom it is to be

made. Except as provided in subparagraph 4 of this rule, an examination by a psychologist may

be ordered only when the party responding to the motion has identified a psychologist as an

expert who will testify.

2. Report of Examining Physician or Psychologist.

a. If requested by the party against whom an order is made under this rule or the

person examined, the party causing the examination to be made shall deliver to the rMuesting

part^_l}im a copy of a detailed written report of the examining physician or psychologist setting

out thehis findings, including results of all tests made, diagnoses and conclusions, together with

like reports of all earlier examinations of the same condition. After delivery the party causing the

examination shall be entitled upon request to receive from the party against whom the order is

made a like report of any examination, previously or thereafter made, of the same condition,

unless, in the case of a report of examination of a person not a party, the party shows that the

party is unable to obtain it.. The court on motion may make an order against a party requiring

delivery of a report on such terms as are just, and if a physician or psychologist fails.or refuses

to make a report the court may exclude thehis testimony if offered at the trial.
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h. This subdivision applies to examinations made by agreement of the parties,

unless the agreement expressly provides otherwise. This subdivision does not preclude discovery

of a report of an examining physician or psychologist or the taking of a deposition of the

physician or psychologist in accordance with the provisions of any other rule.

3. Effect of No Examination. If no examination is sought either by agreement or under

the provisions of this rule, the party whose mental or physical condition is in controversy shall

not comment to the court or jury on that partv'sh-is willingness to submit to an examination, on

the right of any other party to request an examination or move for an order, or on the failure of

such other party to do so.

4.s Arising Under Title II, Family Code. In cases arising under Title II, Family Code,

on the court's own motion or on the motion of a party, the court may appoint:

a. one or more psychologists to make any and all appropriate mental

examinations of the children who are the subject of the suit or any other parties irrespective of

whether a psychologist has been listed by any party as an expert who will testify.

b. non-physician experts who are qualified in paternity testing to take blood, body

fluid or tissue samples and to conduct such tests as ordered by the court.

5. Definitions. For the purpose of this rule, a psychologist is a person licensed or

certified by a State or the District of Columbia as a psychologist.
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RULE 23. Motion for Entry Upon Property -

1. Motion. At any time no later than 30 days before the end of any applicable Discoverv Period

or 30 days before trial, whichever occurs first, the court in which the action is pending may

order any person, including a person not a party to the pending suit, to allow entry upon

designated land or other property for the purpose of inspection and measuring, surveying,

photographing, testing, or sampling the property or any designated object or operation thereon

when the land or property is relevant to the subject matter of the action. The order may be made

only on motion for good cause shown and shall specify the time, place, manner, conditions,

scope of the inspection, and a description of any desired testing or sampling, sufficient to inform

the person of the means, manner and procedure for testing or sampling, and the persons or

persons by whom the inspection, testing or sampling is to be made.

2. Service. A true copy of the motion and order setting hearing shall be served on the

person in possession or control of the property and all parties. If the person in possession or

control of the property is not a party to the action, service shall be made in the same manner as

service of citation as provided by Rule 106.
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RULE 24: Subpoena ( revised 5/26/951

1. Form; Issuance.
a. The style of every subpoena shall be "The State of Texas." Every subpoena shall

(1) state the style of the suit, its cause number, the court in which the suit is pending,

the date of its issuance, and the party at whose instance the witness is summoned;

(2) command the person to whom it is directed to

(a) attend and give testimony for a deposition, hearing or trial; or

(b) produce and permit inspection and copying of designated documents or

tangible things in the possession, custody or control of that person,-; at a time and place therein

specified, and produce.such documents as they are kept in the usual course of business or

organized and labeled to correspond with the designated categories. A person commanded under

this subsection need not appear in person at the place of production or inspection unless a

command to attend and give testimony at a deposition, hearing or trial is joined with a command

under this subsection or issued and served separately.

b. The subpoena shall issue from the court in which the suit is pending, except that a

subpoena for a deposition in a sister state or foreign country shall be issued pursuant to Rule

188.

c. The clerk of the district or county court, or justice of the peace shall issue the

subpoena and a copy thereof for each witness subpoenaed to a party requesting it, who shall

complete it before service. An attorney authorized to practice in the State of Texas, as an officer

of the court, may also issue and sign a subpoena on behalf of the court. Any officer authorized

to take depositions and any certified short-hand reporter may issue and sign a subpoena for a

deposition or production, and shall do so immediately upon proof of service of a notice to take a

deposition under Rule 14 or 17, or a notice to compel production under Rule 21.

2. Service.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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a. Any sheriff or constable of the State of Texas or any person who is not a party and is

not less than 18 years of age may serve a subpoena by delivering a copy to the witness and

tendering to that person any fees required by law.

jD Per^Vs suggested alternative

a. Any sheriff or constable of the State of Texas or any person who is not a party and

is not less than 18 years of age may serve a subpoena by delivering a copy to the witness and

tendering to that person any fees required by law_ except that when the witness is a partv or

a person subject to the control of a party, service of a coPy Upon the party's attorne`• shall

havethe same effect as service upon the witness,.-1

b. Subject to the provisions of applicable law, a subpoena may be served at any place

within the State of Texas. The subRoena may_direct_awitnesstoavpear for a deposition or

tL^oduce_records atan^Lplace authorized hy Rules 14 17 or_31 and may direct a witness to

aparfor_a hearin;^e or trial if jthe witness is a party to the suitL7 or is represented to reside

within 150 milesof the courthouse of the countv in which the suit is pendint' or who mqybe

found wlthin such distance at the time of trial.

c. Proof of service shall be made by filing the witness' signed written memorandum

attached to the subpoena showing acceptance thereof or a statement of the date and manner of

service and the names of the person served, certified by the person who made the service.

d. A subpoena for appearance at a deposition, or for theproduction of documents or

tangible things at the time and place other than at trial or a hearin^ in open court shall be issued

only after service of a notice for the deposition required under Rule 14 or 17. or after service of

a notice to compel production under Rule 21.

3. Protection of Nonparties Subject to Subpoenas

a. A party responsible for the issuance and service of a subpoena shall take reasonable

steps to avoid imposing undue burden or expense upon a nonparty subject to that subpoena.

' The bracketed languaee is David Pem's sugeestion that is different from current CPRC 22 002

i

I
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b. Subject to paragraph (4d)(h!=) of this rule, a nonparty commanded to produce and

permit inspection and copying of designated documents and things, within 10 days after service

of the subpoena or before the time specified for compliance if such time is less than 10 days

after service, may serve upon the party at whose instance the witness is summoned written

objection to inspection or copying of any or all of the designated materials. If objection is made,

the party at whose instance the witness is summoned shall not be entitled to inspect and copy the

materials except pursuant to court order. At any time after an objection is made, the party

serving the subpoena may, upon notice to the person commanded to produce, move for an order

to compel the production.

c. Within 10 days after service of the subpoena or before the time specified for

compliance if such time is less than 10 days after service, the person served with the subpoena

may, upon notice to the party at whose instance the witness is summoned, move for a protective

order in the court in which the action is pending or a district court in the county in which the

subpoena was served. The court shall make such orders in the interests of justice necessary to

protect the movant from undue burden, unnecessary expense, harassment or annovance. or

invasion of personal, constitutional, or property rights.

d. If the subpoena directs the nonparty to attend and give testimony or to produce

documents or things at a hearing or trial less than 10 days after the date of service, the nonparty

may make its objections or motion for protective order to the court at the time specified for

compliance.

__ e. When a party serves a subpoena upon ancustodian of records concerning a non-party

that are p_rotected from disclosureby a rule, regulation, or statute. the ^arty serving the subpoena

shall also serve a copy of the subpoena upon the non-party to whom the records pertain or, if the

non-Darty is reresented by an attorney, upon the attorney. The non-party may make any

qbJection or motion fo^rotective order in the same manndr as the records custodian served with

the subpoena If the^artv serving the subpoena does not serve it in accordance with this rule.
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;,hentirerecurds_custe^dian tiupn «_h^m_it is se.r^•edshall serve it upon thenon_ :artNand

com^lianec all he dela^ed to ulvethe nonarttan opporninit^ to see^ reltt;

e.-If-t4e-pa. fjr6(I ^c^^^SS-tE?n-a^-aS
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4. Duties of Nonparties in Responding to Subpoenas

a. A person responding to a subpoena to produce documents shall produce them as they

are kept in the usual course of business or shall organize and label them to correspond with the

categories in the demand.

b. When information or materials subject to a subpoena is withheld on a claim that it is

privileged from discovery, the person subpoenaed shall withhold the privileged materials or

information from the response and make a withholding statement, stating that information or

materials responsive to the subpoena have been withheld and the privileges(s) relied upon. The

party serving the subpoena may thereafter request a description of the withheld materials, and

within 15 days of service of that request, the subpoenaed person shall describe the nature of the

documents, communications, or things not produced sufficient to enable the demanding party to

contest the claim.

c. If a subpoena commanding testimony is directed to a public or private corporation,

partnership, association, governmental agency, or other organization, and the matters on which

examination is requested are described with reasonable particularity, the organization so named

shall designate one or more persons to testify on its behalf as to matters known or reasonably

available to the organization.

5. Contempt. Failure by any person without adequate excuse to obey a subpoeria served

upon that person may be deemed a contempt of the court from which the subpoena is issued or a

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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Part Two. Pretrial Conference

RULE 166. Pretrial Conference jcuj-rent_^-ule 166 has been substitutedfor the

suhcommitteespreiouslv re.commended tan^ua^;eLrevisd 6;26;5j------------

In an appropriate action_to assist in the disposition of the case without undue etpense or

burden tothe parties, the court may in its discretion direct the attornevs forthe aarties and the

parties or their duly authorized agents to appear before it for a conference to consider:

(a) AIl_pending dilatory pleas_motions and exceptions:

(b) The necessitv or desirability of amendments to the )Ieadings:

_____Lc) .N_discoveQZ schedule:

__^dtRe^uirine written statements of the parties' contentions:--- - ----------------- - ------- - - - --------

i^)Centestedissuesoffact andthe simplifcation of the issues:

^ossihilit^^of obtaining stipulatiogs of fact,

__Agf_The identification of le,al matters to be ruled on or decided by the court

7_he e^chaneeofa. .. .listof direct fact_witnesses, other than rebuttal-_or im_peachina

witnesses the necessitv ot_whose testimony cannot reasonably be anticipated before the timeof

trial. whowill be called to testify at trial, statim,, their address and telephone numher_ and the

subject of the testimony of eachsuch witness

__ ( i) The__e^cha_n^e of_a li.st of epert witnesses who wil I be called to testify at trial statine

their address and telephone number_and the subiect of the testimony and opinions that will be

proffered by each expert witness:

(i) Agreed applicable propositions of law and contested issues of law

(k> Proposed jury charge questions, instructions, and definitions for a jury case or

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law for a noniury case:

The marking and eYChan,ingof all exhibits that any partymay use at trial and

stipulation to the authenticity and admissibilitv of eshibits to be used at trial:
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,n_) tt'rittentrialoh1ecTions__to-_the o^.po^itet^art^_'s_e^hihits^statinYthe ha^is for each

obiect1c)

:Che_advisahilitv of apreliminar4 reference Of issue, to a ma;ter orauditor for

f ndinL,s to be used as evidence when the trial is to be by iun^:

'I he settlement of the case and to aid such consideration, the court may encourage

settlement,

(p) Such other matters as may aid in the disposition of the action

The court shall make an order which recites the action taken at the pretrial conference,

the arnendments allowed to the pleadings_ the time within which same may be filed, and the

aareements made by the arties as to any of the matters considered_and which limits the issues

for trialto those not disposed of h<admissions, areements ot`counsel, or rulings of the court:

and such order when issued shallcontrol the subse uent course of the action. unless modified at

the trial torevernt manifest irjustice. 11te court in its discretion may establish by rule a pretrial

calendar on which actions mav be placed for consideration as above rovided and maveither

confine ttre calendar to iuryactions orextendit to all actions_

t^-par^ies-E^I^ei-x-da^-attt-k^ri-^i-a^^-t<^-a^pea^-be#^^e-i^--€or--a-{^re^+al--ee+^#erer^ee---^=#tefe

r^a^--be-^tere-t^epretfia-l-^,^t}fer^}ee- ^I^e^-t^}av-e-c-^tsiAer-a ►e^-rna^tef-^a^--r^-a^--atd-^n

t^^^s^esit^c^l ^4 ^r n' ^^a$t=vr^-iT ^,•,.cccTdiii` -

- cf---The

--- - #--RefeFr-ak44he-e-ase-to-alter-n ate-disptte xeseltfiow.

DeveloE)ment

DeteFfnination at3e es^ee

d.Triul HihFilgee other than
°1...+.zt

impeK4ifig-witrtesses4he-tiee-e^it-,--o€-w4tese4esi•rt3eny camiet-reaseny-be-atttie}pated
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Part Three. Other Rules Affected By Subcommittee Proposals

RULE 63. Amendments and Responsive Pleadings

Parties may amend and supplement their pleadings and respond to other parties'

pleadings without leave of court no later than sixty (60) days before the end of any applicablethe

Ddiscovery Pperiod or five (5) days after receipt of notice of the first trial setting, whichever is

later. Thereafter, parties may file pleadings that amend, supplement, or respond only with leave

of court or upon the agreement of the parties. Leave shall be granted unless there is insufficient

time to complete discovery that would be made necessary by the amendment, supplement, or

response, in which case leave shall be denied or the discovery period extended. Leave shall not

be granted if it would unreasonably delay the trial.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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RULE 66. TRIAL AMENDMENT. [Cl__RRE'^^"1_RULE.]----- ----------

If evidence is objected to at the trial on the ground that it is not within the issues made---------------

by the pleading, or if during the trial any defect, fault or omission in a pleading, either of form

or substance, is called to the attention of the court, the court may allow the pleadings to be

amended and shall do so freely when the presentation of the merits of the action will be

subserved thereby and the objecting party fails to satisfy the court that the allowance of such

amendment would prejudice him in maintaining his action or defense upon the merits. The court

may grant a postponement to enable the objecting party to meet such evidence.

RULE 67. AMENDMENTS TO CONFORM TO ISSUES TRIED WITHOUT OBJECTION.=

jC'U=I:fZENT Rl!LE]

-______--When issues not raised by the pleadings are tried by express or implied consent of the

parties, they shall be treated in all respects as if they had been raised in the pleadings. In such

case such amendment of the pleadings as may be necessary to cause them to conform to the

evidence and to raise these issues may be made by leave of court upon motion of any party at

any time up to the submission of the case to the Court or jury, but failure so to amend shall not

affect the result of the trial of these issues; provided that written pleadings, before the time of

submission, shall be necessary to the submission of questions, as is provided in Rules 277 and

279.
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RULE 70. PLEADING: SURPRISE: COST. fC[^RRENT R[:LE]

-When either a supplemental or amended pleading is of such character and is presented

at such time as to take the opposite party by surprise, the court may charge the continuance of

the cause, if granted, to the party causing the surprise if the other party satisfactorily shows that

he is not ready for trial because of the allowance of the filing of such supplemental or amended

pleading, and the court may, in such event, in its discretion require the party filing such pleading

to pay to the surprised party the amount of reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the other

party as a result of the continuance, including attorney fees, or make such other order with

respect thereto as may be just.
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Preface: Comments to the Proposed Rules

The Subcommittee recognizes that this draft
of the proposed rules contains inconsistencies in
its format. numbering. and use of some words.
The Subcommittee will go through the rules and
resolve these inconsistencies after the working
draft is approved by the Advisory Committee. and
before the final draft is presented to the Supreme
Court.

In drafting these proposed rules. the
Subcommittee proposes. in some instances. to rely
upon comments to illustrate or explain the
intended application of a particular rule. Some
comments have been drafted: others will be added
later. Should the full Supreme Court Advisory
Committee or the Court decide that the reliance
upon comments is inappropriate, some rules may
require minor revisions to account for the removal
of the comments.

The proposed rules concerning discovery
vehicles require parties to "file" and "serve" their
requests for discoven- and responses thereto. The
Subcommittee presumes that there will be a
general rule requiring parties to file xvith the clerk
and serve on all other parties pursuant to Rules 21.
21a. and 74.
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RULE 1. Discovery Limitations ( revised 6/21//95)
1. Suits containing claims seeking $50,000 or less.

a. .4pplicabrlitn. If in anv suit the plaintiffs
pleadings affirmativelN seek only monetary recovery
of $50.000 or less. excluding costs, pre judgment
interest and attornevs' fees. discoverv shall be
limited as provided in this section. unless governed
by a Discovery Control Plan. No amendment
bringing the amount of recoverv above $50,000 shall
be allowed at such time as to unduly prejudice the
opposing party and in no event later than 30 days
before trial. If by a claim, amendment, or
supplement filed more than 30 days before trial, any
party seeks relief other than monetary recovery or in
excess of $50.000. excluding costs, pre judgment
interest and attorneys' fees. this section shall no
longer apply to the suit. When a timely filed
pleading renders this section no longer applicable,
discovery shall be reopened and completed within
the limitations provided in section 2 or 3 of this rule
and any person previously deposed may be
redeposed.

b. Limitations. In addition to the limitations
provided elsewhere in these rules:

(1) Discovery Period. All discovery shall
be conducted during the discovery period. The
discovery period shall begin when the suit
commences and shall continue until 30 days before
trial.

(2) Total time for oral depositions. Each
partv may have no more than 6 hours in total to
examine and cross-examine any and all witnesses in
oral depositions. The parties may agree to expand
this limit up to 10 hours in total. but not more except
by court order. The court may modify the
deposition hours so that no side or party is given
unfair advantage.

(3) Interrogatories. Any party may serve
on any other party no more than 15 written
interrogatories, including discrete subparts.
Interrogatories asking a party only to identify or
authenticate specific documents, however, are
unlimited in number.
2. Discovery Control Plan Suits.

a. Applicabilitv. In•any suit, the parties may
agree and submit for court approval or the court may
order that discovery be conducted in accordance
with a Discoverv Control Plan tailored to the
circumstances of the specific suit.

b. Limitations. A Discovery Control Plan may
address any issue concerning discovery or the
matters listed in Rule 166, and may change any

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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discoverv limitation set forth in these rules. The
discovery limitations applicable to section 3 of this
Rule. however. shall apply unless specificallN
changed in the Discoven- Control Plan. The
following provisions must be included in a
Discovery Control Plan. and as to parts a and c.1
below, once set forth in the Discovery Control Plan,
may not be modified except by court order:

a. A trial date:
b. A discovery period during which

all discoverv shall be conducted:
c. Deadlines for :

1. Joinder of additional parties:
2. Amending or supplementing

pleadings:
3. Disclosing expert witnesses

pursuant to Rule 10.
3. All other suits.

a. Applicabilitu Unless the suit falls
within section 1 of this rule or is governed
by a Discovery Control Plan, discoveny
shall be conducted in accordance with this
section.

b. Limitations. In addition to the other
discovery limitations set forth in these
rules:

(1) Discovery Period. All
discoverv shall be conducted
during the discovery period. The
discovery period shall begin on the
earlier of (a) the date of the first
oral deposition. or (b) the date the
first response to written discovery
other than a Request for Standard
Disclosure is due, and shall
continue for 9 months or until 30
days before trial. whichever is
earlier. The parties may agree to a
longer or shorter Discovery Period.
but they may not agree to a
Discovery Period of more than 12
months unless the suit is governed
by a Discovery Control Plan under
section 2 of this rule.

(2) Total time for oral
depositions. During the discover}
period, each side, the plaintiffs and
the defendants. shall have no more
than 50 hours to examine and
cross-examine in oral depositions
opposing parties and experts
designated by opposing parties and
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persons who are subject to the
opposing party's control. Third
party defendants shall share the
defendants' 50 hours with regard to
issues common to the defendants:
ho« ever. third party defendants
have an additional 10 hours for
examination regarding issues upon
which they oppose the defendants.
The oral deposition testimony of
only two experts designated by any
side shall count against any
limitation of that side's total
deposition testimony. If any side
designates more than two experts
pursuant to Rule 10. the opposing
side shall be allowed an additional
six hours to depose each additional
expert designated. The court may
modify the deposition hours so that
no side or partv is given unfair
advantage.

(3) Interrogatories. During
the discovery period, any party,
mmay serve on any other party no
more than 30 written
interrogatories. including discrete
subparts. Interrogatories asking a
party only to identif} or
authenticate specific documents.
however. are unlimited in number.

Comment:
Section 1 does not applv to suits seeking injunctive
relief, or orders concerning divorce or, child
custodv.
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RULE 2. Modification of Discovery Procedures
and Limitations; Conference Required (revised
6/21/95)
1. Modification of Procedures. Except where
specifically prohibited. the procedures and
limitations set forth in these rules may be modified
in any suit (1) by the agreement of the parties. or (2)
by court order for good reason.
2. Conference. All discovery motions or requests
for hearings on discovery shall contain a certificate
by the party filing same that efforts to resolve the
dispute without the necessity of court intervention
have been attempted and failed.
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RULE 3. Permissible Discovery: Forms and
Scope (revised 6/21/95)

I. Forms of Discovery. Permissible forms of
discoverv are (a) requests for standard disclosure.
(b) requests for production of documents and
tangible things. (c) interrogatories to a party. (d)
requests for admissions. (e) oral or written
depositions. (f) motions for a mental or physical
examination of a party or person under the legal
control of a party, and (g) motions for entrn upon
and examination of real property. "Written
discovery" as used elsewhere in these Rules means
requests for standard disclosure, requests for
production of documents and tangible things,
interrogatories to a party, and requests for
admissions. Unless otherwise specified in these
Rules. the permissible forms of discovery may be
combined within the same instrument and may be
taken in any order or sequence.

2. Scope of Discovery.
a. In General. Parties may obtain

discovery regarding any matter that is relevant to the
subject matter in the pending action whether it
relates to the claim or defense of the partv seeking
discoven• or the claim or defense of any other party.
It is not groiind for objection that the information
sought will be inadmissible at the trial if the
information sought appears reasonably calculated to
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

b. Documents and Tangible Things. A
party may obtain discovery of the existence,
description. nature. custody, condition. location and
contents of any and all documents and tangible
things (including but not limited to papers. books,
accounts. drawings, graphs. charts, photographs,
electronic or videotape recordings. data. and data
compilations) that constitute or contain matters
relevant to the subject matter of the action. A
person is required to produce a document or tangible
thing that is within the person's possession, custody,
or control. If a person does not have actual physical
possession. but has a superior right to compel the
production from a third party, the person has
possession, custody or control.

c. Persons R'ith.lvtowledge ofRelevant
Facts. A party may obtain discovery of the identity
and location (name, address and telephone number)
of persons having knowledge of relevant facts, and a
brief statement of each identified person's
connection with the case. A person has knowledge
of relevant facts when that person has or may have
knowledge of any discoverable matter. The

information need not be admissible to satisfy the
requirements of this subsection and personal
kno,wledge is not required.

d. Trial Witnesses. A party may obtain
discoverv of the identity and location (name.
address, telephone number) of persons who are
expected to be called to testify at trial. other than
rebuttal or impeaching witnesses the necessity of
whose testimony cannot reasonablv be anticipated
before the time of trial.

e. Expert Witnesses. A party may obtain
discovery of the identity of and information
concerning expert witnesses only pursuant to Rule
10.

f Indemnity and Insuring Agreements. A
party may obtain discovery of the existence and
contents of any incvrance agreement under which
any person carrying on an insurance business may
be liable to satisfy part or all of a judgment which
may be rendered in the action or to indemnify or
reimburse for payments made to satisfy the
judgment. Information concerning the insurance
agreement is not by reason of disclosure admissible
in evidence at trial. For purposes of this paragraph,
an application for insurance shall not be treated as
part of an insurance agreement.

g. Settlement Agreements. A party may
obtain discovery of the existence and contents of
any settlement agreement. Information concerning
the settlement agreement is not by reason of
disclosure admissible in evidence at trial.

h. Witness statements. A witness
statement, regardless of when made, is discoverable.
unless privileged. A "witness statement" is (1) a
written statement signed or otherwise adopted or
approved in writing by the person making it. or (2) a
stenographic, mechanical, electrical or other type of
recording of a witness' oral statement. or any
substantially verbatim transcription of such a
recording. A lawyer's notes taken during a
conversation or interview with a witness is not a
"witness statement." Any person may obtain upon
written request, his or her own witness statement
concerning the lawsuit, that is in the possession,
custody or control of any pam•.

i. Potential Parties. A party may obtain
discovery of the identity and location (name, address
and telephone number) of any potential party.

Comments:

I
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1. The definition of documents and tangible things

has been revised to make clear that even-thing,

regardless of its jorm. is within the scope of

discoverv ifit relevant to the subject matter of the

action, and properlv requested by an appropriate

discoverv device.

2. Subdivision c. requires parties to make a "brief

statement of each identi f ed person's connection with

the case. " This provision does not require a
narrative statement of the facts the person knows,
but at most afew words describing the persons
identitv as relevant to the lawsuit. For instance,

"treat(ng phVsician ", "e.VPwitness", "chieffinancial

officer", "director", "plaintiffs mother and
evewitness to accident ".

3. The sections in current 166b concerning land,
experts, and medical records are deleted from this
rule, but it is not intended that these areas are now
exempt from discovery. They are clearlv within the
scope of discoverv, and are discussed in the specific
discoverv vehicles intended for their disclosure. See
Rule 9(2) 0&(g) (medical records) ; Rule 23 (land)
and Rule 10 (experts).

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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RULE 4. Privileges and Work Product. (revised
6/21/95)

1. Privileges. A party may not discover any matter
protected from disclosure by any privilege.
2. Work Product:

a. Scope. The following is not
discoverable:

(1) General. Anvthing made or
prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial by or
for a party or a partv's representative (including the
party's attorney, consultant, surety. indemnitor.
insurer, or agent) is not discoverable except upon a
showing that the party seeking discovery has
substantial need of the materials in, the preparation
of the party's case and that the party is unable
without undue hardship to obtain the substantial
equivalent of the factual information contained
therein by other means. Even if the required
showing is made, the court shall protect against
disclosure of the mental impressions. opinions.
conclusions, or legal theories concerning the
litigation, and limit disclosure to the extent possible
to the needed facts.

(2) Attornev's mental processes.
The mental impressions, opinions, conclusions, and
legal theories of an attorney or attorney's
representative prepared in anticipation of litigation
or for trial are not discoverable except when
necessarily disclosed when responding to discover%
concerning witnesses. exhibits. expert witnesses. or
contentions as provided for in these Rules.

(3) Consulting experts. A
consulting expert's identity, mental impressions, and
opinions are not discoverable. A consulting expert
is an expert who has been informally consulted.
retained. or specially employed by a party in
anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial.
and will not be called to testify as an expert, and
whose mental impressions and opinions have not
been reviewed by a testifying expert.

b. Exceptions. The following is
discoverable, even if prepared in anticipation of
litigation or for trial:

(1) Experts. The information
concerning experts that is discoverable under Rule
10.

(2) Il%'itness Statements. Witness
statements that are discoverable under Rule 3(h).

(3) Photographs. Any
photographic or electronic image of underlying facts
(e.g., a photograph of the accident scene) is

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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discoverable. A photographic or electronic image of
something other than underlying facts may be
privileged (e.g., a consulting expert's video of an
experiment). A photographic or electronic image of
any sort that a party intends to offer into evidence.
however, is discoverable.

(4) Facts. The relevant facts,
however acquired, within the knowledge of an}
party or its representatives, including the identity of
persons with knowledge of relevant facts. Although
a communication or document containing relevant
facts may be privileged under this rule, this rule
does not prevent discovery of the facts contained
therein by means other than the discovery of the
communication or document.

(5) Texas Rule ojEvidence
503Idj. If there is no attorney-client privilege under
Texas Rule of Evidence 503(d), work product is
discoverable.
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RULE 5. Response to Written Discovery
Requests; Supplementation and Amendment
(revised 6/21/95)

1. Duty to Respond. When responding to
requests for written discovery. a party shall make a
complete response. based upon all information
reasonably available to the responding parh- or its
attorney at the time the response is made. If the
requesting party has served on the responding partv
a computer readable file setting out the discovery
requests. the responding party's answers, objections
and other responses shall be preceded by the request
to which they respond; otherwise, the responding
party is under no obligation to restate the request
when responding.

2. Duty to Amend or Supplement Discovery
Responses. A partv is under a duty reasonably
promptly to amend or supplement its prior responses
or document productions responsive to written
discoverv requests if the party learns that a prior
response or production was incomplete or incorrect
when made, or, although complete and correct when
made, is no longer complete and correct. An
amendment or supplement shall be in writing. filed
and served, and need not be verified. Amendment
or supplementation is required when amending or
supplementing a response to a written discovery
request seeking the identification of persons with
knowledge of relevant facts, trial witnesses or expert
witnesses. Amendment or supplementation is not
required for other responses if the additional or
corrective information or documents have otherwise
been made known to the other parties in discovery
or in writing. Except as otherwise provided by these
rules, amended or supplementary responses or
productions served less than thirty days before trial
are presumptively made without reasonable
promptness.

3. Additional Discovery After Amendment or
Supplementation. If the amendment, supplement
or document production occurs during any
applicable Discovery Period, the opposing partti
may seek from the other party or the court
departures from the discovery limitations imposed
under Rule 1 upon a showing that the opposing party
is unable to complete discovery relating to any new
information disclosed in the amendment or
supplement within the Discovery Period. If the
amendment. supplement. or document production
occurs after any applicable Discovery Period, the
opposing party may reopen discovery. A party must
respond to reopened written discovery served under

Discoverv Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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this Rule the day before trial or Nvithin 20 days after
the date of service. whichever is earlier. The
reopening side is allowed five (5) hours of
deposition time in addition to that provided in Rule
1. Such discoverv shall be limited to matters related
to any new information disclosed in the amendment
or supplement. The court may allow additional
discovery as needed.

Comment:

This rule imposes a duty upon parties to make a
complete response to written discoverv based upon
all information reasonably available.
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RULE 6. Effect on Trial of Failure to Provide
Timeh• Discovery (Revised 6/20/95)

1. Exclusion or continuance. If a party
fails to timeh disclose information during
discoverv. and is unable to show that such failure
did not cause the opposing party to be unprepared in
away that may affect the outcome of the trial. then
the court shall either exclude the information not
timelv disclosed or continue the trial to allow the
opposing party to prepare to confront or use the
previously undisclosed information. If the failure to
disclose does not cause the opposing party to be
unprepared in a way that may affect the outcome of
the trial, the court may admit the evidence and
proceed with the trial. The partv who failed to
timely disclose has the burden of showing that the
opposing party is not unprepared in a way that may
affect the outcome of the trial. Nothing in this rule
limits the court's authority to grant a continuance.

2. Costs and expenses. If the court
continues the case. the court may impose any
expense caused by the delay. including attorney's
fees and any difference between pre-judgment and
post-judgment interest. on the party that failed to
timely disclose.

Note to the Sanctions Committee:
The Discovery Committee has not addressed
sanctions for failure to timel^, disclose information
in accordance with Rule 5. and leaves that issue for
the Sanctions Committee to address. The Discovery
Committee. however, does recommend that some
sanction be imposed on parties that fail to provide
discovery "reasonably promptly." even if provided
more than 30 davs before trial.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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RULE 7. Presentation of Privileges and
Objections to Written Discovery (revised 6/20/95)
is otherwise objectionable. the responding partv
shall object specifically in writing within the time
required for the response by stating the basis of the
objection and the extent to which the party is
refusing to comply with the request. A party should
comply with so much of the request as to which the
party has made no objection, unless it is
unreasonable under the circumstances to do so
before obtaining a ruling on the objection.
Objections shall be made only if a good faith factual
and legal basis for the objection exists at the time
the objection is made. Any objection not
specifically stated within the time required or
obscured by numerous unfounded objections is
waived unless the court excuses the waiver for good
cause shown.

2. Withholding Privileged Information and
Materials.

A party may preserve a privilege from written
discoverv only in accordance with this section.

(a) Asserting a Privilege. If materials or
information responsive to a request are privileged,
the party shall withhold the privileged materials or
information from the response. If a request calls for
privileged materials or information in response, but
is also otherwise objectionable, the responding party
shall first object pursuant to section 1 of this rule.
and only upon compliance with the request or any
part thereof. withhold responsive privileged
materials or information pursuant to this section.
When a party actually withholds specific
information and materials responsive to a request on
grounds of privilege, when making the original
response and thereafter if making an amended or
supplemental response, that party shall file a
withholding statement as part of the response to the
discovery request or separately, stating that
information or materials responsive to the request
have been withheld and the privilege(s) relied upon.

(b) Description of Withheld Materials or
Information. After receiving a withholding
statement the party seeking discovery may file and
serve upon the withholding party a request that the
withholding party identify the information and
materials withheld. Within 15 days of service of
that request, the withholding party shall file and
serve a description of the information and materials
withheld that makes the claim of privilege expressly
and describes the nature of the information or
materials withheld in such a manner that. without

Discoverv Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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revealing the privileged information itself, will
enable other parties to a4;es0tljec0QdwaN04rfsfiedl not object t
prim ilege. .

(c) Exernption from 61"ithholding Statement.

Privileged communications to or from a laNA-N er or

lawyer's representative or privileged documents of a

lawyer or lawyer's representative

(1) created or made from the point at
which a party consults a lawyer with a view to
obtaining professional legal services from the lawyer
in the prosecution or defense of a specific claim in
the litigation in which discovery is requested, and

(2) concerning the litigation in which
the discovery is requested,
need not be included in a withholding statement or
description except upon court order for good reason.

3. Hearing. Any party may at any reasonable
time request a hearing on an objection or privilege
asserted in accordance with this rule. The party
seeking to avoid discovery shall present any
evidence necessary to support the objection or
withholding statement either by testimony at the
hearing or by affidavits served upon opposing
parties at least seven davs before the hearing. If the
judge determines that an in camera review of some
or all of the requested discovery is necessary to rule
on the objection or privilege, the requested
discovery shall be segregated and produced to the
judge in a sealed wrapper. Evidence necessary to
support a privilege for information or materials
created by trial counsel in preparation for the
litigation in which the discovery is requested shall
be produced only upon court order in appropriate
circumstances.

4. Ruling. To the extent the court sustains the
objection or claim of privilege. the objecting partv
has no further duty to respond to that request. If the
court overrules the objection or claim of privilege,
the objecting party shall respond to the request
within thirty (30) days after the court's action, or at
such time as the court orders.

Comments:
1. This rule providesfor objections to the form of a
written discovery request. The responding partv
specificallv objects to the request, and states
whether the party intends to comp^v with the request
as specifically modified or not complv at allfor
specified-reasons. If a partv receives a request for
"all documents relevant to the lawsuit," the
requesting party can object to the request as an
overly broad request that does not complv with the
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rule requiring specific requests for documents, and

reiuse to complv w ith its entire/v. See Loftin v.

.llartin, --6 S. !t '.2d 143 (Tex. 1989). .1 partv may

also object to a request fc?r a litigation file on the

ground that it is overli broad and on its face it seeks
onlv materials protected by privilege. See National

[;'nion Fire Ins. Co. v. [ aldez, 863 S. 6f".2d 458 (Tex.

1993). If a request seeks specijic documents jran
1980 to the present, the partv mav object that the
documents front 1980 to 1990 are irrelevant, and
that it is overlv burdensome to produce them. In

such case, the partv mav produce the documents
from 1990 to the present, or refuse to produce any
until the court resolves the objection if producing

according to a modified request will require a

burdensome and duplicative search if the court
should overrule the objection.

2. The new rule dispenses with objections to written
discoverv requests on the basis that responsive
information or materials are protected by a specific
privilege or immunitv from discoverv. Instead, the
rule requires parties that withhold such information
or materials state that thev have been intentionallv
withheld, and identifv the privilege upon which the
partv relies. .4 partv need not make a withholding
statement if the onlv materials responsive to the
request that are being withheld are information and
materials created bv or for lawversfor the litigation,
as it can be assumed that such inf'ormation or
materials will be withheld from virtua/ly any request
on the grounds of attornev-client privilege or work-
product. The withholding statement should not be
made prophvlacticallv, but onlv when specific
information and materials have been withheld.
Should additional privileged information or
materials be found subsequent to the initial
response, an amendment or supplement to the
discoverv response can include a withholding
statement.

3. Anv partv can request a hearing in which the
court will resolve issues brought up in objections or
withholding statements. The partv seeking to avoid
discoverv has the burden of proving the objection or
privilege, as under the current rules.

4. This Rule governs the presentation of all
privileges, including work product, set out in Rule 4
(now Rule 166b(3)l.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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RULE 8. Protective Orders
Anyn person against or from whom discovery is
sought may move within the time required to
respond to the discovery request for an order
protecting that person from the discovery sought.
except that any party may move for such an order
when an objection pursuant to Rule 7 is not
appropriate. The court may make any order in the
interest of justice necessary to protect the movant
from undue burden. unnecessary expense,
harassment or annoyance. or invasion of personal.
constitutional, or property rights, including but to
limited to the following:

1. ordering that the requested
discoverv not be sought in whole or in part. or that
the extent or subject matter of discovery be limited.
or that it not be undertaken at the time or place
specified:

2. ordering that the discovery be
undertaken only by such method or upon such terms
and conditions or at the time and place directed bN-
the court:

3. ordering for good cause shown that
the results of discovery be sealed or othenwise
protected. subject to the provisions of Rule 76a.

Discoven- Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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RULE 9. Standard Requests For Disclosure
1. Request. At any time no later than 30 davs

before the end of an applicable Discovery Period or
,O davs before trial. N^ hichever occurs first. an
party may file and sen-e upon any other party a
Standard Request for Disclosure as set forth in this
nile. The Request for Standard Disclosure shall
state:

"Pursuant to Rule 9. you are requested
to make the following disclosures
within 30 days of service of this
request:
[add specific subsections of part 2 of
this rule under which disclosure is
requested]."

A standard request for disclosure made pursuant
to these rules is presumptively not objectionable
under Rule 7(1).

2. Content. A party may make any or all of
the following standard requests for disclosure:

a. Provide the correct names of the parties
to the lawsuit.

b. Provide the information pertaining to
persons with knowledge of relevant facts set forth in
Rule 3(2)(c):

c. Produce the indemnity and insuring
agreements discoverable under Rule 3(2)(f):

d Produce the settlement agreements
discoverable under Rule 3(2)(g):

e. Produce the witness statements
discoverable under Rule 3(2)(h);

f In a suit alleging physical or mental
injury and damages from the occurrence that is the
subject of the case. produce all medical records and
bills that are reasonably related to the injuries or
damages asserted or. in lieu thereof. an authorization
permitting the disclosure of such medical records
and bills:

g. In a suit alleging physical or mental
injury and damages from the occurrence that is the
subject of the case, produce all medical records and
bills obtained by virtue of an authorization furnished
by the requesting party:

h. Produce any written instrument upon
which a claim or defense is based:

i. Provide the information pertaining to
expert witnesses set forth in Rule 10(2) and (3).

3. Response. Except as provided for expert,
witnesses in Rule 10, a party served with a Standard
Request for Disclosure shall file and serve a written
response making the requested disclosures within
thirty (30) days after service of the request (fifty

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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150] days if the request accompanies citation).
unless the time to serve a response is extended in the
Request or by agreement or court order. If the
response provides information. as opposed to
documents. it shall be verified in the manner
required by Rule 12.

4. Documents. Copies of the documents
responsive to requests under section 3 of this Rule
ordinarily shall be served with the response:
however. if the responsive documents are
voluminous , the response shall specifv a reasonable
time and place for the production of documents, not
more than 7 days from the date of the response.
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RULE 10. Expert Witnesses
1. Request. A party may request another partv

to designate and disclose information concerning
expert witnesses only through a Standard Request
for Disclosure pursuant trouble 9.. An "expert
witness" subject to discovery pursuant to this rule is
an expert who may be called as an expert witness at
trial, and an expert used for consultation and who is
not expected to be called as an expert witness at
trial, but whose opinions and impressions have been
reviewed by a testifying expert. If the expert has
personal knowledge of relevant facts, a party also
may obtain discovery as provided elsewhere in these
rules.

2. Designating Expert Witnesses.
a. Request. A party may make the

following Standard Request for Disclosure pursuant
to Rule 9: Identif}- (name. address and phone
number) each expert discoverable under Rule 10(1)
and state the subject upon which each identified
expert is expected to testify.

b. Response. The response shall be made
within thirty (30) days after service of the request
(fifty [50] days if the request accompanies citation).
If such response is amended or supplemented. the
presumption of Rule 5(2) that any change is made
without "reasonable promptness" begins (a) for
experts testifying about issues upon which the
responding pam seeks affirmative relief. the earlier
of 75 days before the end of any applicable
Discovery Period or 75 days before trial; or (b) for
opposing experts, the earlier of 45 days before the
end of any applicable Discovery Period or 45 dav s
before trial.

3. Additional Disclosures
a. Request. A party may make any or all

of the following Standard Requests for Disclosure
pursuant to Rule 9:

(1) State the general substance of the
mental impressions and opinions held by each
identified expert and a brief summary of the
basis thereof:

(2) Produce all documents, tangible
things, reports, models, or data compilations
that have been provided to, reviewed by or
prepared by or for each identified expert in
anticipation of the expert's testimony;

(3) Produce the current resume and
bibliography of each identified e.xpert:

(4) State at least two dates upon which
each identified expert will be available to testify
by oral deposition.

Discoverv Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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b. Response. A party seeking affirmative
relief must respond to the requests upon the later of
(1) 30 days after service of the request: or (2) the
earlier of 75 davs before the end of any applicable
Discovery Period or 75 days before trial. A party
who has designated opposing experts must respond
to the requests upon the later of (1) 30 days after
service of the request: or (2) the earlier of 45 days
before the end of any applicable Discovery Period or
45 days before trial.

For experts not retained or employed or
otherwise in control of the designating party, the
designating party must respond to Standard Request
(1) with documents within the possession, custody
or control of the designating party. and need not
respond to Standard Requests (2). (3) and (4).
Nothing in this rule shall prevent the requesting
party from obtaining this discovery directly from
such an expert by subpoena commanding production
under Rule 24.

4. Oral deposition. A party may obtain other
discovery of the subject matter on which the expert
is expected to testify, the expert's mental
impressions and opinions, the facts known to the.
expert (regardless of when the -factual information
was acquired) that relate to or form the basis of the
testifying expert's mental impressions and opinions
only by oral deposition of the expert. unless the
court orders the expert to prepare a report pursuant
to this rule.

5. Court-Ordered Reports. If the
discoverable factual observations. tests, supporting
data. calculations, photographs. or opinions of an
expert have not been recorded and reduced to
tangible form, the court may order these matters
reduced to tangible form and produced in addition to
or in lieu of the deposition as is appropriate. A court
may not compel production of such a report before
the date upon which the designating party must
respond to additional Standard Requests for
Disclosure pursuant to part 3 of this rule.

6. Supplementation after disclosure of
general information. A party's duty to supplement
and amend discovery provided pursuant to this rule
is governed by Rule 5, except that the duty also
extends to the oral deposition testimony of an expert
that is retained or employed by or otherwise within
the control of that party concerning the expert's
mental impressions or opinions or the basis thereof.
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Comment:

The Discoverv Subconunittee has not considered the

efJect ojthe 1 995 medical rna/practice /e^eislation

upon this rule.

Discoverv Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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RULE 11. Requests For Production and
Inspection (revised 6/22/951

1. Request. At any time no later than 30 days
before the end of any applicable Discovery Period or
30 days before trial. whichever occurs first. any
part}• may file and sen•e upon any other party a
Request for Production and for Inspection. to
inspect. sample, test. photograph and copy any
designated documents or tangible things that
constitute or contain matters within the scope of
Rule 3(2).

2. Content of Request for Production. The
request shall set forth the items to be produced or
inspected, either by individual item or by category,
and describe each item and category with reasonable
particularity. The request shall specify a reasonable
time (on or after the date on which the response is
due) and place for production. If the requesting
party intends to sample or test the requested items.
the desired testing and sampling shall be described
with sufficient specificity to inform the producing
party of the means, manner, and procedure for
testing or sampling.

3. Response. The party upon whom the request
is served shall file and serve a written response
within 30 days after service of the written request
(fifty [501 days if the request, accompanies citation).
The response shall state. with respect to each item or
category of items. that production. inspection. or
other requested action will be permitted as
requested, or shall state an objection to the request
pursuant to Rule 7(1). If the responding party
objects to the time and place of production. the
objection shall also state when and where the party
will comply with the request.

4. Documents. Subject to any objections stated
in the response. the responding party shall produce
the requested documents or tangible things withi.n
the person's possession. custody or control at either
the time and place requested or the time and place
set forth in the response, as follows:

a. Copies. The responding party may
produce copies only if the party has no originals or
the originals remain available for inspection at the
requesting party's requesl on no less than 10 days
written notice. If originals are produced, the
responding party is entitled to retain the originals
while the requesting party inspects and copies them.

h. Organization. The responding party
shall produce documents and things as they are kept
in the usual course of business. or shall organize and

Discoverv Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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label them to correspond with the categories in the
Request.

c. Privileged Information and .1 faterials

The responding party shall assert its privileges. if

any. pursuant to Rule 7(2) at the time documents or

things actually are withheld from production.
5. Electronic or magnetic data. To obtain

electronic or magnetic data or the information
contained therein the requesting party must
specifically request it and specify the form in which
it wants it produced. In response, the responding
party shall produce the electronic or magnetic data
responsive to the request that is reasonably available
to the responding party in the ordinary course of its
business. If the responding party determines that it
cannot reasonably retrieve the data requested or
produce it in the form requested, it shall follow the
procedures of Rule 7(1). After a hearing, the court
may order the responding party to comply with the
request provided that the requesting party pay the
reasonable expenses for any extraordinarv steps
required for retrieval and production.

6. Destruction or Alteration. Testing,
sampling or examination shall not extend to

destruction or material alteration of an article

without notice, hearing, and a prior order of the
court.

7. Expenses of Production. Unless otherwise
ordered by the court. the expense of producing
documents, data. data compilations, or tangible
things will be borne by the responding party. The
expense of inspecting, sampling, testing.
photographing, and copying the documents, data.
data compilations, or tangible things produced will
be borne by the requesting partv.

Comments:
I. "Document and tangible things" are defined in
Rule 3.
2. The proposed rule is verv similar to the
existing rule. The proposed rule makes clear that a
party that seeks to sample or test the produced
documents or things, must describe the procedure so
that the responding party mav make anv appropriate
objections. The proposed rule also addresses for the
first time the production of magnetic or electronic
data. The recjuesting party must specificallv request
the data,-specify the form in which it wants the data
produced, and specifv any extraordinarv steps for
retrieval and translation. Otherwise, the responding
partv need only produce the data available in the
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ordinarv course of business in reasonablti• usable

ionn. The rule requires production at the time and

place specilied in the request or the response, and

allows the production of copies if the originals are

made m^ailable upon request. The rule also clarifies

how the expenses oJ production are to be allocated

absent a court order to the contrarv.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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RULE 12. Interrogatories to Parties (Last
revised 6/22/95)

1. Request. At any time no later than 30 days
before the end of any applicable Discox ery Period or
30 davs before trial. whichever occurs first. any
party may file and serve upon any other part}
written interrogatories to be answered by the party
served.

2. Content. A party may use interrogatories to
inquire about any discoverable matter and the
contentions and defenses of another party, provided
that contention interrogatories may only request
another party to state the legal theories and to
describe in general the factual bases for the claims
or defenses of that party. Contention interrogatories
may not be used to require another party to marshal
all of its available proof or proof it intends to offer
at trial to answer the interrogatory.

3. Response. The party upon whom the
interrogatories have been served shall file and serve
answers and objections. if any, to the interrogatories
within 30 days after the service of the interrogatories
(fifty [50] days if the request accompanies citation)
Each interrogatory shall be answered separately and
fully in writing, unless the party states an objection
to the request or asserts a privilege pursuant to Rule
7. The answers shall be signed under oath by the
party, making them. and the objections shall be
signed by the attorney making them.

4. Option to Produce Records. Where the
answer to an interrogatory may be derived or
ascertained from public records or from the business
records of the pam• upon whom the interrogatorv
has been served from a compilation. abstract or
summary based thereon. and the burden of deriving
or ascertaining the answer is substantially the same
for the party serving the interrogatory as for the
party served, it is sufficient answer to such
interrogatory to specify such records and, if
applicable, to produce the records, or compilation.
abstract or summary thereof, in compliance with
Rule 11.. The specification of records provided
shall include sufficient detail to permit the
interrogating party to locate and to identify as
readily as can the party served. the records from
which the answers may be ascertained. and shall
specify a reasonable time and place at which the
documents can be examined not to exceed 10 days
after the date the interrogatory answer is filed.

5. Use. Answers to interrogatories may be used
only against the party answering the interrogatory.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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Conunent:

Open-ended contention interrogatories mai he used
onlv to secure information that would be provided if

the other partv were required to plead more
particularlv. Parties seeking to obtain disclosure of

facts supporting or rebutting particular allegations

should use other discoverv devices.
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RULE 13. Requests for Admissions [revised
6/22/951

1. Request. At any time no later than 30
days before the end of any applicable Discovery
Period or 30 days before trial. whichever occurs
fust. a party may file and serve upon any other party
a written request for an admission.

2. Content. A party may request the
admission of the truth of any matters within the
scope of Rule 3(b) including statements or opinions
of fact or of the application of law to fact. or the
genuineness of any documents served with the
request or otherwise made available for inspection
and copying. Each matter of which an admission is
requested shall be set forth separately .

3. Response. The party to whom the
request is directed shall file and serve its response
thereto within 30 days after service of the request
(fifty [50] if the request accompanies citation).
Subject to objections and privileges raised pursuant
to Rule 7. the response shall specifically admit or
deny the request or set forth in detail the reasons anN-
request cannot be admitted or denied. A response
shall meet fairly the substance of the requested
admission. qualifving an answer or denying only a
part when good faith requires. Lack of information
or knowledge or a claim that the request presents a
genuine issue for trial is not a proper response unless
the objection states that a reasonable inquiry has
been made and that the information known or easily
obtainable is insufficient to enable the pam, to admit
or deny. If no response is timely served. the request
is admitted without the necessity of a court order.

4. Use. Any matter admitted under this
rule is conclusively established as to the party
making the admission unless the court on motion
permits withdrawal or amendment. The court may
permit withdrawal or amendment upon a showing of
good cause for such withdrawal or amendment if the
court finds that the parties relying upon the
responses and deemed admissions will not be undul-v
prejudiced and that the presentation of the merits of
the action will be subserved thereby. Any admission
made by a party under this rule is for the purpose of
the pending action only and may not be used in an}
other proceeding.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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RULE 14. Depositions Upon Oral Examination
I revised 6/27/951

1. Notice. At any time during any applicable
Discoven Period or 30 days before trial. whichever
occurs first. a party may notice the deposition upon
oral examination of any person or entity to be taken
before any officer authorized by law to take
depositions. A reasonable time before the
deposition. a party shall file and serve a notice
stating the name of the deponent and the time and
the place of the deposition. When the deponent is a
party or subject to the control of a party, service of
the notice upon the party's attorney shall have the
same effect as a subpoena served on the deponent.

2. Content.
a. Time and Place. The time and place

designated for the deposition shall be reasonable.
The place shall be in the county of the witness'
residence or where the witness is employed or
regularly transacts business in person or at such
other convenient place as may be directed by the
court in which the cause is pending; provided.
however, the deposition of a party or the person or
persons designated by a party under paragraph 3.
below may be taken in the county of suit. A
nonresident or transient person may be required to
attend in the county where that person is served with
a subpoena. or within one hundred fifty miles from
the place of service. or at such other convenient
place as the court may direct. The witness shall
remain in attendance from day to day until such
deposition is begun and completed.

b. Other attendees. If any party intends to
have any other persons attend. that party must give
reasonable notice to all parties of the identity of
such other persons. c. Depositions of
Organizations. A parri• may in the notice name as
the deponent a public or private corporation.
partnership, association, governmental agency, or
other organization and describe with reasonable
particularity the matters on which examination is
requested. In response, the organization so named
shall designate one or more persons to testify on its
behalf, and may set forth, for each person
designated. the matters on which the person will
testifv. The person so designated shall testify as to
matters known or reasonably available to the
organization. This subdivision does not preclude
taking a deposition by any other procedure
authorized by these rules.

d Documents. A deponent may be compelled
to produce at the deposition documents or tangible
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things within the scope of discovery and within the
witness' care. custody or control. If a subpoena
commanding production under Rule 24 is to be
served on the person to be examined. the designation
of materials to be produced as set forth in the
subpoena shall be attached to or included in, the
notice. When the deponent is a party or subject to
the control of a party. the procedures of Rule 11,
including the 30 day time for response, shall apply
to such request.

e^ Deposition by Telephone. Any party may
give reasonable prior written notice that a deposition
will be taken by telephone or other remote
electronic means. For the purposes of these rules, a
deposition taken by telephone is taken in the district
and at the place where the deponent is to answer the
questions asked. The officer taking the deposition
may be located with the deposing parties instead of
with the witness if the witness is placed under oath
by a person present with the witness who is
authorized, in that jurisdiction, to administer oaths.

3. Protective order. A pam- or deponent may
include in a motion for protective order pursuant to
Rule 8 an objection to the time and place designated
for a deposition. If the movant had less than ten
(10) days notice of the deposition, the filing of the
motion excuses compliance with the notice or
subpoena until the motion is overruled. If the
movant had at least 10 days notice of the deposition.
the movant must comply with the notice or
subpoena unless the motion is granted, or the
movant demonstrates that it was unable to obtain a
ruling on the motion despite its good faith efforts to
do so pursuant to any applicable local rules.

Page 19
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RULE 15. Examination. Objection, and Conduct
During Oral Depositions [revised 6/21/951

1. Oath; Examination. Every person whose
deposition is taken upon oral examination shall first
be placed under oath. The parties may oral]y
examine and cross-examine the deponent. Any
party, in lieu of participating in the oral
examination. may sene w•ritten questions in a sealed
envelope on the partv proposing to take the
deposition who shall transmit them to the deposition
officer who shall open the envelope and propound
them to the witness.

2. Time Limitation. The time a party takes to
examine and cross-examine deponents upon oral
examination shall be limited.

a. Time per deposition. Each side may
conduct one deposition that is subject to no per
deposition time limit. For all other depositions, no
side shall examine or cross-exami.ne a single fact
witness for more than three (3) hours or a single
expert witness for more than six (6) hours. If a
witness has been deposed as a fact witness and is
thereafter designated as an expert, the witness may
be redeposed for the time remaining within the 6
hour limit. Third-partv defendants may examine a
single witness regarding issues upon which they
oppose defendants for no more than 1 additional
hour.

b. Record of deposition time. Breaks during
depositions do not count against any part}'s
deposition time limitation. The officer taking the
deposition shall state as part of the certificate
required by Rule 206 the amount of time each
examiner used to examine the deponent.

3. Conduct during the deposition. The oral
deposition shall be conducted in the same manner as
if the testimony were being obtained in court during
trial. Counsel are expected to cooperate with and be
courteous to each other and the deponents. Private
conferences between deponents and their attorneys
during the actual taking of the deposition are
improper except for the purpose of determining
whether a privilege should be asserted. Private
conferences may be held, however, during agreed
recesses and adjournments. If the lawyers and
witnesses do not comply with this rule. the court
may allow statements. objections and discussions
conducted during the oral deposition that reflect
upon the veracity of the testimony to be introduced
in evidence at trial.

4. Objections to testimony. Objections during
the oral deposition are improper except the
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following objections to the form of the question or
the responsiveness of the answer: "Objection.
leading:" "Objection. form:" and "Objection. non-
responsive." These objections shall be stated as
phrased and will be waived if not made at the taking
of the deposition. A narrative objection will not
preserve the objection for the court's later
determination. Upon request, the objecting party
shall explain the grounds of the objection clearly
and concisely. in a non-argumentative and non-
suggestive manner. Objections or explanations that
are argumentative or suggest answers to or otherwise
coach the deponent are not permitted and can be
grounds for termination of the deposition pursuant to
this Rule.

5. Instructions not to answer. Instructions to
the deponent not to answer a question are improper
except (a) to preserve a privilege against disclosure,
(b) to enforce a limitation on evidence directed by
the court, (c) to protect a witness from an abusive
question, or (d) to secure a ruling pursuant to
paragraph 6. Upon request, the instructing party
shall explain the grounds for the instruction clearly
.and concisely, in a non-argumentative and non-
suggestive manner. Should a court later order the
deponent to answer a question to which the deponent
was instructed not to answer, the court may impose
an appropriate sanction for discovery abuse pursuant
to Rule 215.

6. Suspending the deposition. When the time
limitations for the deposition have expired or when
the deposition is being conducted or defended in
violation of these rules, on demand, the deposition
may be suspended for the time necessary to secure a
ruling. The court may impose an appropriate
sanction for discovery abuse pursuant to Rule 215 if
the suspension of the deposition was not justified.

Comment: Section 3 of this rule refers only to the
conduct of the lawvers and deponents in the
deposition. It is not meant to limit the scope of the
interrogation to the scope allowed at trial. See Rule
3.
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RULE 18. Non-Stenographic Recording [revised
6/27/951

1. Notice. AnN party may cause a deposition
upon oral examination to be recorded by other than
stenographic means. including videotape recordings.
Any party intending to make a non-stenographic
recording shall file and serve reasonable prior
written notice to the deponent and other parties.
either in the notice given pursuant to Rule 14 or
otherwise. of the non-stenographic method by which
the testimony will be recorded and whether a
certified court reporter also will be used. Any.other
party may then file and serve written notice
designating another method of recording in addition
to the method specified, at the expense of the
designating partv unless the court orders otherwise.

2. Conducting the Deposition. A non-
stenographic deposition must be conducted in
accordance with Rule 15. The party requesting the
non-stenographic recording will be responsible for
obtaining a person authorized by law to administer
the oath. for assuring that the recording will be
intelligible. accurate, and trustworthy, and for
maintaining the original non-stenographic recording.

3. Signing. Certification. and Delivery. The
non-stenographic recording and exhibits thereto
must be prepared and delivered in accordance with
Rule 16 to the party who requested the non-
stenographic recording (rather than the party who
asked the first question), except that the recording is
not submitted to the witness for signature or
changes.

4. Use Depositions Recorded Only by Non-
stenographic means.

a. .41 trial or summarv judgment. A non-
stenographic recording or transcript of a deposition
recorded only by non-stenographic means can be
used at the trial or for summary judgment only if the
party intending to use it has obtained a complete
transcript of the deposition recording from a
certified court reporter. The court reporter shall
obtain the original or a certified copy of the
deposition recording, shall transcribe it, and shall
comply with the provisions of Rule 16 to the extent
applicable.I The court reporter's certificate shall
include a statement that the transcript was made

t The provisions concerning certification of
swearing in the witness and that the transcript is a
true record of the testimony, as well as the
provisions concerning marking exhibits will not
apply.
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from the original or certified copy of the deposition
recording and that the transcript is a true record of
the recording. If the deposition is to be used as
evidence at the trial. the complete transcript must be
sen,ed on all parties at least =U days before the trial,
or for summan, judgment. at the time the deposition
must be filed with the cotut.

b. At anv other hearing2. Anon-
stenographic recording or transcript of a deposition
recorded only by non-stenographic means can be
used at any hearing of a motion or an interlocutory
proceeding (other than a summary judgment motion)
only if the party intending to use it has obtained a
transcript of that portion of the deposition recording
by a certified court reporter. transcribed and
certified in accordance with part a above. In
addition, at least 20 days before the date set for the
hearing in which the deposition is to be used, the
party seeking to use the deposition must file and
serve a written designation specifying (1) the name
of the deponent whose deposition the party intends
to use; (2) the name and address of the certified
court reporter that the party has asked to transcribe
all or part of the deposition recording; and (3) the
portions of the deposition recording that the partv
has requested to be included in a transcript. If the
party has designated only a part of the deposition
testimony, any other party may request the named
court reporter to transcribe additional parts of the
deposition recording at that pam's own expense
within 10 days of service of the designation. The
deposition can be used only if the transcript is
completed at least 3 days before the date of the
hearing.

c. Certified copy. A certified copy of the
non-stenographic recording is any copy of the
original or another certified copy of the deposition
recording that is accompanied by a duly sworn
certificate of the person who made the copy, stating
that the copy is accurate and complete.

2 Judge Brister would leave this section out. I have
left it in as proposed by the Discovery
Subcommittee.
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RULE 17. Deposition Upon Written Questions
(revised 6/27/951

I. Notice. At any time during any
applicable Discovery Period or 30 davs before trial,
whichever occurs first. any party may take the
testimony of any person or entity by deposition upon
written questions. Notice thereof must be filed and
served on all parties at least 20 days before the
deposition is taken, unless the time is shortened by
agreement of the parties or court order.

2. Content. The content of the notice shall
comply with Rule 14. In addition. the direct
questions to be propounded to the witness shall be
attached to the notice.
cis 2. Additional Questions and Objections.
Any party may serve cross-questions upon all other
parties within ten davs after the notice and direct
questions are served. Within five days after being
served with cross-questions a party may serve
redirect questions upon all other parties. Within
three days after being served with redirect questions
a party may serve recross questions upon all other
parties. Objections to the form of written questions
are waived unless served in writing upon the party
propounding them within the time allowed for
serving the succeeding cross or other questions and
within five days after service of the last questions
authorized. .

3. Conducting the Deposition. The party
noticing the deposition shall deliver copies of the
notice and of all questions served to the deposition
off icer. Any person authorized to administer oaths
(whether or not the person is a certified shorthand
reporter) is an officer who is authorized to issue a
subpoena or subpoena under Rule 24 for a written
deposition. and is an officer before whom a written
deposition may be taken. Such officer shall have
authority when necessary to summon and swear an
interpreter to facilitate the taking of the deposition.
Such officer shall take the deposition on written
questions at the time and place designated. shall
record the testimony of the witness in response to
the questions, and thereafter prepare, certify and
deliver the deposition transcript pursuant to Rule 16.

Discoverv Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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Rule 18. Signina, Certification, and Use of
Depositions.

1. Signature and Changes. Unless
signature is waived by the witness and the parties.
the deposition officer shall provide the original
deposition transcript to the witness, or if the witness
is represented by an attorney at the deposition, to
such attorney, for examination and signature. No
erasures or obliterations of any kind are to be made
to the original deposition transcript. Any changes
that the witness desires to make shall be stated in
writing, together with a statement of the reasons for
making such changes. The witness shall then sign
the transcript under oath, and return it to the
deposition officer within twenty days

2. Certification. The deposition officer
shall file with the court, serve on all parties and
attach as part of the deposition transcript a
certificate duly sworn by such officer stating;

(i) that the witness was duly sworn by the
officer and that the transcript is a true record of the
testimony given by the witness;

(ii) that the deposition transcript was
submitted on a specified date to the witness or to the
attorney for the witness for examination and
signature. and that the witness returned or did not
return the transcript by a specified date;

(iii) that changes. if any made by the
witness. in the transcript and otherwise are attached
thereto:

(iv) that the deposition transcript was
delivered in accordance with section 3 of this rule :

(v) the amount of the deposition officer's
charges:

(viii) that a copy of the certificate was
served on all parties.
The clerk of the court shall tax as costs the charges
for preparing the original deposition transcript.

3. Delivery. The deposition officer shall
deliver or mail certified with return receipt
requested. the original deposition transcript (or copy
if the original was not returned) endorsed with the
title of the action and "Deposition of (name of
witness)" to the attorney who asked the first question
appearing in the transcript Such attorney shall make
the original deposition transcript available upon
reasonable request for inspection and copying by
any other party to the suit. The officer shall furnish
a copy of the deposition transcript to any party or to
the deponent upon payment of reasonable charges
therefor..

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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4. Exhibits. Original documents and things
produced for inspection during the examination of
the witness shall. upon the request of a party. be
marked for identification and annexed to the
deposition transcript. The person producing the
materials may produce the originals, or copies to
serve thereafter as originals if the partv affords to all
other parties fair opportunity at the deposition to
verify the copies by comparison with the originals.
In the event that the originals rather than copies are
offered, the deposition officer shall make copies to
be attached to the original deposition transcript. and
then return the originals to the person producing
them, who shall preserve the originals and shall
produce there for hearing or trial upon seven (7)
days notice from any party. Copies annexed to the
original deposition transcript may be used for all
purposes.

5. Motion to Suppress. If the deposition
officer delivers the deposition transcript and serves
notice thereof at least one day before the case is
called for trial (30 days if the deposition was
recorded by non-stenographic means), errors and
irregularities in the manner in which the testimony is
transcribed, signed, delivered or otherwise dealt
with by the deposition officer are waived, unless a
motion to suppress all or part thereof is made and is
filed and served before the trial commences.

6. Use.3 Any part or all of a deposition may be
used for any purpose in the same proceeding in _
which it was taken. The Texas Rules of Evidence
shall be applied to each question and answer as
though the witness were then present and testifying.
"Same proceeding" includes a proceeding in a
different court, but involving the same subject
matter and the same parties or their representatives

3 This is the Discovery Subcommittee version of
this section. Judge Brister's version differs, and is as
follows:

Any part of all of a deposition may be used
for any purpose in the same proceeding in
which it was taken. "Same proceeding"
includes a proceeding in a different court
but involving the same subject matter and
the same parties or their privies. A
deposition is admissible against a party
joined after the deposition was taken only if
that party has had a reasonable opportunity
to redepose the deponent and has failed to
exercise that opportunity.
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or successors in interest. A deposition is admissible
against a party joined after the deposition was taken
(1) if that party has an interest similar to that of any
party present or represented at the taking of the
deposition or who had reasonable notice thereof: or
(2) if the party has had a reasonable opportunity,
after becoming a partv. to redepose the deponent.
and has failed to exercise that opportunity.
Depositions taken in different proceedings may be
used subject to the provisions of the Texas Rules of
Evidence. Depositions shall include (1) the original
or a certified copy of a transcript of a stenographic
recording complying with Rule 19, (2) the original
or a certified copy of a transcript of a non-
stenographic recording complying with Rule 16(5),
or (3) the original or a certified copy of a non-
stenographic recording of the deposition. if the
applicable provisions of Rule 16(5) have been
satisfied.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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Rule 21: Compelling Production from Nonparty.
f rev ised 6/25/951

1. When production may be compelled. At
any time no later Ihan 30 days before the end of any
applicable Discovern- Period or 30 days before trial.
whichever occurs first. any pam may have issued
and served upon any non-party to the suit a
subpoena under Rule 24 compelling production of
documents or tangible things for inspection and
copying within the scope of Rule 3 and within the
non-party's care. custody'. or control.

2. Notice, subpoena. A party proposing to
compel production from a nonparty must give
reasonable notice to every other party. The notice
shall state the name of the nonparty from whom
production is sought to be compelled. the time and
place for the production, and shall be filed and
served. The notice shall set forth the items to be
produced or inspected, either by individual item or
by categon•, and describe each item and category
with reasonable particularity. If the requesting part}
intends to sample or test the requested items, the
desired testing and sampling shall be described with
sufficient specificity to inform the nonparty of the
means, manner. and procedure for testing or
sampling.

3. Time and place. The time and place
designated for the production shall be reasonable.
The place shall be in the county of the nonpartv's
residence, where the nonpartv is employed or
regularly transacts business in person, or at some
other convenient place as may be directed by the
court in which the cause is pending. A nonresident
or transient person may be required to produce
documents and things in the county where served
with a subpoena or within 150 miles from the place
of sen•ice.

4. Custodv, Inspection & Copying. The part}
obtaining the production shall mark for
identification all materials produced pursuant to the
subpoena, retain custody of any copies furnished or
made. and produce those copies for inspection upon
7 days notice from any party. Upon request and at
the requesting party's cost, the party obtaining
production shall fumish copies of the materials to
the requesting party within 20 days.
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RULE 22. Physical and Mental Examinations
1. Order for Examination. At any time no

later than 30 days before the end of any applicable
Discoven Period or 30 days before trial, whichever
occurs first. nhen the mental or physical condition
( including the blood group) of a party, or of a person
in the custody. conservatorship or under the legal
control of a party. is in controversy, the court in
which the action is pending may order the party to
submit to a physical or mental examination by a
physician or psychologist or to produce for
examination the person in his custody,
conservatorship or legal control. The order may be
made only on motion for good cause shown and
upon notice to the person to be examined and to all
parties and shall specify the time, place. manner.
conditions. and scope of the examination and the
person or persons by whom it is to be made. Except
as provided in subparagraph 4 of this rule, an
examination by a psychologist may be ordered only
when the partv responding to the motion has
identified a psychologist as an expert who will
testify.

2. Report of Examining Physician or
Psychologist.

a. If requested by the party against
whom an order is made under this rule or the person
examined. the partv causing the examination to be
made shall deliver to the requesting party a copy of
a detailed written report of the examining physician
or psychologist setting out the fmdings, including
results of all tests made. diagnoses and conclusions.
together with like reports of all earlier examinations
of the same condition. After delivery the part}-
causing the examination shall be entitled upon
request to receive from the party against whom the
order is made a like report of any examination_
previously or thereafter made, of the same
condition, unless, in the case of a report of
examination of a person not a party, the party shows
that the party is unable to obtain it. The court on
motion may make an order against a party requiring
delivery of a report on such terms as are just, and if
a physician or psychologist fails or refuses to make a
report the court may exclude the testimony if offered
at the trial.

b. This subdivision applies to
examinations made by agreement of the parties,
unless the agreement expressly provides otherwise.
This subdivision does not preclude discovery of a
report of an examining physician or psychologist or
the taking of a deposition of the physician or
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ps^•chologist in accordance with the provisions of
any other rule.

3. Effect of No Examination. If no
examination is sought either b_^^ agreement or under
the provisions of this rule, the party whose mental or
physical condition is in controversy shall not
comment to the court or jury on that party's
willingness to submit to an examinauon. on the right
of any other party to request an examination or
move for an order, or on the failure of such other
party to do so.

4. Arising Under Title II, Family Code. In
cases arising under Title II. Family Code, on the
court's own motion or on the motion of a party, the
court may appoint:

a. one or more psychologists to
make any and all appropriate mental examinations
of the children who are the subject of the suit or any
other parties irrespective of whether a psychologist
has been listed by any party as an expert who will
testif}-.

b. non-physician experts who are
qualified in paternity testing to take blood. body
fluid or tissue samples and to conduct such tests as
ordered by the court.

5. Definitions. For the purpose of this rule.
a psychologist is a person licensed or certified by a
State or the District of Columbia as a psychologist.
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RULE 23. Motion for Entry Upon Property
1. Motion. At any time no later than 30 davs
before the end of any applicable Discoven- Period or
30 days before trial. Nchichever occurs first. the court
in which the action is pending may order any
person, including a person not a party to the pending
suit. to allow entry upon designated land or other
property for the purpose of inspection and
measuring, surve}•ing, photographing, testing, or
sampling the property or any designated object or
operation thereon when the land or property, is
relevant to the subject matter of the action. The
order may be made only on motion for good cause
shown and shall specify the time, place, manner,
conditions. scope of the inspection, and a description
of any desired testing or sampling. sufficient to
inform the person of the means, manner and
procedure for testing or sampling, and the persons or
persons by whom the inspection, testing or sampling
is to be made.

2. Service. A true copy of the motion and order
setting hearing shall be served on the person in
possession or control of the property and all parties.
If the person in possession or control of the propem
is not a party to the action. service shall be made in
the same manner as service of citation as provided
by Rule 106.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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RULE 24: Subpoena Irevised 5/26/951
1. Form:Issuance.

a. The style of even• subpoena shall be
"The State of Texas." Everv subpoena shall:

(1) state the stvle of the suit. its cause
number. the court in which the suit is pending, the
date of its issuance. and the party at whose instance
the witness is summoned;

(2) command the person to whom it is
directed to

(a ) attend and give testimony for a
deposition, hearing or trial; or

(b) produce and permit inspection
and copying of designated documents or tangible
things in the possession. custody or control of that
person, at a time and place therein specified. and
produce such documents as they are kept in the
usual course of business or organized and labeled to
correspond with the designated categories. A person
commanded under this subsection need not appear in
person at the place of production or inspection
unless a command to attend and give testimony at a
deposition. hearing or trial is joined with a
command under this subsection or issued and served
separately.

b. The subpoena shall issue from the court
in which the suit is pending. except that a subpoena
for a deposition in a sister state or foreign countrv
shall be issued pursuant to Rule 188.

c. The clerk of the district or countv court.
or justice of the peace shall issue the subpoena and a
copy thereof for each witness subpoenaed to a party
requesting it, who shall complete it before service.
An attorney authorized to practice in the State of
Texas. as an officer of the court. may also issue and
sign a subpoena on behalf of the court. Any officer
authorized to take depositions and any certified
short-hand reporter may issue and sign a subpoena
for a deposition or production, and shall do so
immediately upon proof of service of a notice to
take a deposition under Rule 14 or 17, or a notice to
compel production under Rule 21.

2. Service.
a. Any sheriff or constable of the State of

Texas or any person who-is not a party and is not
less than 18 years of age may serve a subpoena by
delivering a copy to the witness and tendering to
that person any fees required by law.

[D. Perry's suggested alternative:
a. Any sheriff or constable of the State

of Texas or any person who is not a party and is
not less than 18 years of age may serve a

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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subpoena by delivering a copy to the witness
and tendering to that person any fees required
by law. except that when the witness is a part^ .
or a person subject to the control of a parh-,
service of a copy- upon the party's attornev shall
have the same effect as service upon the
witness]

b. Subject to the provisions of applicable
law, a subpoena may be served at any place within
the State of Texas. The subpoena may direct a
witness to appear for a deposition or produce records
at any place authorized by Rules 14, 17 or 21. and
may direct a witness to appear for a hearing or trial
if [the witness is a party to the suit],`I or is
represented to reside within 150 miles of the
courthouse of the county in which the suit is pending
or who may be found within such distance at the
time of trial.

c. Proof of service shall be made by filing
the witness' signed written memorandum attached to
the subpoena showing acceptance thereof or a
statement of the date and manner of service and the
names of the person served, certified by the person
who made the service.

d. A subpoena for appearance at a
deposition, or for the production of documents or
tangible things at the time and place other than at
trial or a hearing in open court shall be issued only
after service of a notice for the deposition required
under Rule 14 or 17. or after service of a notice to
compel production under Rule 21.

3. Protection of Nonparties Subject to
Subpoenas

a. A party responsible for the issuance and
service of a subpoena shall take reasonable steps to
avoid imposing undue burden or expense upon a
nonparty subject to that subpoena.

b. Subject to paragraph (4)(b) of this rule, a
nonparty commanded to produce and permit
inspection and copying of designated documents and
things, within 10 days after service of the subpoena
or before the time specified for compliance if such
time is less than 10 days after service, may serve
upon the party at whose instance the witness is
summoned written objection to inspection or
copying of any or all of the designated materials. If
objection is made, the party at whose instance the
witness is summoned shall not be entitled to inspect

4 The bracketed language is David Perry's
suggestion that is different from current CPRC
22.002.
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and copy the materials except pursuant to court
order. At any time after an objection is made. the
party serving the subpoena may. upon notice to the
person commanded to produce. move for an order to
compel the production.

c. Within 10 davs after service of the
subpoena or before the time specified for
compliance if such time is less than 10 days after
service, the person served with the subpoena may,
upon notice to the party at whose instance the
witness is summoned. move for a protective order
in the court in which the action is pending or a
district court in the county in which the subpoena
was served. The court shall make such orders in the
interests of justice necessary to protect the movant
from undue burden, unnecessary expense,
harassment or annoyance, or invasion of personal,
constitutional. or property rights.

d. If the subpoena directs the nonparty to
attend and give testimony or to produce documents
or things at a hearing or trial less than 10 days after
the date of service, the nonparty may make its
objections or motion for protective order to the court
at the time specified for compliance.

e. When a party serves a subpoena upon
anv custodian of records concerning a non-party that
are protected from disclosure by a rule, regulation,
or statute. the party serving the subpoena shall also
sen•e a copy of the subpoena upon the non-party to
whom the records pertain or. if the non-party is
represented by an attorney, upon the attorney. The
non-party may make any objection or motion for
protective order in the same manner as the records
custodian served with the subpoena. If the party
sen-ing the subpoena does not serve it in accordance
with this rule. then the records custodian upon
whom it is served shall serve it upon the non-pam
and compliance shall be delayed to give the non-
party an opportunity to seek relief.

4. Duties of Nonparties in Responding to
Subpoenas

a. A person responding to a subpoena to
produce documents shall produce them as they are
kept in the usual course of business or shall organize
and label them to correspond with the categories in
the demand.

b. When information or materials subject
to a subpoena is withheld on a claim that it is
privileged from discoven-, the person subpoenaed
shall withhold the privileged materials or
information from the response and make a
withholding statement, stating that information or

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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materials responsive to the subpoena have been
withheld and the privileges(s) relied upon. The
part} sen-ing the subpoena may thereafter request a
description of the withheld materials. and within 15
davs of service of that request. the subpoenaed
person shall describe the nature of the documents.
communications, or things not produced sufficient to
enable the demanding partm- to contest the claim.

c. If a subpoena commanding testimony is
directed to a public or private corporation,
partnership, association, governmental agency, or
other organization, and the matters on which
examination is requested are described with
reasonable particularity, the organization so named
shall designate one or more persons to testify on its
behalf as to matters known or reasonably available
to the organization.

5. Contempt. Failure by any person without
adequate excuse to obey a subpoena served upon
that person may be deemed a contempt of the court
from which the subpoena is issued or a district court
in the county in which the subpoena is served.

Page 29 .
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Part Two. Pretrial Conference
RULE 166. Pretrial Conference Icurrent rule

166 has been substituted for the subcommittees

previoush recommended language revised

6/26/95 1

In an appropriate action, to assist in the
disposition of the case without undue expense or
burden to the parties, the court may in its discretion
direct the attorneys for the parties and the parties or
their duly authorized agents to appear before it for a
conference to consider:

(a) All pending dilatory ple.as, motions and
exceptions:

(b) The necessity or desirability of
amendments to the pleadings:

(c) A discovery schedule:
(d) Requiring written statements of the

parties' contentions:
(e) Contested issues of fact and the

simplification of the issues:
(f) The possibility of obtaining stipulations

of fact:
(g) The identification of legal matters to be

ruled on or decided by the court:
(h) The exchange of a list of direct fact

witnesses, other than rebuttal or impeaching
witnesses the necessity of whose testimony cannot
reasonably be anticipated before the time of trial.
who will be called to testify at trial, stating their
address and telephone number, and the subject of the
testimonv of each such witness:

(i) The exchange of a list of expert
witnesses who will be called to testify at trial.
stating their address and telephone number, and the
subject of the testimony and opinions that will be
proffered by each expert witness:

(j) Agreed applicable propositions of law
and contested issues of law:

(k) Proposed jury charge questions,
instructions, and definitions for a jury case or
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law for
a nonjury case:

(1) The marking and exchanging of all
exhibits that any party may use at trial and
stipulation to the authenticity and admissibility of
exhibits to be used at trial:

(m) Written trial objections to the opposite
party's exhibits, stating the basis for each objection;

(n) The advisability of a preliminarv
reference of issues to a master or auditor for findings
to be used as evidence when the trial is to be by

jurY

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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(o) The settlement of the case, and to aid
such consideration, the court may encourage
settlement.

(p) Such other matters as may aid in the
disposition of the action.

The court shall make an order which recites
the action taken at the pretrial conference, the
amendments allowed to the pleadings, the time
within which same may be filed, and the agreements
made by the parties as to any of the matters
considered. and which limits the issues for trial to
those not disposed of by admissions, agreements of
counsel, or rulings of the court; and such order when
issued shall control the subsequent course of the
action, unless modified at the trial to prevent
manifest injustice. The court in its discretion may
establish by rule a pretrial calendar on which actions
may be placed for consideration as above provided
and may either confine the calendar to jury actions
or extend it to all actions.

Page 30
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Part Three. Other Rules Affected By Subcommittee
Proposals
RULE 63. Amcndments and Rcsponsivc
Pleadings

Parties may amend and supplement their
pleadings and respond to other parties' pleadings
without leave of court no later than sixty (60) days
before the end of any applicable Discoverv Period or
five (5) days after receipt of notice of the first trial
setting, whichever is later. Thereafter. parties may
file pleadings that amend. supplement. or respond
only with leave of court or upon the agreement of
the parties. Leave shall be granted unless there is
insufficient time to complete discovery that would
be made necessary by the amendment, supplement,
or response. in which case leave shall be denied or
the discovery period extended. Leave shall not be
granted if it would unreasonably delay the trial.

Discoven Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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These pleading rules need to be considered.
RULE 66. TRIAL AMENDMENT. [CURRENT
RULE]

If evidence is objected to at the trial on the
ground that it is not within the issues made by the
pleading, or if during the trial any defect. fault or
omission in a pleading. either of form or substance.
is called to the attention of the court. the court may
allow the pleadings to be amended and shall do so
freely when the presentation of the merits of the
action will be subserved thereby and the objecting
party fails to satisfy the court that the allowance of
such amendment would prejudice him in
maintaining his action or defense upon the merits.
The court may grant a postponement to enable the
objecting partv to meet such evidence.

RULE 67. AMENDMENTS TO CONFORM TO
ISSUES TRIED WITHOUT OBJECTION.
[CURRENT RULE]

When issues not raised by the pleadings are
tried by e.^press or implied consent of the parties.
they shall be treated in all respects as if they had
been raised in the pleadings. In such case such
amendment of the pleadings as may be necessary to
cause them to conform to the evidence and to raise
these issues may be made by leave of court upon
motion of any party at any time up to the submission
of the case to the Court or jurv. but failure so to
amend shall not affect the result of the trial of these
issues: provided that written pleadings, before the
time of submission, shall be necessary to the
submission of questions. as is provided in Rules 277
and 279.

Discovery Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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RULE 70. PLEADING: SURPRISE: COST.
(CURRENT RULE]

When either a supplemental or amended
pleading is of such character and is presented at such
time as to take the opposite pam by surprise, the
court may charge the continuance of the cause. if
granted, to the party causing the surprise if the other
party satisfactorily shows that he is not ready for
trial because of the allowance of the filing of such
supplemental or amended pleading, and the court
may. in such event. in its discretion require the party
filing such pleading to pay to the surprised party the
amount of reasonable costs and expenses incurred by
the other party as a result of the continuance,
including attorney fees. or make such other order
with respect thereto as may be just.

Discovern• Subcommittee 6/20/95 draft
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Proposed Discovery Rules

June 30, 1995

Disposition Table

I
I
I
I
I

Current Rule Proposed Rule

166b 1 Forms of Discov 3 ( 1)

1 66b(2) Sc;o of Discovery 3(2)

a eneral

b. documents & things b.

c. : land 23

d. tential arties & witnesses 3 (2) c.d.i.
e. eperts 32 e'10

f. 'indemnity, insurin settiement agreements 3 (2) f. .

statements 3(2) h.

h. medical records, authorizations 9(2)
1 66b(3) Privile es 4

166b(4) Ptosentation of Ob'ections 7

1 5 Protective Orders 8

166b(6) Da to Supplement 5

166b(7) scovery Motions 2(2)

166c Stipulations TRCP 13

167 Production of Documents & Things 11

167a Mental & Physical Exams 22

168 Interrogatories 12

169 Rc ests for Admissions 13

9171 Master in Chancery NA

•172 Atidit NA

0173 Gcardian Ad Litem NA

0174 Cansolidation; Separate Trials NA

• 175 Isme of I.aw Dilatory Pleas NA

176 Witness Subpoenaed 24

177 Fcrm of Subpoena 24

177a Subpoeaa for Production of Documentary

E%ddence

24
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178 Srvice of Subpoenas 24

179 Vritness Shall Attend 24

180 R efusal to Testif 24

181 P as Witness 24

• 183 Ittte reters NA

• 185 Stiit on Account NA

187 osition to Perpetuate Testimony NA

188 sition in Foreign Jurisdictions NA

200 sition Upon Oral Examination 14

201 C pm llin earance 14

202 Non-Stenographic Recording 18

D osition Telephone 14

s203 Faihue of Party to Attend or Serve Sub a NA

204 E:raminatio Cross-Examination 15

205 Sttbatission to Witness, Signing 16

206. Gwtificatian Officer 16

207 U3e of Deposition Transcrits 16

208 D. sitions upon Written estions 17

'209 Roxention and Disposition of Transcripts NA

• These rule; were not addressed by the Discovery Subcommittee.
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SUPREME COURT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Discovery Rules Subcommittee

Draft of July 19, 1995
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`ran: C.,ry L. Niclcelson

1. Discovery Cut-Off: - QN )e'-

Community assets and liabilities continue to fluctuate until a divorce case is
tried. Imposing a rule which prevents discovery between a mandatory cut-off date
and the trial date undermines an attorney's ability to present accurate information
about the parties' community estate. Similarly, in suits affecting the parent-child
relationship, critical information relating to the best interests of the children
involved accrues throughout the pendency of a case.

I anticipate that if the proposed hiatus on -discovery is imposed in family law
cases, lawyers will be forced to conduct discovery during the course of their final
trial, thus increasing the length, complexity and expense of family law trials. In
addition, forcing attorneys to focus their attention on completing formal discovery
early in a case discourages settlement negotiations and limits opportunities for
alternative dispute resolution, and increasing the cost to the parties.
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from: Alex Wilson Albright

The current rules:

Our current draft of Rule 1. l.a. says that no amendment that increases damages above the
$50,000 limit shall be allowed at any time that will "unduly prejudice" the opposing party
and in no event later than 30 days before trial. This appears to be a limitation upon Rule
63. The current draft of Rule 63 requires leave of court to amend pleadings within 60
days of the end of the Discovery Period, or 5 days after notice of receipt of the first trial
setting (this was from our draft that had a discovery window that ended 30 days before the

first setting). The court is to allow the amendment unless there is insufficient time to
complete discovery needed as a result of the amendment. If the court makes a finding that
there is insufficient time to complete discovery, the court must deny leave or extend the
discovery period. It cannot grant leave and extend the discovery period, however, if it will
"unreasonably delay" the trial.

In a Tier I case, the discovery period extends until 30 days before trial. Should a party
seek an amendment that increases the damages, I suppose the court would consider
whether the amendment was made within 30 days of trial (then it automatically would not
be allowed); whether the amendment "unduly prejudices" the opponent; and whether
allowing it would unreasonably delay the trial. This seems unduly complicated and I'm not
sure it really gets us where we want to be. I think a major problem is that we have not
focused upon the amendment rule since very early in our work.

Even in Tier 2 or 3 cases, our draft Rule 63 doesn't work well. Extending the discovery
period doesn't always solve the problem -- the party may need additional deposition
hours. Also, should not having enough time to complete discovery be the only standard
for not allowing an amendment? I don't think so. There may be situations where the
amendment should not be allowed for some other reason. Also, while there is a standard
for denying leave to amend, there is no standard for ruling on a motion to strike before the
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time for seeking leave arises. The time periods set out are confusing because they do not
apply to our current scheme.

My revision:

My proposed Rule 63 works much like the current rule, but has a longer time period
where leave of court must be obtained for filing new pleadings, and adds a standard that
takes needed discovery into account. The rule allows new pleadings anytime, so long as
any new discovery can be completed within the applicable discovery limitations or the new
pleading does not prejudice the opponent. (The language regarding "prejudice" was taken
from cuirent trial amendment rule, Rule 66. Current Rule 63 uses the word "surprise," but
I think the Rule 66 language better conveys our meaning. The cases really make no
distinction between the two.) Leave of court must be obtained if the amendment is
offered aithin 60 days of the end of the discovery period; otherwise, it can be filed subject
to a Motion to Strike. If the court finds that discovery cannot be completed or the new
pleading will otherwise prejudice the opponent, the court can either (1) not allow the
amendment (by not granting leave or granting the motion to strike) or (2) allowing the
amendment and also allowing specific additional discovery IF it will not unduly delay the
trial. Thus, the court must take the real trial date into account in determining whether to
allow the amendment.

Rule 66 is left as is. It seems to be working. Rule 67 is left alone as well. It works with
this proposed system just as it works now. I don't like the language, but I don't think this
is the time to consider amendments. Rule 70 should be incorporated with Rule 63. It is a
sanctions rule, however, so rather than considering it now, I have written a note to the
Sanctions Subcommittee.

I have also changed Rule 1 so that in a Tier I case, where a pleading was offered that
increased the amount of damages, the court would go through the Rule 63 analysis, BUT
if the amendment is offered within 30 days of trial, it is presumptively prejudicial to the
party opposing the amendment under Rule 63. Therefore, the burden is put on the party
offering the amendment rather than the person opposing the amendment to show why the
amendment should be allowed.

Drafts Atlached

Attached is a redlined draft of my proposed changes, redlined from the 6/30/95 draft that
is currently being distributed, as well as a non-redlined draft of my proposed Rules 1.1.a.
and Rule 63.

2
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RULE 1.1.

a. Applicability. If in any suit the plaintiffs pleadings affirmatively seek only

monetary recovery of $50,000 or less, excluding costs, pre-judgment interest and

attorneys' fees, discovery shall be limited as provided in this section, unless governed by a

Discovery Control Plan.

If by a claim, amendment, or supplement filed fner-e

38daysbefefe4fialtimely pursuant to Rule 63, any party seeks relief other than monetary

recovery or in excess of $50,000, excluding costs, pre-judgment interest and attorneys'

fees, this section shall no longer apply to the suit,:

eF- aB]Mteftet discovery shall be reopened and completed within the

limitations provided in section 2 or 3 of this rule, and any person previously deposed may

be redeposed. However, any amendment bringing the amount of recovery above $50,000

that is offered for filinglater than 30 days before trial presumptively prejudices the partv

opposing the amendment in maintaining its action or defense upon the merits within the

meaningof Rule 63.

3
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RULE 1.1.

a Applicability. If in any suit the plaintiffs pleadings affirmatively seek only
monetary recovery of $50,000 or less, excluding costs, pre-judgment interest and
attorneys' fees, discovery shall be limited as provided in this section, unless governed by a
Discovery Control Plan. If by a claim, amendment, or supplement filed timely pursuant to
Rule 63, any party seeks relief other than monetary recovery or in excess of $50,000,
excluding costs, pre-judgment interest and attorneys' fees, this section shall no longer
apply to the suit, discovery shall be reopened and completed within the limitations
provided in section 2 or 3 of this rule, and any person previously deposed may be
redeposed. However, any amendment bringing the amount of recovery above $50,000
that is offered for filing later than 30 days before trial presumptively prejudices the party
opposing the amendment in maintaining its action or defense upon the merits within the
meaning of Rule 63.

e
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 1. Discovery Limitations

^ 1(a) Change the "30 days before trial" to "timely pursuant to Rule 63." Besides the
difference between the two time periods, the provision in Rule 1 seems to me
unnecessary. If the amendment is less than 60 days before trial, and there is
insufficient time to complete discovery under the new Tier 2 limits, the court must
either refuse the amendment or allow more time for discovery under Rule 63.

^ 1(a) When a new claim > $50,000 bounces a case out of Tier 1, then the discovery
window in Tier 2 applies. But this window may already be closed. 46% of Harris
County county court cases (jurisdiction< $100,000) are not disposed until > 18
months old.
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 2. Modification of Discovery Procedures and Limitations

q 1 Move "Except where specifically prohibited" to follow "parties." While the
parties are specifically prohibited from making certain agreements, the court can
make any changes by a Discovery Control Plan.
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1 1

Rule 3. Permissible Discovery

Drop the second sentence defining "written discovery" as I would drop such
distinction (see cover letter).

^ 2(c) Drop the last sentence. It is duplicative of the definition given of discoverable
matters in I 2(a).

2(f)(2) Replace "any settlement agreement" with "any relevant settlement agreement or
part thereof." Unrelated settlements, or discovery of the amount an opponent
usually settles similar cases for, are not discoverable. Palo Duro Pipeline v.
Cochran, 785 S.W.2d 455 (Tex.App.--Houston [14th Dist.] 1990, o.p.).

^ 3(e) Insert the definition of an "expert witness" from Rule 10 and of a "consulting
expert" from Rule 4 (2)(a)(3).
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Memorandum

To: Steve Susman (via fax)

From: Alex Wilson Albright

Date: JIuly 14, 1995 [DRAFT]

Subject: Rule 4: Privileges

NO. 388 D02 '

Scott McCown, Lee Parsley and I met on July 13 with some family lawyers to discuss
some of th,Zir concerns about the proposed discovery rules. It was a good meeting, and at
the end they seemed to think their concerns were alleviated, primarily by Rule 2.

Scott, Lee and I also discussed Rule 4, based upon the Supreme Court's recent decision in
Occidentai Chemical Corp. v. Banales, 88 Tex. S. Ct. J. 880 (June 15, 1995). That

opinion makes a distinction between materials that directly reveal an attorney's thought
processes, which are "absolutely" privileged, and those that are a "mechanical compilation
of information" that "reveals the attorney's thought processes," which is not absolutely
protected. We have made the same distinction in this version of Rule 4.

CC (via fax): Luke Soules, David Keltner, Robert Meadows, David Perry, Paul Gold,
David Jackson, John Marks, Hon. Scott McCown, Richard Orsinger, Hon. Scott Brister,
Lee Parsley
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RULE 4. DISCOVERY PRIdZLEGFS

9713b537cc'( P. 0- 2

1. Privileges. Any matter protected from disclosure by any privilege is not discoverable.

2. Work Product Privilege.

(a) Worlc PraducY Def^ned. Work product is any communication made or material
prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial by or for a party or a party • s representative,
including the party's attorney, consultant, surety, indemnitor, insurer, or agent. The
relevant facts within the knowledge of any party or the party^s representative, however
acquired, are not work product.

(b) Protertion of Attorney Mental Prncesses. A judge may not order discovery of
the work product of an attorney or an atttorne_y's representative that contains the attorney's
mental impressions, opinions, conclusions, and legal theories. A judge may, however, order
discovery of attorney work product that is merely a compilation of the facts of the case even
if the mental impressions, opinions, conclusions, and legal theories of an attorney may be
infcrrcd from the discovered material, if the party seeking discovery shoxs that the party has
substantial need of the materials in the preparation of that party's case and the party is
unable without undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the factual
information contained therein by other means.

(c) Prvtectlon of Othrr Work Product. A judge may not order discoverv of any
other work product except on a showing that the party seeking discovery has substantial
need of the materials in the preparation of that party's case and the party is unable without
undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the factual information contained
therein by other means.

(d) Limiting Disclosure. If a judge orders discovery of work product pursuant to
paragraph (b) or (c) of this Rule, the judge shall, to the extent possible, protect against the
disclosure of mental impressions, opinions, conclusions, or legal theories, and shall limit
disclosure to the needed facts.

(e) Pr+atecrion of Consulting Fapens. A consulting expert's identity, mental
impressions, and opinions are not discoverable. A consulting expert is an expert who has
been informally consulted, retained, or specifically emplo}ed by a party in anticipation of
litigation or in preparation for trial, who will not be called to testify as an expert, and whose
mental impressions and opinions have not been reviewed by a testifying expert.

(f) Exceptions. The following are discoverable, even if made or prepared in
anticipation of litigation or for trial:

. (1) Erperrs. The information concerning experts discoverable under Rule 10.
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(2) Trial TUtnesses. Trial witnesses discoverable under Rule 3.2(d).

(3) Witness Statements. Witness statements discoverable under Rule 3.2(h).

(4) Trial Exhibits. Trial exhibits if their disclosure is ordered pursuant to
Rulc 166.

(5) Contentions. A party 's contentions regarding legal theories or the factual
bases for the claims or defenses of that party discoverable under Rule 122.

(6) Phorographs. Any photograph or electronic image of underlying facts (e.g.
a photograph of the accident scene) is discoverable. A photograph or electronic
image of something other than underlying facts may be privileged (e.g. a consulting
expert 's video of an expcriment). A photograph or electronic image of any sort that
a party intends to offer into evidence, however, is discoverable.

(7) Texas Rule of Etiidence 503(d). If the circumstances are such that there
is no attorney-client privilege under Texas Rule of Evidence 503(d), work product
is discoverable.

"CTPL P. 0=
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JIM LOVELESS DALE ONEAL

BOARD CERTIFIED-TEXAS BOARD BOARD CERTIFIED-TEXAS BOARD
OF LEGAL SPECIALIZATION OF LEGAL SPECIALIZATION

FAMILY LAW FAMILY LAW

June 27, 1995

Mr. Stephen Susman
Susman & Godfrey
1000 Louisiana Street
Suite 5100
Houston, Texas 77002-5096

Re: Supreme Court Advisory Committee/Discovery Sub-Committee

Dear Mr. Susman:

I have recently been supplied a copy of the proposed Rule 4,
regarding "privileges and work product".

I strongly ask you to reconsider the adoption of this Rule.

The potential problems and misuse of the Rule are so great that
they surely outweigh the benefit. I know there has been a
concerted effort to not have a segregated set of rules for family
law practice. However, our practice is different than that of the
general practitioner involved in civil litigation, due to the very
nature of the family relationships, including child custody cases.
We should be free to communicate with our client, document our file
and "memo" our staff without fear of any outside publication.
Allowing this information to fall into the hands of anyone,
including the trial judge, is an abhorrent thought.

I consider this to be a highly offensive invasion of the attorney
client privilege.
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 5. Response to Discovery Requests: Supplementation

^[y[ I& 2 Drop the phrases limiting Rule 5 to written discovery (see cover letter). Shouldn't
a party have a"Duty to Respond" to any discovery?

13 Change "the day before trial or within 20 days after the date of service, whichever
is earlier" to "within forty-eight hours" (or some similarly short time). I do not
see why a party that we presume has not acted reasonably promptly should be
given a leisurely 20 days when it has created a potentially big problem.
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 10, Expert Witnesses

q 1 Move the second sentence, the definition of "an expert witness," to Rule 3 (e), as
that is where discovery subjects and their scope are defined. Change "an ex;^ert
used for consultation and who is not expected to be called as an expert witness at
trial" to "a consulting expert" (defined elsewhere).

2 & 3 Drop the distinction between designation and "additional disclosures" about
experts. As a practical matter, almost everybody requests both, and this avoids
creating malpractice problems for those who forget to. This can be done by
combining these paragraphs.

^ 3 (b) Drop the second paragraph beginning with "For experts not retained ..." This will
create satellite litigation about who is or is not in a party's control. If this
paragraph applies mainly to treating doctors, I cannot imagine that most plaintiffs
attorneys (1) can't get them, or (2) want the defense attorney contacting the doctor
to discuss resumes, depo dates, and... whatever else may come up.

14 Shorten this paragraph by 50% to read "A party may obtain further discovery of
the expert's impressions and opinions and the basis thereof only by oral deposition
of the expert, unless the court orders the expert to prepare a report pursuant to this
Rule," and move it to I 1 where this limitation is also discussed.

5 Drop the last sentence. If in a particularly complex case a court needs to order
reports more than 75/45 days before trial, this should be allowed.

16 Drop this paragraph and apply Rule 5 to all discovery (see above).

I
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Rule 6. Failure to Provide Discovery

General I prefer the Sanctions Task Force proposals on the issue of sanctions for failure to
disclose for several reasons:

(1) a firm drop-dead date is better than the "reasonably promptly"
standard, which will create satellite litigation about what opposing counsel
knew and when (cf. "as soon as is practical");

(2) excusing late or no supplementation if one can show opposing counsel
is not "unprepared" also encourages satellite litigation, creating hearings on
the extraordinary question of how opposing counsel ought to spend their trial
preparation time; and

(3) excusing late or no supplementation if it will not effect "the outcome of
the trial" suggests that the foregoing satellite hearings be expanded to included
expert testimony about the effect of various information on a jury's verdict.

The advantage of a rule that allows no exceptions other than those beyond the
control of the litigants (e.g., death of a witness) is that the standard is clear and
there is very little room for satellite litigation. The advantage of a rule that
provides continuance as the only remedy for failure to disclose is that it allows a
judge to balance directly the need for the information with the need to get to trial,
issues that may be hard to decide but don't require extensive evidentiary hearings.

However, assuming adoption of the Subcommittee's draft, I have the following suggestions:

^ 1 Change "to timely disclose." First, it's a split infinitive. Second, is this the same
as "reasonably promptly"? A supplement is not "timely" according to the required
response date, but may still be "reasonably prompt."

^ 1 Drop "in a way that may effect the outcome of the trial." If I understand this
correctly, it allows a party supplementing late to do so by showing that what they
want to add will not make any difference. But if it won't make any difference,
why are we even talking about it? If information will not effect the outcome of
the trial, there is an easy answer as to whether we should hold satellite hearings,
re-open discovery, and so on--"No. Period."

y^ 2 Change "If the court continues the case," to "If a party fails to disclose timely."
Even if the case is not continued, late supplementation causes extra costs (e.g.,
daily copy rates to court reporters, higher airline rates, and overtime for
secretaries).

hom: Scott A. Brister
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Rule 6. Failure to Provide Discovery
1. Exclusion or continuance. If a party fails to timely

disclose information during discovery, and is unable to show that such
failure did not cause the opposing party to be unprepared in a way that
may affect the outcome of the trial, then the court shall either exclude
the information not timely disclosed or continue the trial to allow the
opposing party to prepare to confront or use the previously undisclosed
information. If the failure to disclose does not cause the opposing party
to be unprepared in a way that may affect the outcome of the trial, the
court may admit the evidence and proceed with the trial. The party who
failed to timely disclose has the burden of showing that the opposing

party is not unprepared in a way that may affect the outcome of the trial.
Nothing in this rule limits the eourt's authority to grant a continuance.

2. Costs and expenses. If the court continues the case, the
court may impose any expense caused by the delay, including attorney's
fees and any difference between prejudgment and poscjudgment interest,
on the party that failed to timely disclose.

Rule 6. Failure to Provide Discovery
1. Ezclusion or continuance. Unless the court makes a

finding of good cause, a party who fails to make or supplement a
discovery response in a timely manner shall not be entitled to present
evidence that the party was under a duty to provide, or to offer the
testimony of a witness other than a named party, who has not been
properly designated. The burden of establishing good cause is upon the
party offering the evidence or witness, and good cause must be shown
in the record. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the court may, in its
disaetion, grant a continuance to allow a response to be made or
supplemented.

2. Costs and expenses. If a party fails to disclose timely, the
court may impose any expense caused by the delay, including attorneys
fees and any difference between prejudgment and postjudgment interest,
on the party that failed to timely disclose.
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 7. Presentation of Privileges and Objections

General I cannot recall why Rule 7 and Rule 8 are separate rules, with the former limited
to written discovery and the latter anything else. After all, there is very little else
(see cover letter). The procedure for objections to depositions is covered in detail
in Rules 14 and 15, so Rule 8 seems redundant if that is its only purpose.
Additionally, the protective order described in Rule 8 is exactly the same as one
that would be issued regarding objections or privileges raised under Rule 7. I
would make Rule 7 applicable to all discovery (unless otherwise specified in the
deposition rules), and merge it with Rule 8.

^ 2 Move the second sentence to the end of the section, and clarify it to read "the
responding party shall make its objection within the time required for the
response, and file a withholding statement upon compliance with the request,
whether voluntary (pursuant to section 1) or involuntary (pursuant to section 4)."

Rule 8. Protective Orders

General I would move this entire rule into Rule 7, as discussed above.
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Rule 7. Presentation of Privileges and Objections to Written
Discovery

1. ObJections. (no differences except adds "writica" discovery).
2. Wlthholding Privileged Information and MateriaLs.

A party may preserve a privilege from discovery only in
accordance with this section.

(a) Asserting a Privilege. If materials or information responsive to
a request we privileged, the party shall withhold the privileged mataials
or infotaiation from the response. If a request calls for privileged
materials or information in response, but is also otherwise
objectionable, the responding party shall first object pursuant to section
1 of this rule, and only upon compliance with the request or any part
thereof, withhold responsive privileged materials or information
pursuant to this section. When a party aciually withholds spocific
information and materials responsive to a request on grounds of
privilege, when making the original response and thereafter if making
an amended or supplemental response, that party shall file a.
withholding statement, as part of the response to the discovery request
or separately, stating that information or materials responsive to the
request have been withheld and the privilege(s) relied upon.

(b) Description of Withheld Materials orlnformation. (no
differences).

(c) E.cemption from Withholding Statement. (no differences).
3. Hearing. (no differences).
4. Ruling. To the extent the court sustains the objection or claim of

privilege, the objecting party has no further duty to respond to that
request. If the court overrules the objection or claim of privilege, the
objecting party shall respond to the request within thirty (30) days after
the court's action, or at such time as the court orders.

Rule 7. Presentation of Privileges and Objections
1. Objecdlons. (no differences except drop "wtitten" discovery).

2. Withholding Prlriiaged Information and MaterfaLs.
A party may preserve a privilege from discovery only in

accordance with this section.
(a) Asserting a Privilege. If materials or information responsive to

a request are privileged, the party shall withhold the privileged materials
or information from the response. When a party actually withholds
specific information and materials responsive to a request on grounds of
privilege, when making the original response and thereafter if making
an amended or supplemental response, that party shall file a
withholding statement, as part of the response to the discovery request
or separately, stating that information or materials responsive to the
request have been withheld and the privilege(s) relied upon. If a request
calls for privileged materials or information in response, but is also
otherwise objectionable, the responding party shall make its objection
withiri the time required for the response, and file a withholding
statement upon compliance with the request, whether voluntary
(pursuant to-section •1) or involuntary (pursuant to section 4).

(b) Description of Withheld Materials or Information. (no
differences).

(c) Esunption frotn Withholding Statement. (no differences).

3. Heartng. (no differences).
4. Ruling. To the extent the court sustains the objection or claim of

privilege, the objecting party has no further duty to respond to that

request, and the court may enter a protective order protecting that

person from the discovery sought, including but to limited to the

following:
1. ordering that the requested discoverv not be sought in whole

or in part, or that the extent or subject matter of discovery be limited, or

that it not be undertaken at the time or place specified;
2. ordering that the discovery be undertaken only by such

method or upon such terms and conditions or at the time and place

directed by the court;
3. ordering for good cause shown that the results of discovery

be sealed or otherwise protected, subject to the provisions of Rule 76a.

If the court overrules the objection or claim of privilege, the obiecting
party shall respond to the request within thirty (30) days after the court's

action, or at such time as the court orders.
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 7 . Presentation of Privileges and Obleections

General I cannot recall why Rule 7 and Rule 8 are separate rules, with the former limited
to written discovery and the latter anything else. After all, there is very little else
(see cover letter). The procedure for objections to depositions is covered in detail
in Rules 14 and 15, so Rule 8 seems redundant if that is its only purpose.
Additionally, the protective order described in Rule 8 is exactly the same as one
that would be issued regarding objections or privileges raised under Rule 7. I
would make Rule 7 applicable to all discovery (unless otherwise specified in the
deposition rules), and merge it with Rule 8.

^ 2 Move the second sentence to the end of the section, and clarify it to read "the
responding party shall make its objection within the time required for the
response, and file a withholding statement upon compliance with the request,
whether voluntary (pursuant to section 1) or involuntary (pursuant to section 4)."

General I would move this entire rule into Rule 7, as discussed above.

Rule 8. Protective Orders

I
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Rule 8. Protective Orders
Any person against or from whom discovery is sought may move

within the time required to respond to the discovery request for an order
protecting that person from the discovery sought, except that any party

may move for such an order when an objection pursuant to Rule 7 is not
appropriate. The court may make any order in the interest of justice
necessary to protect the movant from undue burden, unnecessary
expense, harassment or annoyance, or invasion of personal,
constitutional, or property rights, including but to limited to the

following:

1. ordering that the requested discovery not be sought in whole or
in part, or that the extent or subject matter of discovery be limited, or
that it not be undertaken at the time or place specified;

2. ordering that the discovery be undertaken only by such method
or upon such terms and conditions or at the time and place directed by
the court;

3. ordering for good cause shown that the results of discover),
be sealed or otherwise protected, subject to the provisions of Rule 76a.

I



from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 9. Requests for Standard Disclosure

q[ 2 (g) I would drop this provision. The universal practice is to request these records by
depo on written questions with notice to all parties, who can then obtain copies
from the court reporter for cost. A party that is too lazy to say "yes" to the court
reporter, or to go look at their own records, should not be able to demand that the
other side do this for them. If the- section is not complied with, we will have the
bizarre situation where injured parties ask to exclude medical records in their own
possession (either actually or due to superior right to obtain) about their own
treatment.

^ 2 (h) I would drop this provision. The main complaint about the federal mandatory
disclosure rules relate to the duty to disclose "relevant" documents (FRCP 26
[a][l][B]). Attorneys always dispute what is relevant, and shouldn't be sanctioned
for not agreeing with their opponent's definition. Instruments "upon which a
claim or defense is based" is not as broad, but has the same problems.

I
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Rule 9. Reauects For Standard DLsclosure

1. Request. (no differences).
2. Content A party may make any or all of the following standard

requests for disclosure:
a Provide the corre.ct names of the parties to the lawsuit.
b_ Provide the information pertaining to persons with knowledge

of relevant facts set forth in Rule 3(2Xc);
c. Produce the indemnity and insuring agreements discoverable

under Rule 3(2)(f);
d Produce the settlement agreements discoverable under Rule

3(2)(g);
e. Produce the witness statements discoverable under Rule 3(2)(h);
f In a suit alleging physical or mental injury and damages from

the occurrence that is the subject of the case, produce all medical
records and bills that are reasonably related to the injuries or damages
asserted or, in lieu thereof, an authorization permitting the disclosure of
such medical records and bills;

g In a suit alleging physical or mental injury and damages from
the occurrence that is the subject of the case, produce all medical
records and bills obtained by virtue of an authorization furnished by the
requesting part

h. Produce any written instrument upon which a claim or defense
is based:

i. Provide the information pertaining to expert witnesses set forth
in Rule 10(2).

3. Response. (no differences)
4. Documents. (no differences)

Rule 9. Requests For Standard Disclosure

1. Request. (no differences)
2. Content. A party may make any or all of the following standa:-d

requests for disclosure:
a Provide the correct names of the partics to the lawsuit
b. Provide the information pertaining to persons with knowledge

of relevant facts set forth in Rule 3(2)(c);
c. Produce the indemnity and insuring agreements discoverable

under Rule 3(2Xf);
d Produce the settlement agreements discoverable under Rule

3(2Xg);
e. Produce the witnt;Z statements discoverable under Rule 3(2xh);
f In a suit alleging physical or mental injury and damages from

the occurrence that is the subject of the case, produce all medical
records and bills that are reasonably related to the injuries or damages
asserted or, in lieu thereof, an authorization permitting the disclosure of
such medical records and bills:

g. Provide the information pertaining to expert aitnesses set forth
in Rule 10(2).

3. Response. (no differences)
4. Documents. (no differences)

I
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from Scott A. Brister
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Rule 10, Expert Witnesses

^ 1 Move the second sentence, the definition of "an expert witness," to Rule 3 (e), as
that is where discovery subjects and their scope are defined. Change "an expert
used for consultation and who is not expected to be called as an expert witness at
trial" to "a consulting expert" (defined elsewhere).

J1 2 & 3 Drop the distinction between designation and "additional disclosures" about
experts. As a practical matter, almost everybody requests both, and this avoids
creating malpractice problems for those who forget to. This can be done by
combining these paragraphs.

^ 3 (b) Drop the second paragraph beginning with "For experts not retained ..." This will
create satellite litigation about who is or is not in a party's control. If this
paragraph applies mainly to treating doctors, I cannot imagine that most plaintiffs
attorneys (1) can't get them, or (2) want the defense attorney contacting the doctor
to discuss resumes, depo dates, and ... whatever else may come up.

14 Shorten this paragraph by 50% to read "A party may obtain further discovery of
the expert's impressions and opinions and the basis thereof only by oral deposition
of the expert, unless the court orders the expert to prepare a report pursuant to this
Rule," and move it to 11 where this limitation is also discussed.

15 Drop the last sentence. If in a particularly complex case a court needs to order
reports more than 75/45 days before trial, this should be allowed.

16 Drop this paragraph and apply Rule 5 to all discovery (see above).
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ule 10. Expert Witnesses
1. Request. A party may request another party to designate and

disclose standard information concerning expert witnesses only through
Standard Request for Disclosure pursuant to Rule 9, oral deposition,

in court-ordered reports pursuant to this Rule. If the expert has
:rsonal knowledge of relevant facts, a party may also obtain discovery

as provided elsewhere in these rules

2. Designating Expert Witnesses.
a_ Request. A party may make the following Standard Request for

isclosure pursuant to Rule 9: Identify (name, address, and phone
number) each expert under Rule 10(1) and state the subject on which
-9ch identified expert witness is expected to testify.

b. Response. The response shall be made within thirty (30) days
'ter service of the request (fifty [50] days if the request accompanies

citation). If such response is amended or supplemented, the
nresumption of Rule 5(2) that any change is made without "naconable

.omptness" begins (a) for experts testifying about issues upon which
te responding party seeks affirmative relief, the earlier of 75 days

before the end of any applicable Discovery Period or 75 days before
trial; or (b) for opposing experts, the earlier of 45 days before the end of

iy applicable Discovery Period or 45 days before trial.
3. Additlonal Disclosures

a. Request. A party may make any or all of the following
Standard Request for Disclosure pursuant to Rule 9:

(1) State the general substance of the mental impressions and
)inions held by each expert witness and a brief summary of the basis

cnereof;
(2) Produce all documents, tangible things, reports, models, or

ita compilations that have been provided to, reviewed by or prepared
or for each expert witness in anticipation of the expert's testimony;

(3) Produce the current resume and bibliography of each expert
witness; and

(4) State at least 2 dates upon which each expert witness will
available for oral deposition.

b. Response. A party seeking affirmative relief must respond to
the requests upon the later of (1) 30 days after service of the request; or
^') the earlier of 75 days before the end of any applicable Discovery

:riod or 75 days before trial. A party who has designated opposing
.perts must respond to the requests upon the later of (1) 30 days after

service of the request; or (2) the earlier of 45 days before the end of any
anplicable Discovery Period or 45 days before trial.

For experts not retained or employed or otherwise in control of the
:signating party, the designating party must respond to the Standard

Requests (1) with documents within the possession. custody or control
of the designating party, and need not respond to Standard Requests (2),
:.i) and (4). Nothing in this rule shall prevent the requesting party from

xaining this discovery directly from such an expert by subpoena
commanding production under Rule 24.

4. Oral deposition. A party may obtain other discovery of the
ibject matter on which the expert is expected to testify, the expert's
ental impressions and opinions, the facts known to the expert

tregardless of when the factual information was acquired) that relate to
or form the basis of the testifying expert's mental impressions and

)inions only by oral deposition of the expert, unless the court orders
e expert to prepare a report pursuant to this rule.
5. Court-Ordered Reports. If the discoverable factual

observations, tests, supporting data, calculations, photographs, or
)inions of an expert have not been recorded and reduced to tangible
-rm, the court may order these matters reduced to tangible form and

i,.vduced in addition to or in lieu of the deposition as is appropriate. A
court may not compel production of such a report before the date upon
---hich the designating party must respond to additional Standard

equests for Disclosure pursuant to part 3 of this Rule.
6. Supplementation after disclosure of general information. A

party's duty to supplement and amend discovery provided pursuant to
'is rule is governed by rule 5, except that the duty also extends to the

al deposition testimony of an expert that is retained or employed by or
heru-ise within the control of that party concerning the expert's mental

impressions or opinions or the basis thereof.

2

Rule 10. Expert Witnesses
1. Request. A party may request another party to designate and

disclose standard information concerning expert witnesses only through
a Standard Request for Disclosure pursuant to Rule 9. A party may
obtain further discovery of the expert's impressions and opinions and
the basis thereof only by oral deposition of the expert, unless the court
orders the expert to prepare a report pursuant to this Rule. If an expert
witness also has personal knowledge of relevant facts, a party may
obtain discovery thereof as provided elsewhere in these rules.

2. Conteat. A party may request any or all of the following
pursuant to Rule 9:

Q. Identify (name, address, and telephone number) each expert
witness;

b. State the subject on which each expert witness is expected to
testify;

c. State the general substance of the mental impressions and
opinions held by each ezpert witness and a brief summary of the basis
thereof;

d Produce all documents, tangible things, reports, models, or
data compilations that have been provided to, reviewed by or prepared
by or for each expert witness in anticipation of the expert's testimony;

c. Produce the current resume and bibliography of each expert
witness; and

f. State at least 2 dates upon which each expert witness will be
available for oral deposition.

3. Response. A party served with a Standard Request pertaining to
expert witnesses shall make its response pursuant to Rule 9. If such
response must be amended or supplementecL the presumption of Rule 5
(2) that such changes are made without reasonable promptness begins
(a) for experts testifying about issues upon which the responding party
seeks affirmative relief, the earlier of 75 days before the end of any
applicable Discovery Period or 75 days before trial; (b) for opposing
experts, the earlier of 45 days before the end of any applicable
Discovery Period or 45 days before trial. The responding party shall
comply with Rule 5 in responding to the request.

4. Reports. If the discoverable factual observations, tests,
supporting data, calculations, photographs. or opinions of an expert
have not been recorded and reduced to tangible form, the court may
order these matters reduced to tangible form and produced in addition to
or in lieu of the deposition as is appropriate.

I
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Rule 13. Requests for Admissions

9[3 Why was the phrase struck providing that the response could be signed by a party
or its attorney?
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frorn: Scott A. Brister

Rule 14. Depositions Upon Oral Examination

^ 2(b) Reinsert definition of who may attend without special notice.

y[ 2(d) Change this paragraph by:
(1) changing the first phrase from "The deponent may be compelled to

produce" to "A party may in the notice request production," as the section is
dealing with what can be in a notice (and for parallelism);

(2) dropping the second sentence, as the requirements for subpoenas
should be in Rule 24; and

(3) dropping "When the deponent is a party or subject to the control of a
party" to give non-parties the same protections enjoyed by parties (see
discussion of Rule 24 below).

I
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Rule 14. Depositions Upon Oral Examination Rule 14. Depositions Upon Oral Examination
1. Notice. (no differences). 1. Notice. (no differences).
2. Content.

a Time and Place.
b. OtherAttendees.

(no differences).
If any party intends to have any other persons

2. Content.
a Time and Place. (no differences).
b. OtherAttendeu. If any party intends to have persons atiend

attend, that party must give reasonable notice to all parties of the
identity of such other persons.

c. Depositions of Organizations. (no differences).
d. Docurnents. The deponent may be compelled to produce at

the deposition documents or tangible things within the scope of
discovery and within the witness' care, custody or controL If a
subpoena commanding production under Rule 24 is to be served on the
person to be examined, the designation of materials to be produced as
set forth in the subpoena shall be attacfied to or included in the notice.
When the deponent is a party or subject to the control of a party, the
orocedures of Rule 11, including the 30 day time for response, shall
ipply to such request..

e. Deposition by Telephone. (no differences).
3. Protective Order. (no differeaces).

other than the witness, part;x, spouses of parties, counsel, employees of
counsel, and the officer taking the deposition, that party must give
reasonable notice to all parties of the identity of such other persons.

c. Depositions of Organizations. (no differences).
d Documents. A party may in the notice request production at

the deposition documents or tangible things within the scope of
discovery and within the witness' care, custody or controL If a
subpoena commanding production under Rule 24 is to be served on the
person to be examined, the designation of materials to be produced as
set forth in the subpoena shall be attached to or included in the notice.
The procedutos of Rule 11. including the 30 day time for response, shall
apply to such requesL.

e. Deposition by Telephone. (no differences).
3. Protective Order. (no differences).

I



from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 15. Examination. Objection, and Conduct During Oral Depositions

I

I
I
I
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73 I would drop the 3rd and 4th sentences that bar attomey/client conferences during
the deposition, for the following reasons:

(1) lawyers are far more careful in their use of words than layman, most of
whom need a lawyer to warn them about craftily worded questions,

(2) testimony "molding" will not be stopped by this rule, but merely
moved to precede the deposition, and

(3) there are logistical problems with this prohibition--to determine
whether counsel and the deponent are whispering about a privilege (proper) or
something else (improper), we will have to invade the attorney/client privilege
itself.

I 4 1 would drop the first sentence, and substitute the last sentence in its place. This
draconian limitation is a huge change in Texas law, and I would rather try the
hortatory approach first.
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Rule 15. E2a-mination, Objection, and Conduct During Oral
Depositions

1. Oath; Examination. (no differences).
2. Time Limitation. (no differences).
3. Conduct during the deposition. The oral deposition shall be

conducted in the same manner as if the testimony were being obtained
in court during trial. Counsel are expected to cooperate with and be
courteous to each other and the deponents. Private conferences between
deponents and their attorneys during the actual taking of the deposition
are improper except for the purpose of determining whether a privilege
should be asserted. Private conferences may be held, however, during
agreed recesses and adjournments. If the lawyers and witnesses do not
comply with this rule, the court may allow statements, objections and
discussions conducted during the oral deposition that reflect upon the
veracity of the testimony to be introduced in evidence at trial.

4. ObJections to testimony. Objections during the oral deposition
are improper except the following objections to the form of the question
or the responsiveness of the answer. "Objection,leading:" "Objection,
form:" and "Objection, nonresponsive." These objections shall be stated
•s phrased and will be waived if not made at the taking of the
-position. A narrative objection will not preserve the objection for the

court's later determination. Upon request, the objecting party shall
explain the grounds of the objection clearly and concisely, in a non-
argumentative and non-suggestive manner. Objections or explanations
that are argumentative or suggest answers to or otherwise coach the
deponent are not permitted and can be grounds for termination of the
deposition pursuant to this Rule.

5. Instructions not to answer. (no differences).
6. Suspending the deposition. (no differences).

2

Rule 15. E=amination, Objection, and Conduct During Oral
Depositions

1. -Oath; Fssmination. (no differences).
2. Time Limitation. (no differences).
3. Conduct during the deposition. The oral deposition shall be

conducted in the same manner as if the testimony were being obtained
in oourt during trial. Counsel are expected to cooperate with and be
courteous to each other and the deponents. If the lawyers and witnesses
do not comply with this rule, the court may allow statements, objections
and discussions conducted during the oral deposition that reflect upon
the veracity of the testimony to be introduced in evidence at trial.

4. Objections to testimony. Objections or explanations that are
argumentative or suggest answers to or otherwise coach the deponent
are not permitted and can be grounds for termination of the deposition
pursuant to this Rule. Objections to the form of a question or the
responsiveness of the answer are waived if not made at the taking of the
deposition. A narrative objection will not preserve the objection for the
court's later determination. Upon request, the objecting party shall
explain the grounds of the objection clearly and concisely, in a non-
argumentative and non-suggestive manner.

5. Instructions not to answer. (no differences).
6. Suspending the deposition. (no differences).
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2. Deposition Time Limits: -0.^c j.5

Family law cases are unique in that they frequently include elements of real

estate, partnerships, agency trusts, corporate, tax, estate planning and personal
injury law, to name only a few. Experts who perform complicated tracing and
characterization analysis routinely take many hours to outline their opinions in
deposition. In a long marriage, it is reasonable to expect spouses' depositions to
be lengthy as well. The proposed time limits on depositions will impede attorney's
ability to adequately prepare for complex family law cases.

Family law cases make up a substantial percentage of the state-wide trial
docket. The Supreme Court Advisory Committee has done an excellent job in
revising the rules to streamline discovery in general civil trials. If those rules are
applied to family law cases, however, they will adversely affect trial court dockets
and will make it more difficult for the parties to settle their cases. An increase in
appeals can also be reasonably anticipated. This is not to imply that family law
cases are better or worse than other civil trials, but rather to recognize that,
because they involve children and estates which constantly evolve, they are
different.

I urge the members of the Advisory committee to build in provisions which
exempt cases brought under the Family Code from the proposed discovery rules, or
will permit trial judges to alter those restrictions and limitations by local rule or
standing order. The State Bar of Texas Family Law Section has developed the
attached proposal for discovery rules relating to family law matters. I endorse this
proposal and ask that you take the appropriate steps to see that they are
implemented.

My observations of this special dilemma is based upon my 21 years of
practice and the last ten years exclusively in the practice of Family Law.

Thank you for your attention in this matter.

GLN/mdj
enclosure

cc: Stephen D. Susman
Prof. Alexandria Wilson Albright
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 16 Signing, Cerfification and Use of Depositions

12 Add as part of the certificate "(v) the amount of time used by each party at the
deposition" to comply with Rule 15.

15 Drop the parenthetical regarding non-stenographic depos. The specifics for such
depos are covered in Rule 18, and there is no reason to treat differently the court-
reporter transcripts from either.

76 As footnoted on the Subcommittee Draft, I would:
(1) drop the second and fifth sentences, as it is unnecessary to say that the

rules of evidence apply to evidentiary questions;
(2) drop the requirement that after-joined parties must have a similar

interest to someone at the deposition. This creates satellite litigation, and if
they have the right to redepose, who cares?

3) drop the last sentence. I don't think this definition is necessary.
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Rule 16. SiQninQ. Certification, and Use of Depositions

1. Signature and changes. (no differences).
2. Certiftcatlon. The deposition officer shall file with the court, serve

on all parties, and attach as part of the deposition ttanscript a certificate
duly sworn by such officer stating;

(i) (no differences);
(ii) (no differonoes);
(iii) (no differences);
(iv) (no differences);
(v) the amount of the deposition offrcer's charges; and
(vii) that a copy of the certificate was served on all parties.

The clerk of the court shall tax as costs the charges for preparing the
original deposition transcript

3. Delivery. (no differences);.
4. Exhlbits. (no differwces);.
5. Motion to Suppress. If the deposition officer delivers the

deposition transcript and serves notice thereof at least one day before
•he case is called for trial (30 days if the deposition was recorded by

)n-stenographic means), errors and irregularities in the manner in
which the deposition is transcribed, signed, certified, delivered, or
otherwise dealt with by the deposition offices are waived unless a
motion to suppress all or part thereof is made and notice thereof is given
to every other party before the trial commences.

6. Use. Any part or all of a deposition may be used for any purpose
in the same proceeding in which it was taken. The Texas Rules of Civil
Evidence shall be applied to each question and answer as though the
witness were then present and testifying. "Same proceeding" includes a
proceeding in a different court but involving the same subject matter
and the same parties or their representatives or successors in interest A
deposition is admissible against a party joined after the deposition was
taken (1) if that party as an interest similar to that of any party present
or represented at the taking of the deposition or who had reasonable
noticee thereof, or (2) if the party has had a reasonable opportunity to
redepose the deponent and has failed to exercise that opportunity.
Depositions taken in different proceedings may be used subject to the
provisions of the Texas Rules of Evidence. Depositions shall include
(1) the original or a certified copy of a transcript of a stenographic
recording complying with Rule 19. (2) the original or a certified copy of
a transcript of a non-stenographic recording complying with Rule 16(5),
or (3) the original or a certified copy of a nonstenographic recording of
the deposition, if the applicable provisions of Rule 16(5) have been
satisfied.

2

Rule 16. Signinr. Certification, and Use of Depositions

1. Signature and changes. (no differences).

2. Certification. (The deposition officer shall file with the court,
serve on all parties, and attach as part of the deposition transcript a
certificate duly sworn by such officer stating;

(i) (no differences);
(ii) (no differences);
(iii) (no differences);
(tv) (no differences);
(v) the amount of time used by each party at the deposition;
(vi) the amount of the deposition officefs charges; and
(vii) that a copy of the certificate was served on all parties.

The clerk of the court shall tax as costs the charges for preparing the
original deposition transcript

3. Delivery. (no differences);.
4. Exhibits. (no differences);.
5. Motion to Suppress. If the deposition officer delivers the

deposition transcript and serves notice thereof at least one day before

the case is called for trial, errors and irregularities in the manner in
which the deposition is transcribed, signed, certified, delivered, or
otherwise dealt with by the deposition officer are waived unless a

motion to suppress all or part thereof is made and notice thereof is given
to every other party before the trial commences.

6. Use. Any part or all of a deposition may be used for any ptapose
in the same proceeding in which it was taken. "Same proceeding"
includes a proceeding in a different court but involving the same subject

matter and the same parties or their representatives or successors in
interest However, a deposition is admissible against a partyjoined
after the deposition was taken only if that party has had a reasonable
opportunity to redepose the deponent and has failed to exercise that
opportunity.
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 17. Deposition Upon Written Questions

4 Drop the phrase about Rule 24 subpoenas--it is redundant of that rule.I
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Rule 17. Deposition Upon Written Questions
1. Notice. (no differences).
2. Content (no differences).
3. Additional Questions and Objections. (no differences).
4. Conducting the Deposition. The patty noticing the deposition

shall deliver eopies of the notice and of all questions served to the
deposition officer. Any person authorized to administer oaths (whether

or not the person is a certified shorthand reporter) is an officer who is
authorized to issue a subpoena or subpoena under Rule 24 for a wrriten
deposition, and is an officer before whom a written deposition may be
taken. Such officer shall have authority when necessary to summon and
swear an interpreter to facilitate the taking of the deposition. Such
officer shall take the deposition on written questions at the tiu.ne and
place designated, shall recotd the testimony of the witness in response
to the questions, and thereafter prepare, certify and deliver the
deposition transc:ipt pursuant to Rule 16.

2

Rule 17. Deposition Upon Written Questions
1. Notice. (no differences).
2. Content (no differences).
3. Additional Questions and ObJections. (no differences).
4. Conducting the Deposition. The party noticing the deposition

shall deliver copies of the notice and of all questions served to the
deposition officer. Any person authorized to administer oaths (whether
or not the person is a ceitified shorthand reporter) is an officer before
whom a written deposition may be taken. Such officer shall have
authority when necessary to summon and swear an interpreter to
facilitate the taking of the deposition. Such officer shall take the
deposition on written questions at the time and place designated, shall
record the testimony of the witness in response to the questions, and
thereafter prepare, certify and deliver the deposition transcript pursuant
to Rule 16.
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 18. Non-Stenographic Recording

This is probably the least used discovery device in Texas, and accordingly the rule
should not be one of the longest I would:

(1) drop the unnecessary words in the second sentence of11;
(2) shorten 4 (a) by dropping unnecessary words;
(3) drop 4 (b) and require complete transcripts in all cases. As the

Appellate Rules Subcommittee discussed, there are big problems with
designating only part of a non-stenographic recording;

(3) change "the deposition" on the last line of 4(a) to "the other
evidence." It makes no sense to say that the depo should be filed when the
depo should be filed; and

(4) drop y[ 4(c). It adds nothing to say that a certified coy is any copy that
is certified.
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Rule 18. Non-Stenographic Recording
Notice. Any pam may cause a deposition upon oral examination to

.e rez.orded by other than stenographic means, including videotape
recordings. Any party intending to make a non-stenographic recording
shall file and serve reasonable prior written notice to the deponent and
other parties, either in the deposition notice given pursuant to Rule 14 or
otherwise, of the non-stenographic method by which the testimony will

be recorded and whether a certified court reporter also will be used.
Any other party may then serve written notice designating another
method of recording in addition to the method specified, at the expense
of such other party unless the court orders otherwise.

2. Conducting the Deposition. (no differences).
3. Signtng, Certification, and Delivery. (no differences).
4. Use Depositions Recorded Only by Non-stenographic means.

a At trial orsunvnaryjudgment. A non-stenographic
recording or transcript of a deposition recorded only by non-
stenographic means can be used at the trial or formotion for summary

judgment only if the party intending to use it has obtained a complete
transcript of the deposition recording from a certified court reporter.
The court reporter shall obtain the original or a certified copy of the
deposition recording, shall transcribe it, and shall comply with Rule to
the extent applicable. The court reporter's certificate shall include a
statement that the transcript was made from the original or certified
copy of the deposition recording and that the transcript is a true record
of the recording. If the deposition is to be used as evidence at the trial,
the complete transcript must be served on all parties at least 30 days
before the trial, or for summary judgment, the complete transcript must
be served on all parties at the time the deposition must be filed with the
co urt.

b. At any other hearing. A non-stenographic recording or
transcript of a deposition recorded only by non-stenographic means can
be used at any hearing of a motion or an interlocutory proceeding (other
than a summary judgment motion) only if the party intending to use it
has obtained a transcript of that portion of the deposition recording by a
certified court reporter, transcribed and certified in accordance with part
a above. In addition, at least 20 days before the date set for the hearing
in which the deposition is to be used, the party seeking to use the
deposition must file and serve a written designation specifying (1) the
name of the deponent whose deposition the party intends to use; (2) the
name and address of the certified court reporter that the party has asked
to transcribe all or part of the deposition recording; and (3) the portions
of the deposition recording that the party has requested to be included in
a transcript If the party has designated only a part of the deposition
testimony, any other party may request the named court reporter to
transcribe additional parts of the deposition recording at that party's own
expense within 10 days of service of the designation. The deposition
can be used only if the transcript is completed at least 3 days before the
date of the hearing.

c. Cenified copy. A certified copy of the non-stenographic
recording is any copy of the original or another certified copy of the
deposition recording that is accompanied by a duly swom certificate of
the person who made the copy, stating that the copy is accurate and
complete.

2

Rule 18. Non^Stenographlc Recording of Depositlons

1. Notice. Any party may cause a deposition upon oral examination
to be recorded by other than stenographic means, including videotape
recordings. The notice must comply with Rule 14, and in addition must
indicate the method of non-stenographic recording, and whether a
certified court reporter also will be used. Any other party may then
serve written notice designating another method of recording in addition
to the method specified, at the expense of such other party unless the
court orders otherwise.

2. Conducting the Deposition. (no differences).
3. Signing, Certification, and Delivery. (no differences).
4. Use. A non-stenogr1phic recording or transcript of a deposition

can be used only if the party intending to use it has obtained a complete
transcript of the deposition recording from a certif ed court reporter.
The court reporter shall obtain the original or a certified copy of the
deposition recording, shall transcribe it to the extent applicable in
accordance with the provisions of Rule 16. The court reporter's
certifrcate shall include a statement that the transcript is a true record of
the non-stenographic recording. The complete transcript must be served
on all parties at least 30 days before any trial, or for summary judgment
at the time other evidence must be filed with the court.
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 21. Compelling Production from Nonparty.

All I would eliminate this rule and combine it with Rule 24. Otherwise, the two are
redundant. To obtain production of records from a non-party, they must be
subpoenaed. I see no reason to prescribe the form, time, etc. in both rules.
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Rule 21: Compelling Production from Nonparty.
1. When production may be compelled. At any time no later

than 30 days before the end of any applicable Discovery Period or 30
days before trial, whichever occurs fust, any party may have issued and
served upon any person not a party to the suit a subpoena under Rule 24
compelling production of documents or tangible things within the scope
of Rule 3 and within the person's care, custody, or control.

2. Notice, subpoena. A party proposing to compel production
from a nonparty must give reasonable notice to every other party. The
notice shall state the name of the nonparty from whom production is
sought to be compelled, the time and place for the production, and shall
be filed and served. The notice shall set forth the items to be produced
or inspected, either by individual item or by category, and describe each
item and category with reasonable particularity. If the requesting party
intends to sample or test the requested items, the desired testing and
sampling shall be described with sufficient specificity to inform the
nonparty of the means, manner, and procedure for testing or sampling.

3. Time and place. The time and place designated for the
production shall be reasonable. The place shall be in the county of the
nonparty's residence or, where the nonparty is employed or regularly
transacts business in person or at some other convenient place as may be
directed by the court in which the cause is pending. A nonresident or
u-ansient person may be required to produce documents and things in
the county where served with a subpoena or within 150 miles from the
place of service.

2
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 22. Physical and Mental Examinations

All I suggest the following substantive changes:
(1) change this rule from a court-order-only system to a request-and-

response system (see cover letter);
(2) allow an IME by a psychologist if the other side plans to call a

psychologist as a witness or introduce a psychologist's records; and
(3) make delivery of the IME doctor's report (a) mandatory (rather than

upon request), and (b) within 15 days (rather than no tiine specified)--or
whatever period the Committee thinks is reasonable.
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Rule 22. Physical and Mental Examinations
1. Order for Examination. At any time no later than 30 days before

je end of any applicable Discovery Period or 30 days before trial.
whichever occurs first, when the mental or physical condition ( including
the blood group) of a party, or of a person in the custody,
conservatorship or under the legal control of a party, is in controversy,
the court in which the action is pending may order the party to submit to
a physical or mental examination by a physician or psychologist or to
produce for examination the person in his custody, conservatorship or
legal control. The order may be made only on motion for good cause
shown and upon notice to the person to be examined and to all parties
and shall specify the time, place, manner, conditions, and scope of the
examination and the person or persons by whom it is to be made. Except
as provided in subparagraph 4 of this rule, an examination by a
psychologist may be ordered only when the party responding to the
motion has identified a psychologist as an expert who will testify.

2. Report of Examining Physician or Psychologist
a. If requested by the party against whom an order is made under

this rule or the person examined, the party causing the examination to
be made shall deliver to him a copy of a detailed written report of the
examining physician or psychologist setung out his findings, including
results of all tests made, diagnoses and conclusions, together with like
reports of all earlier examinations of the same condition. After delivery
the party causing the examination shall be entitled upon request to
receive from the party against whom the order is made a like report of
any examination, previously or thereafter made, of the same condition,
unless, in the case of a report of examination of a person not a party, the
party shows that the party is unable to obtain it. The court on motion
may make an order against a party requiring delivery of a report on such
terms as are just, and if a physician or psychologist fails or refuses to
make a report the court may exclude his testimony if offered at the trial.

b. This subdivision applies to examinations made by agreement of
ie parties, unless the agreement expressly provides otherwise. This

subdivision does not preclude discovery of a report of an examining
physician or psychologist or the taking of a deposition of the physician
or psychologist in accordance with the provisions of any other rule.

3. Effect of No Examination. If no examination is sought either by
agreement or under the provisions of this rule, the parry whose mental
or physical condition is in controversy shall not comment to the court or
jury on his willingness to submit to an examination, on the right of any
other parry to request an examination or move for an order, or on the
failure of such other party to do so.

4. Cases Arising Under Title II, Family Code. In cases arising
under Title II, Family Code, on the couri s own motion or on the motion
of a party, the court may appoint

a one or more psychologists to make any and all appropriate
mental examinations of the children who are the subject of the suit or
any other parties irrespective of whether a psychologist has been listed
by any party as an expert who will testify.

b. non-physician experts who are qualified in paternity testing to
take blood, body fluid or tissue samples and to conduct such tests as
ordered by the court.

S. Definitions. For the purpose of this rule, a psychologist is a person
licensed or certified by a State or the District of Columbia as a
psychologist

2

Rule 22. Physical and Mental Examinations
1. Request. At any time no later than 30 days before the end of any

applicable Discovery Period or 30 days before trial, whichever occurs
first, any party may file and serve upon any other party a Request for
Physical and Mental Examination by a licensed physician or

psychologist of a person whose physical or mental condition is in
controversy.

2. Content. The request shall specify the time, place, manner,
conditions, and scope of the examination and the person or persons by
whom it is to be made. Examination by a psychologist may be requested
only when the party responding to the motion has identified a
psychologist or a psychologist's records that may be used at trial. In
addition, in cases arising under Title II of the Family Code, a party may
request mental examinations irrespective of whether a psychologist or a
psychologist's records may be used by any other party at trial, and may
request testing by qualified non-physician experts to take blood, body
fluid or tissue samples.

3. Response. The party upon whom the request is served shall file
and serve a written response within 30 days after service of the written
request (fifty [50] days if the request accompanies citation) stating that
examination will be permitted as requested, or stating pursuant to Rule 7
an objection to the request and the circumstances under which the party
will comply with the request If the responding party objects to the date
and time of the examination, the objection shall state sufficient
alternative dates and times to allow scheduling of the examination by
agreement.

4. Report. Within fifteen (15) days after the examination, the party
requesting the examination shall deliver to all other parties a copy of a
detailed written report of the examining physician or psychologist
setting out findings, test results, diagnoses and conclusions. If a
physician or psychologist fails or refuses to make a report, the court
may exclude any evidence based upon such examination at trial. This
subdivision does not preclude discovery of a report of an examining
physician or psychologist or the taking of a deposition of the physician
or psychologist in accordance with the provisions of any other rule.

5. Use. The report provided in section 4 is admissible in evidence
upon offer by any party. No party may comment on the failure to
request, the willingness to submit to, or the objections raised in response
to a request for an examination pursuant to this rule.
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 23. Entry Upon Property

All Change this rule from a court-order-only system to a request-and-response system
(see cover letter).
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Mr. Stephen Susman
Susman Godfrey L.L.P.
1000 Louisiana, Suite 5100
Houston, Texas 77002-5096

Dear Steve,

Enclosed please find my comments and suggestions regarding the Discovery
Subcommittee's draft discovery rules. On the more extensive ones, I have also enclosed a side-
by-side version, with the Subcommittee's version on the left, and my suggestions on the right.

While I hope all of the suggestions will be considered, I want to emphasize two. I think
IME's and entry on property should be changed from a court-order-only system to the request-
and-response system used with every other discovery device because (1) they are routinely
handled in this manner already, (2) requiring a court order only makes them more cumbersome
and expensive, and (3) attorneys will be facing many new rules, and it might ease the blow if
they know that they all work in about the same way.

The second is that I would drop the artificial distinction between "written discovery" and
"all other discovery." The only items that aren't written discovery appear to be (1) IME's (if my
suggestion above is adopted, IME's would become "written discovery"), (2) motions to enter and
inspect property (ditto), and (3) depositions. If the reason for this distinction is to eliminate the
need to supplement deposition answers, I think that's a bad idea. There should be a duty to
supplement critical deposition answers, even if it is "indirect" supplementation as allowed by the
Subcommittee's Rule 5(2). As to non-critical details, the Subcommittee's Rule 6 does not require
supplementation even with written discovery, so there is no reason to make a distinction.

I hope these will be of some help. Please call me if you have any questions about them. I
hope to see you at the subcommittee meeting in Austin on July 21st.

on. Scott A. Brister
Judge, 234th District Court

L
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We 23. Motion for Entry Upon Property
1. Motion. At any time no later than 30 days before the end of any

applicable Discovery Period or 30 days before trial, whichever occurs
first, the court in which the action is pending may order any person,
including a person not a party to the pending suit, to allow entry upon
designated land or other property for the purpose of inspection and
measuring, surveying, photographing, testing, or sampling the property
or any designated object or operation thereon when the land or property
is relevant to the subject matter of the action. The order may be made
only on motion for good cause shown and shall specify the time, place,
manner, conditions, scope of the inspection, and a description of any
desired testing or sampling, sufficient to inform the person of the
means, manner and procedure for testing or sampling, and the persons
or persons by whom the inspection, testing or sampling is to be made.

2. Service. A true copy of the motion and order setting hearing
shall be served on the person in possession or control of the property
and all parties. If the person in possession or control of the property is
not a party to the action, service shall be made in the same manner as
service of citation as provided by Rule 106.

Rule 23. Motion for Entry Upon Property
1. Request. At any time no later than 30 days before the end of any

applicable Discovery Period or 30 days before trial, whichever occurs
first, any party may file and serve upon any person or entity, including a
non-party, a Request for Entry upon designated land or other property
for the purpose of inspection, measuring, surveying, photographing,

testing, or sampling the property or any designated object or operation
thereon. If the person in possession or control of the property is not a
party, service shall be made in the manner provided for service of
citation in Rule 106.

2. Content. The request shall specify the time, place, manner,
conditions, and scope of the inspection, a description of any desired
testing or sampling sufficient to inform the person of the means, manner
and procedure for testing or sampling, and the persons or persons by
whom the inspection, testing or sampling is to be made.

3. Response. The person or entity upon whose property request for
entry is sought shall file and serve a written response within 30 days
aP,.er setvice of the written request (fifty [50] days if the request
accompanies citation) stating that entry will be permitted as requested,
or stating pursuant to Rule 7 an objection to the request and the
circumstances under which entry will be allowed. If the respondent
objects to the date and time of the entry, the objection shall state
sufficient alternative dates and times to allow scheduling by agreement.
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from: Scott A. Brister

Rule 24. Subpoena

y[^ 1, 3, & 4 Most of these paragraphs and of Rule 21 appear to be repetitious of the require-
ments found in other Rules. For example:

Rule 24 (4)(a) is identical to Rule 11 (4)(b)
Rule 24 (4)(b) is very similar to Rule 7 (2)(b)
Rule 24 (4)(c) is very similar to Rule 14 (2)(c)
Rule 21 (1) is very similar to Rule 11 (1)
Rule 21 (2) is very similar to Rule 11 (2)
Rule 21 (3) is identical to Rule 14 (2)(a)

The rule is a lot shorter and simpler if it incorporates other rules by reference.

12 I would drop the subparts. Each sentence does not need its own paragraph.

^ 3 (e) I would drop this provision. There are scores of statutes and regulations
protecting various matters and providing procedures governing disclosure. Unless
someone has researched all of them, we shouldn't draft a rule that ends up in
conflict with some. For example, Art. 342-705 requires a party subpoenaing bank
records to give the account holder 10 days notice; the Subcommittee draft would
allow less.

13 I would eliminate the differences in the treatment between parties and non-parties.
The only significant differences appear to be:

(1) the 30 days for parties to object to production of documents is cut for
non-parties to 10 days, or even less so long as it is "reasonable." Why should
a person who is not involved, has not retained an attorney, and knows nothing
of the proceedings have less time to object than a party?

(2) the duty on parties to respond to production requests to the extent
there is no objection also disappears. Non-parties should have the same duty
to comply in good faith.

Rule 21. Compelling Production from Nonparty.

All I would eliminate this rule and combine it with Rule 24. Otherwise, the two are
redundant. To obtain production of records from a non-party, they must be
subpoenaed. I see no reason to prescribe the form, time, etc. in both rules.
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Rule 24: Subpoena

i. Form; Lssuance.
a. The style of every subpoena shall be The State of Tezas."

Every subpcena shall:
(1) state the style of the suit, its cause number, the court in

which the suit is pending, the date of its issuance, and the party at whose
instance the witness is summoned;

(2) command the person to whom it is directed to
(a) attend and give testimony for a deposition, hearing or trial;

or
(b) produce and permit inspection and copying of designated

documents or tangible things in the possession, custody or control of
that person. , at a time and place therein specified, and produce such
documents as they are kept in the usual course of business or organized
and labeled to correspond with the designated categories. A person
commanded under this subsection need not appear in person at the place
of production or inspection unless a command to attend and give
testimony at a deposition, hearing or trial is joined with a command
under this subsection or issued and served separately.

b. The subpoena shall issue from the court in which the suit is
pending, except that a subpoena for a deposition in a sister state or
foreign country shall be issued pursuant to Rule 188.

c. The clerk of the district or county court, or justice of the peace
shall issue the subpoena and a copy thereof for each witness subpoenaed
to a party requesting it, who shall complete it before service. An
attorney authorized to practice in the State of Tezas, as an officer of the
court. may also issue and sign a subpoena on behalf of the court Any
officer authorized to take depositions and any certified short-hand
reporter may issue and sign a subpoena for a deposition or production,
and shall do so immediately upon proof of service of a notice to take a
deposition under Rule 14 or 17, or a notice to compel production under
Rule 21.

2. Service.
a. Any sheriff or constable of the State of Texas or any person

who is not a party and is not less than 18 years of age may serve a
subpoena by delivering a copy to the witness and tendering to that
person any fees required by law.

b. Subject to the provisions of applicable law, a subpoena may be
served at any place within the State of Texas.

c. Proof of service shall be made by filing the witness' signed
written memorandum attached to the subpoena showing acceptance
thereof or a statement of the date and manner of service and the names
of the person served, certified by the person who made the service.

3. Protection of Nonparties Subject to Subpoenas
a. A parry responsible for the issuance and service of a subpoena

shall take reasonable steps to avoid imposing undue burden or expense
upon a nonparty subject to that subpoena.

b. Subject to paragraph (4)(b) of this rule, a nonparty commanded
to produce and permit inspection and copying of designated documents
and things, within 10 days after service of the subpoena or before the
time specified for compliance if such time is less than 10 days after
service, may serve upon the party at whose instance the witness is
summoned written objection to inspection or copying of any or all of the
designated materials. If objection is made, the party at whose instance
the witness is summoned shall not be entitled to inspect and copy the
materials except pursuant to court order. At any time after an objection
is made, the party serving the subpoena may, upon notice to the person
commanded to produce, move for an order to compel the production.

c. Within 10 days after service of the subpoena or before the time
specified for compliance if such time is less than 10 days after service,
the person served with the subpoena may, upon notice to the party at
whose instance the witness is summoned, move for a protective order
'n the court in which the action is pending or a district court in the
.ounty in which the subpoena was served. The court shall make such

orders in the interests of justice necessary to protect the movant from
undue burden, unnecessary expense, harassment or annoyance, or
invasion of personal, constitutional, or property rights.

2

Rule 24: Subpoena

1. Issuance. A subpoena shall issue from the court in which the suit
is pending, except that a subpoena for a deposition in a sister state or
foreign country shall be issued pursuant to Rule 188. The clerk of the
district or county -;ourt, or justice of the peace shall issue the subpoena
and a copy thereof for each witness subpoenaed to a party requesting it,
who shall complete it before service. An attorney authorized to practice
in the State of Texas, as an officer of the court, may also issue and sign
a subpoena on behalf of the court. Any officer authorized to take
depositions and any certified shorthand reporter may issue and sign a
subpoena for a deposition or production.

2. Content. The style of every subpoena shall be 'The State of
Texas." Every subpoenaftall state the style of the suit, its cause
number, the court in which it is pending, the date of issuance, and the
party at whose instance the witness is summoned. The subpoena shall
command the person to whom it is directed to attend and give testimony
for a deposition, hearing or trial, or produce and permit inspection and
copying of designated documents or tangible things. A subpoena for a
person to appear and give testimony at a deposition must meet the
notice, content, and other requirements of Rule 14. A subpoena to
produce documents must meet the request and content requirements of
Rule 11, as well as the time and place requirements of Rule 14.

3. Service. Any sheriff or constable of the State of Texas or any
person who is not a party and is not less than 18 years of age may serve
a subpoena by delivering a copy to the witness and tendering to that
person any fees required by law. Subject to the provisions of applicable
law, a subpoena may be served at any place within the State of Texas.
Proof of service shall be made by filing the witness' signed written
memorandum attached to the subpoena showing acceptance thereof or a
statement of the date and manner of service and the name of the person
served, certified by the person who made the service.

4. Response. A person served with a subpoena to produce
documents must respond to the subpoena pursuant to Rule 11, including
objecting or asserting privileges pursuant to Rule 7. Such person need
not appear in person at the place of production or inspection unless
subpoenaed for deposition as well. A person served with a subpoena to
give a deposition must comply with Rules 14 and 15. A person served
with a subpoena to give testimony at a hearing or trial may make its
objections to the court at the time specified for compliance.

5. Contempt. Failure by any person without adequate excuse to
obey a subpoena served upon that person may be deemed a contempt of
the court from which the subpoena is issued or a district court in the
county in which the subpoena is served.
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The current rules:

Our current draft of Rule 1.1.a. says that no amendment that increases damages above the
$50,0001imit shall be allowed at any time that will "unduly prejudice" the opposing party
and in no event later than 30 days before trial. This appears to be a limitation upon Rule
63. The current draft of Rule 63 requires leave of court to amend pleadings within 60
days of the end of the Discovery Period, or 5 days after notice of receipt of the first trial
setting (this was from our draft that had a discovery window that ended 30 days before the
first setting). The court is to allow the amendment unless there is insufficient time to
complete discc,very needed as a result of the amendment. If the court makes a finding that
there is insufficient time to complete discovery, the court must deny leave or extend the
discovery period. It cannot grant leave and extend the discovery period, however, if it will
"unreasonably delay" the trial.

In a Tier 1 case, the discovery period extends until 30 days before trial. Should a party
seek an amendment that increases the damages, I suppose the court would consider
whether the amendment was made within 30 days of trial (then it automatically would not
be allowed); whether the amendment "unduly prejudices" the opponent; and whether
allowing it would unreasonably delay the trial. This seems unduly complicated and I'm not
sure it really gets us where we want to be. I think a major problem is that we have not
focused upon the amendment rule since very early in our work.

Even in Tier 2 or 3 cases, our draft Rule 63 doesn't work well. Extending the discovery
period doesn't always solve the problem -- the party may need additional deposition
hours. Also, should not having enough time to complete discovery be the only standard
for not allowing an amendment? I don't think so. There may be situations where the
amendment should not be allowed for some other reason. Also, while there is a standard
for denying leave to amend, there is no standard for ruling on a motion to strike before the
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time for seeking leave arises. The time periods set out are confusing because they do not
apply to our current scheme.

My revision:

My proposed Rule 63 works much like the current rule, but has a longer time period
where leave of court must be obtained for filing new pleadings, and adds a standard that
takes needed discovery into account. The rule allows new pleadings anytime, so long as
any new discovery can be completed within the applicable discovery limitations or the new
pleading does not prejudice the opponent. (The language regarding "prejudice" was taken
from current trial amendment rule, Rule 66. Current Rule 63 uses the word "surprise," but
I think the Rule 66 language better conveys our meaning. The cases really make no

distinction between the two.) Leave of court must be obtained if the amendment is
offered aithin 60 days of the end of the discovery period; otherwise, it can be filed subject
to a Motion to Strike. If the court finds that discovery cannot be completed or the new
pleading will otherwise prejudice the opponent, the court can either (1) not allow the
amendment (by not granting leave or granting the motion to strike) or (2) allowing the
amendment and also allowing specific additional discovery IF it will not unduly delay the

trial. Thus, the court must take the real trial date into account in determining whether to
allow the amendment.

Rule 66 is left as is. It seems to be working. Rule 67 is left alone as well. It works with
this proposed system just as it works now. I don't like the language, but I don't think this
is the time to consider amendments. Rule 70 should be incorporated with Rule 63. It is a
sanctions rule, however, so rather than considering it now, I have written a note to the
Sanctions Subcommittee.

I have also changed Rule 1 so that in a Tier 1 case, where a pleading was offered that
increased the amount of damages, the court would go through the Rule 63 analysis, BUT
if the amendment is offered within 30 days of trial, it is presumptively prejudicial to the
party opposing the amendment under Rule 63. Therefore, the burden is put on the party
offering the amendment rather than the person opposing the amendment to show why the
amendment should be allowed.

Drafts Attached

Attached is a redlined draft of my proposed changes, redlined from the 6/30/95 draft that
is currently being distributed, as well as a non-redlined draft of my proposed Rules l.l.a.
and Rule 63.

1 2
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RULE 63. Amendments and Responsive Pleadings

Parties may file new pleadings_amend and supplement their pleadings and respond

to other parties' pleadings at any time unless discovery made necessary by the new

pleading cannot be completed within the applicable discovery limitations or the new

pleading will otherwise prejudice the opposing pai y in maintaininy,its action or defense

upon the merits. withetit-lI.eave of court is required before filing however, if the new

pleading is offered for filin wi ' sixty (60) days ofbe€ere the end of
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discovery limitations, or if the new pleading will otherwise prejudice the opposing party in
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additional discovery shall be allowed
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Note to Sanctions Subcommittee

This is a sanctions rule, so the Discovery Subcommittee has made no changes. It

should probably be incorporated into Rule 63. The Sanctions Subcommittee should

consider the appropriate sanction that might be imposed if the late amendment requires

additional discovery or a delay in trial under Rule 63.
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RULE 63. Amendments and Responsive Pleadings

Parties may file new pleadings, amend and supplement their pleadings and respond
to other parties' pleadings at any time unless discovery made necessary by the new
pleading cannot be completed within the applicable discovery limitations or the new
pleading will otherwise prejudice the opposing party in maintaining its action or defense
upon the merits. Leave of court is required before filing however, if the new pleading is
offered for filing within sixty (60) days of the end of any applicable Discovery Period. If
discovery made necessary by the new pleading cannot be completed within the applicable
discovery limitations, or if the new pleading will otherwise prejudice the opposing party in
maintaining its action or defense upon the merits, either (1) the pleading shall not be
allowed or (2) specific additional discovery shall be allowed if it will not unreasonably
delay the trial.

5
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from: Alex Wilson Albright

My revision:

My proposed Rule 63 works much like the current rule, but has a longer time period
where leave of court must be obtained for filing new pleadings, and adds a standard that
takes needed discovery into account. The rule allows new pleadings anytime, so long as
any new discovery can be completed within the applicable discovery limitations or the new
pleading does not prejudice the opponent. (The language regarding "prejudice" was taken
from current trial amendment rule, Rule 66. Current Rule 63 uses the word "surprise," but
I think the Rule 661anguage better conveys our meaning. The cases really make no

distinction between the two.) Leave of court must be obtained if the amendment is
offered within 60 days of the end of the discovery period; otherwise, it can be filed subject
to a Motion to Strike. If the court finds that discovery cannot be completed or the new
pleading will otherwise prejudice the opponent, the court can either (1) not allow the
amendment (by not granting leave or granting the motion to strike) or (2) allowing the
amendment and also allowing specific additional discovery IF it will not unduly delay the
trial. Thus, the court must take the real trial date into account in determining whether to
allow the amendment.

Rule 66 is left as is. It seems to be working. Rule 67 is left alone as well. It works with
this proposed system just as it works now. I don't like the language, but I don`t think this
is the time to consider amendments. Rule 70 should be incorporated with Rule 63. It is a
sanctions rule, however, so rather than considering it now, I have written a note to the
Sanctions Subcommittee.

I have also changed Rule I so that in a Tier 1 case, where a pleading was offered that
increased the amount of damages, the court would go through the Rule 63 analysis, BUT
if the amendment is offered within 30 days of trial, it is presumptively prejudicial to the
party opposing the amendment under Rule 63. Therefore, the burden is put on the party
offering the amendment rather than the person opposing the amendment to show why the
amendment should be allowed.

Drafts Attached

Attached is a redlined draft of my proposed changes, redlined from the 6/30/95 draft that
is currently being distributed, as well as a non-redlined draft of my proposed Rules 1.1.a.
and Rule 63.

I
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RULE 66. TRIAL AMENDMENT. [CURRENT RULE]

-If evidence is objected to at the trial on the ground that it is not within the issues

made bye pleading, or if during the trial any defect, fault or omission in a pleading,

either of form or substance, is called to the attention of the court, the court may allow the

pleadings to be amended and shall do so freely when the presentation of the merits of the

action will be subserved thereby and the objecting party fails to satisfy the court that the

allowance of such amendment would prejudice that art him in maintaining itshis action or

defense upon the merits. The court may grant a postponement to enable the objecting

party to meet such evidence.
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from: Alex Wilson Albright

My revision:

My proposed Rule 63 works much like the current rule, but has a longer time period
where leave of court must be obtained for filing new pleadings, and adds a standard that
takes needed discovery into account. The rule allows new pleadings anytime, so long as
any new discovery can be completed within the applicable discovery limitations or the new
pleading does not prejudice the opponent. (The language regarding "prejudice" was taken
from current trial amendment rule, Rule 66. Current Rule 63 uses the word "surprise," but
I think the Rule 66 language better conveys our meaning. The cases really make no
distinction between the two.) Leave of court must be obtained if the amendment is
offered within 60 days of the end of the discovery period; otherwise, it can be filed subject
to a Motion to Strike. If the court finds that discovery cannot be completed or the new
pleading will otherwise prejudice the opponent, the court can either (1) not allow the
amendment (by not granting leave or granting the motion to strike) or (2) allowing the
amendment and also allowing specific additional discovery IF it will not unduly delay the
trial. Thus, the court must take the real trial date into account in determining whether to
allow the amendment.

Rule 66 is left as is. It seems to be working. Rule 67 is left alone as well. It works with
this proposed system just as it works now. I don't like the language, but I don`t think this
is the time to consider amendments. Rule 70 should be incorporated with Rule 63. It is a
sanctions rule, however, so rather than considering it now, I have written a note to the
Sanctions Subcommittee.

I have also changed Rule 1 so that in a Tier 1 case, where a pleading was offered that
increased the amount of damages, the court would go through the Rule 63 analysis, BUT
if the amendment is offered within 30 days of trial, it is presumptively prejudicial to the
party opposing the amendment under Rule 63. Therefore, the burden is put on the party
offering the amendment rather than the person opposing the amendment to show why the
amendment should be allowed.

Drafts Atiached

Attached is a redlined draft of my proposed changes, redlined from the 6/30/95 draft that
is currently being distributed, as well as a non-redlined draft of my proposed Rules 1.1.a.
and Rule 63.
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RULE 67. AMENDMENTS TO CONFORM TO ISSUES TRIED WITHOUT
OBJECTION. [CURRENT RULEI

I When issues not raised by the pleadings are tried by express or implied consent of

the parties, they shall be treated in all respects as if they had been raised in the pleadings.

In such case such amendment of the pleadings as may be necessary to cause them to

conform to the evidence and to raise these issues may be made by leave of court upon

motion of any party at any time up to the submission of the case to the Court or jury, but

failure so to amend shall not affect the result of the trial of these issues; provided that

written pleadings, before the time of submission, shall be necessary to the submission of

questions, as is provided in Rules 277 and 279.

from: Alex Wilson Albright
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from: Scott A. Brister

My revision:

My proposed Rule 63 works much like the current rule, but has a longer time period
where leave of court must be obtained for filing new pleadings, and adds a standard that
takes needed discovery into account. The rule allows new pleadings anytime, so long as
any new discovery can be completed within the applicable discovery limitations or the new
pleading does not prejudice the opponent. (The language regarding "prejudice" was taken
from current trial amendment rule, Rule 66. Current Rule 63 uses the word "surprise," but
I think the Rule 66 language better conveys our meaning. The cases really make no
distinction between the two.) Leave of court must be obtained if the amendment is
offered Within 60 days of the end of the discovery period; otherwise, it can be filed subject
to a Motion to Strike. If the court finds that discovery cannot be completed or the new
pleading will otherwise prejudice the opponent, the court can either (1) not allow the
amendment (by not granting leave or granting the motion to strike) or (2) allowing the
amendment and also allowing specific additional discovery IF it will not unduly delay the
trial. Thus, the court must take the real trial date into account in determining whether to
allow the amendment.

Rule 66 is left as is. It seems to be working. Rule 67 is left alone as well. It works with
this proposed system just as it works now. I don't like the language, but I don't think this
is the time to consider amendments. Rule 70 should be incorporated with Rule 63. It is a
sanctions rule, however, so rather than considering it now, I have written a note to the
Sanctions Subcommittee.

I have also changed Rule 1 so that in a Tier 1 case, where a pleading was offered that
increased the amount of damages, the court would go through the Rule 63 analysis, BUT
if the amendment is offered within 30 days of trial, it is presumptively prejudicial to the
party opposing the amendment under Rule 63. Therefore, the burden is put on the party
offering the amendment rather than the person opposing the amendment to show why the
amendment should be allowed.

Drafls Atiached

Attached is a redlined draft of my proposed changes, redlined from the 6/30/95 draft that
is currently being distributed, as well as a non-redlined draft of my proposed Rules 1.1.a.
and Rule 63.
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RULE 70. PLEADING: SURPRISE: COST. ICURRENT RULEI

-When either a supplemental or amended pleading is of such character and is

presented at such time as to take the opposite party by surprise, the court may charge the

continuance of the cause, if granted, to the party causing the surprise if the other party

satisfactorily shows that he is not ready for trial because of the allowance of the filing of

such supplemental or amended pleading, and the court may, in such event, in its discretion

require the party filing such pleading to pay to the surprised party the amount of

reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the other party as a result of the continuance,

I including attorney fees, or make such other order with respect thereto as may be just.

I
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RULE 13. EFFECT OF PRESENTING PLEADINGS,
MOTIONS, AND OTHER PAPERS; SANCTIONS

(a) Presenting pleadings, motions, and other papers. By presenting to the court
(whether by signing, filing, submitting, or later advocating) a pleading, motion, or other
paper, an attorney or unrepresented party is certifying that to the best of the presenter's
knowledge, information, and belief, formed after reasonable inquiry:

(1) the pleading, motion, or other paper is not being presented for any improper
purpose, including to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in
the cost of litigation;

(2) the claims, defenses, and other legal contentions are warranted by existing
law or by a nonfrivolous argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of
existing law or by the establishment of new law;

(3) the allegations and other factual contentions in the pleading, motion, or other
paper have evidentiary support, or, for specifically identified allegations or factual
contentions, are likely to have evidentiary support after a reasonable opportunity for
further investigation or discovery; and

(4) each denial in 'a pleading, motion, or other paper of a factual contention is
warranted on the evidence or, for a specifically identified denial, is reasonably based
on a lack of information or belief; provided however, that the filing of a general
denial under Rule 42 does not violate this provision.

(b) Motion for sanctions. A party seeking sanctions under this rule shall file a motion
for sanctions separately from other motions or requests, and shall describe the specific
conduct alleged to violate paragraph (a) of this rule. The motion shall be served at least
twenty-one (21) days before being filed or presented to the court; if the challenged pleading,
motion, or other paper is withdrawn or corrected within that twenty-one (21) day period,
the motion shall not be filed or presented to the court. The court may award to a part
prevailing on a motion under this rule the reasonable expenses and attorney's fees incurred
in presenting or opposing the motion.

(c) Court's initiative. The court on its own initiative may enter an.order describing the
specific conduct that appears to violate paragraph (a) of this rule and directing the alleged
violator to show cause why the conduct has not violated the rule.

(d) Sanctions. A court that determines that a person has presented a motion, pleading,
or other paper in violation of paragraph (a) of this rule may impose a sanction on the
person, a party represented by the person, or both. Any sanction shall be limited to what

A1/258542.
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is sufficient to deter repetition of the conduct or comparable conduct by others similarly
situated. A sanction may include any of the following:

(1) an order directing the violator to perform, or refrain from performing, an
act;

(2) an order to pay a penalty into court;

(3) an order to pay the other party the amount of the reasonable expenses
incurred by the other party because of the presentation of the pleading, motion, or
other paper, including reasonable attorney's fees; and

(4) an award of an appropriate amount of costs for inconvenience, harassment,
and out-of-pocket expenses incurred or caused by the subject litigation.

The court may not award monetary sanctions against a represented party for a violation
of paragraph (a)(2). The court may not award monetary sanctions on its own initiative
unless the court issues its show-cause order before a voluntary dismissal or voluntary
settlement of the claims made by or against the party or the party's attorney against whom
sanctions are proposed.

An order under this rule shall contain written findings, or be supported by oral findings
on the record, stating specifically (1) the conduct meriting sanctions, and (2) why a lesser
sanction would be ineffective.

Except with respect to motions, pleadings, and other papers involving post-judgment
discovery under Rule 162a, the trial court may grant relief under this rule only while the
court has plenary jurisdiction.

(e) Exception. This rule is inapplicable to discovery requests, responses and objections.

A1/258542.
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RUI.E 166d. FAII.URE TO MAKE OR COOPERATE IN DISCOVERY: REMEDIES

1. Procedure.

(a) Motion. Any person affected by a failure of another person to respond to or
supplement discovery, or by an abuse of the discovery process in seeking or resisting
discovery, may file a motion specifically describing the violation. The motion shall be filed
in the court in which the action is pending, except that a motion involving a person or
entity who is not a party shall be filed in any district court in the district where the
discovery is to take place. Nonparties affected by the motion shall be served as if parties.
The motion shall contain a certificate that the movant (or the movant's counsel) has spoken
with the opposing party (or the opposing party's counsel if represented by counsel) in
person or by telephone to try to resolve the discovery dispute, or has made diligent attempts
to do so, and that such efforts have failed.

(b) Hearing. No oral hearing is required for motions requesting relief under
paragraph 2. Oral hearing is required for motions requesting sanctions under paragraph
3, unless waived by those involved.

(c) Order. An order under this rule may compel, limit or deny discovery, award
expenses pursuant to paragraph 2, and impose sanctions pursuant to paragraph 3. The
order shall be in writing. An order granting relief or imposing sanctions shall be against
the party, attorney, law firm, or other person or entity whose actions necessitated the
motion. An order imposing sanctions under paragraph 3 of this rule shall contain written
findings, or be supported by oral findings on the record, stating specifically (1) the conduct
meriting sanctions, and (2) why a lesser sanction would be ineffective.

2. Expenses for compelling, limiting, or denying discovery. The court may make
an award of expenses, including attorney's fees, in connection with a motion made pursuant
to paragraph 1 or a written response to such a motion, only if the court finds that: (a) the
amount of expenses, including attorney's fees, incurred in connection with the prosecution
or defense of the motion, is unreasonably burdensome on the party seeking relief, and (b)
the party against whom relief is sought was not reasonably justified in seeking or resisting
the discovery at issue.

3. Sanctions.

(a) Sanctionable conduct. In addition to or in lieu of the relief provided above,
the court may impose one or more of the sanctions set forth in subparagraph (b) below if
the court finds that:

(i) a person subject to a discovery order, other than a Discovery Control Plan
under Rule 1, has failed to comply with the order; or
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(ii) a party, a party's attorney, or a person under the control of a party: (A) has
disregarded a rule, a Discovery Control Plan, or subpoena repeatedly or in bad
faith; (B) has destroyed evidence in bad faith or engaged in other conduct that an
order compelling, denying, or limiting discovery cannot effectively remedy; or (C)
has repeatedly made discovery responses that are untimely, clearly inadequate or
made for purposes of delay or discovery requests or objections to discovery that are
not reasonably justified; or (D) has otherwise abused the discovery process in
seeking, making or resisting discovery.

(b) Sanctions. A court may impose any of the following sanctions that are just
under the circumstances:

(1) Reprimanding the offender;
(2) Disallowing further discovery in whole or in part;
(3) Assessing discovery or trial expenses, including attorney's fees caused by the

sanctionable conduct;
(4) Deeming certain facts or matters to be established for the purposes of the

action;
(5) Barring introduction of evidence supporting or opposing designated claims or

defenses;
(6) Striking pleadings or portions thereof, staying further proceedings until an

order is obeyed, dismissing with or without prejudice the action or any part
thereof, or rendering a default judgment;

(7) Granting the movant a monetary award in addition to or in lieu of actual
expenses; or

(8) Making such other orders as are just.

4. Time for Compliance. Orders under this rule shall be operative at such
time as directed by the court. If a party contends that monetary award precludes access
to the court, the district judge must either (i) provide that the award is payable only at a
date that coincides with or follows entry of a final order terminating the litigation or (ii)
makes written findings or oral findings on the record after a hearing that the award does
not preclude access to the court.

5. Review. An order under this rule shall be subject to review on appeal from
the final judgment by any person or entity affected by the order.

Comment. Paragraph (5) does not change or address the availability of mandamus relief
in sanctions proceedings. See, e.g., Walker v. Packer, 827 S. W.2d 833 (Tex. 1992).

[??] Nature of Hearing and Evidence. Due process requires that, before sanctions
are imposed, the alleged offender be afforded fair notice and an opportunity to be heard.
The procedure employed may vary with the circumstances, provided that due process
requirements are satisfied. The court, in its discretion, shall determine whether to hold a
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hearing on sanctions under consideration, as well as the type of evidence to be considered.
See [Rule on Hearings, Task Force on Revision of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure]. A
hearing is ordinarily required prior to the issuance of any sanction that is based upon a
finding of bad faith on the part of the alleged offender. A hearing is appropriate whenever
it would assist the court in its consideration of the sanctions issue or would significantly
assist the alleged offender in the presentation of his or her defense.
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RULE 4. DISCOVERY PRIVILEGES

1. Privileges. Any matter protected from disclosure by any
privilege is not discoverable.

2. Work Product Privilege.

(a) Work Product Defined. Work product is any communication
made or material prepared in anticipation of litigation or for
trial by or for a party or a party's representative, including the
party's attorney, consultant, surety, indemnitor, insurer, or
agent.

(b) Protection of Work Product.

(1) Protection of Attorney Mental Processes. A judge
may not order discovery of the work product of an attorney or
an attorney's representative that contains the attorney's
mental impressions, opinions, conclusions, and legal theories.
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(2) Protection of Other Work Product. A judge may not
order discovery of any other work product except on a showing
that the party seeking discovery has substantial need of the
materials in the preparation of that party's case and the
party is unable without undue hardship to obtain the
substantial equivalent of the material by other means.

(3) Incidental Disclosure of Attorney Mental Processes.
Notwithstanding subdivision (1), disclosure ordered pursuant
to subdivision (2) may incidentally disclose by inference
attorney mental processes otherwise protected under
subdivision (1). In such a circumstance, the judge shall
protect against the incidental disclosure of attorney mental
processes to the extent possible.

(4) Limiting Disclosure of Mental Processes. If a judge
orders discovery of work product pursuant to this Rule, the
judge shall, to the extent possible, protect against the
disclosure of mental impressions, opinions, conclusions, or
legal theories.

(c) Protection of Consulting Experts. A consulting expert's
identity, mental impressions, and opinions are not discoverable.
A consulting expert is an expert who has been informally consulted,
retained, or specifically employed by a party in anticipation of
litigation or in preparation for trial, who will not be called to
testify as an expert, and whose mental impressions and opinions
have not been reviewed by a testifying expert.

(d) Exceptions. The following are discoverable, even if made
or prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial:
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(1) Experts. The information concerning experts
discoverable under Rule 10.

(2) Trial Witnesses. Trial witnesses discoverable under
Rule 3.2(d).

(3) Witness Statements. Witness statements discoverable
under Rule 3.2(h).

(4) Trial Exhibits. Trial exhibits if their disclosure
is ordered pursuant to Rule 166.

(5) Facts. The relevant facts, however required, within
the knowledge of any party or its representatives, including
the identity of persons with knowledge of relevant facts.
Although a communication or document containing relevant facts
may be privileged under this rule, this rule does not prevent
discovery of the facts contained therein by means other than
the discovery of the communication or document.

(6) Contentions. A party's contentions regarding legal
theories or the factual bases for the claims or defenses of
that party discoverable under Rule 12.2.

(7) Photoqraphs. Any photograph or electronic image of
underlying facts (e.g. a photograph of the accident scene) or
a photograph or electronic image of any sort that a party
intends to offer into evidence.

(8) Matters Within an Exception to the Attorney-Client
Privilege. Any work product created under circumstances
within exceptions to the attorney-client privilege in Texas
Rule of Civil Evidence 503(d).
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Rule 3 (2) (e)

e. Expert Witnesses: A party may obtain discovery of the identity

of testifying expert witnesses and information relating to those

witnesses as provided in Rule 10, including facts known, mental

impressions and opinions of the expert which were acquired or

developed in preparation for trial or in anticipation of litigation

' of the case.

I

I
I
I
I
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(1) Testifying Expert: A testifying expert is an expert

who may be called to testify by a party or an expert whose

mental impressions or opinions have been reviewed by an expert

who may be called to testify at trial.

(2) Consulting Expert: A consulting expert is an expert

who has been informally consulted, retained or specially

employed by a party in anticipation Qf sxation or in

preparation for trial; but, wh

A consulting expert's identity, mental impress

are not discoverablg

of liti on, the identity, locat

0

testifying or consulting expert has acquired knowledge of

relevant facts not in preparation for trial or in anticipation

are discoverable[by deposition fromanticipation of litigation,

thea,^ D.
L

(4) Determination of Status: A party must designate

testifying experts in accordance with the provisions of Rules 9

and 10.
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Rule 25 Medical Records of Non-Party

Before requesting production of medical records of a non-party and before serving a

subpoena upon any custodian of records seeking the medical records of a non-party, the

party seeking the records shall first serve the non-party with a copy of the subpoena. A

request or subpoena which seeks medical records without identifying specific individuals

and which seeks only records redacted of any individual-identifying information is not

subject to this requirement. Any other exception to the requirement of this rule may be

made only by court order for good cause shown. Nothing in this rule excuses compliance

with laws concerning the confidentiality of medical records.
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August 14, 1995

Honorable Scott A. Brister
234th District Court
Room 206
301 Fannin Street
Houston, TX 77002
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Mr. Stephen Yelenosky
Advocacy, Incorporated
7800 Shoal Creek Boulevard
Suite 171-E
Austin, TX 78757

Re: Court Rules Committee

Gentlemen:

Following is my recommendation with respect to the production of the medical
records of non-parties:

"When the production of medical reeords of a non-
party is sought and the non-party has not signed a
medic;l authorization the party seeking such
production shall do so by oral or written deposition.
The non-party whose records are sought shall be
servcd with notice of deposition in the same manner
as required under these rules for service of notice to
a party unless otherwise ordered by the Court upon
a showing of good cause by the party seeking such
records. However, If the identity of the non-party
whose records are being sought is not directly or
indirectly being disclosed by production of such
records notice pursuant to this rule shall not be
required."


